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A THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION OF FLOWS OVER
WINGS WITH LEADING-EDGE VORTEX SEPARATION
Part II—Program Description Document
Ronald G. Coleman, Forrester T. Johnson, and Paul Lu
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
SUMMARY
A computer program has been developed for the solution of the subsonic,
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading-edge vortex separation. The
documentation is divided into two volumes, Part I and Part II.
This volume is Part II of the documentation containing the description of the computer
program. It consists of three sections presenting the Program Logic, the Description of
Subroutines, and the Program Listing.
INTRODUCTION
A computer program has been developed for the solution of the subsonic,
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading-edge vortex separation (ref. 1). The
program provides capabilities for calculating forces, moments, and detailed surface
pressures on thin, sharp-edged wings of an arbitrary planform. The wing geometry is
arbitrary in the sense that leading and trailing edges may be curved or kinked and the
wing may have arbitrary camber and twist. The computer program includes a recently
developed potential flow computational technique based on the advanced aerodynamic
panel method (ref. 2). The numerical method employs an inviscid flow model in which
the wing and the rolled-up vortex sheets are represented by piecewise continuous
quadratic doublet sheet distribution. The Kutta condition is imposed along all wing
edges. An iterative scheme is applied to find the strengths of the doublet distributions
as well as shape and position of the free vortex sheet spirals satisfying the nonlinear
boundary conditions of the flow problem.
The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV for a SCOPE 3.0 or KRONOS 2.1
operating system of the CDC 6400/6600 computer. The program uses overlay structure
and eight disk files (including input and output files), and it requires approximately
120 000 (Octal) central memory words. This program has been designed with the
primary objective of verifying new concepts and ideas.
The documentation of the program is divided into two parts:
Part I: Engineering Document
Part II: Program Description Document
The Engineering Document (bound separately) contains a detailed description of the
theoretical method and, in particular, a thorough discussion of the following items: flow
model as a nonlinear boundary value problem, geometry definition, numerical method,
solution procedure, and verification of the method. A user's guide of the computer
program is also included in the Engineering Document.
This volume, the Program Description Document, consists of three sections:
1: Program logic describing the basic program structure and listing the names of
overlay programs and all subroutines. It includes descriptions and flowcharts of
overlay programs, along with a discussion of file usages and common blocks.
2: Purpose, input and output, and a brief discussion of processing performed by the
routine for all subroutines.
3: A complete program listing.




The computer program consists of one main overlay, four primary overlays, and one
user library. A description and flowchart of each overlay program are given.
The flowchart of main overlay program TEA378 illustrates the overall functions the





















NAMES OF PROGRAMS AND SUBROUTINES
The names of programs and subroutines used in each overlay and of those routines
included in the user library are given as follows:
Main OVERLAY(VORTEX,0,0)
Program TEA378
Subroutines ITFLOW, FUNC, FGCAL, UPDATE, AJGEN, DFGMU, DFGDT
Primary OVERLAY(VORTEX,1,0)
Program INPUT
Subroutines DWNET, AWNET, GWNET, SWEPTE, SHEGEN
Primary OVERLAY(VORTEX,2,0)
Program AICGEN
Subroutines EDGEIN, KSORT, TGEOMC, GEOMC, SURFIT, TSING, SING,
LSQSF, TCNTRL, CONTRL, SURPRO, VINFCC, EIVC, PIVC,
GCPCAL, GRDIND, PIDENT, CCAL, ECAL, DPIV, FKCAL,






User Library IPTRNS, PTRNS, TRNSFR, TRANS, ZERO, CROSS, UVECT,
Subroutines MMULT, CMAB, LINEQS, TDECOM, BSUBSM, PDSEQS, VIP, VIPA,
VIPS
DESCRIPTION AND FLOWCHART OF OVERLAY PROGRAMS
Main OVERLAY(VORTEX,0,0)
Program TEA378
Purpose To call various overlays to perform the following tasks:
• Reading the input data and setting up geometry definition
• Generating the AIC matrix using an advanced panel-type method
• Solving a system of equations with the generated AIC to obtain
initial doublet distributions
• Using the routine ITFLOW to find an iterative solution to the
flow problem with nonlinear boundary conditions
Subroutines INPUT(OVERLAY-1,0), AICGEN(OVERLAY-2,0), SOLVER
Called (OVERLAY-3,0), OUTPUT(OVERLAY-4,0), ITFLOW
Discussion Program TEA378 is the main overlay. It sets disk file numbers and
options for printing intermediate results. The printing options are for
checkout purposes. First the program calls INPUT to read input data
cards and to set up network panel corner points, including an initial
guess for the shape and position of free sheet. Then AICGEN is called
to generate velocity components and AIC matrix using a panel-type
influence coefficients method (see description of program AICGEN). An
initial guess for doublet distributions is obtained by calling SOLVER
to solve a system of equations with the generated velocity components
and AIC matrix.
Flowchart of Program TEA378
( Sets disk "Nfile numbers J
\ t
Sets options for print-
ing intermediate results
CALL OVERLAY (6HVORTEX, 1.0)
(To read input data and to set
up network geometry including
indices and corner points)
CALL OVERLAY (6HVORTEX. 2,0)
(To generate velocity components
and AIC matrix)





CALL OVERLAY (6HVORTEX. 3,0)
(To obtain initial solution for
doublet distributions by sol-










(excluding ones at edges)
and angles (1ree sheet)





CALL ITFLOW (X,N,RX, DX, Y, RY)
(Uses an iterative procedure to find
a solution of doublet distributions
and position of free sheet to satisfy
the given boundary conditions)
/CALL OVERLAY (6HVORTEX,4,0)\
/ (To display initial doublet
/ distributions, positions of free and
\ fed sheet, velocity components, and
\ACp, etc.)
If the user sets the number of iterations to zero in order to check
the input data, initial guesses for doublet distributions, and position of
free sheet, the program will call OUTPUT to display initial doublet
distributions, positions of free sheet and fed sheet, velocity
components, A Cpi etc. Otherwise, the program proceeds to call the
subroutine ITFLOW to find a solution for doublet distributions and the
position of free sheet to satisfy the nonlinear boundary conditions.
Primary OVERLAY(VORTEX,1,0)
Program INPUT
Purpose To read and print user input data, calculate freestream velocity,
calculate all panel corner point coordinates, calculate the initial length
and angle of inclination of panels in the Free Vortex and Fed Sheet
networks.
Input See Engineering Document—User's Guide
Output Common block
/DAT3/-AR, NTR, XTR, MSP, YSP, NTC, NLE, YLE, NTE, YTE, MSF
/FSVEL/-FSV, FSVM, ALPHA, XPITCH, RCHORD
/INDEX/-NT, NM, NN, NP, NZ, NPA, NZA, NNETT, NPANT, NZMPT
/MSPNTS/-ZM, ZL
/SOLN/-ZA
AWNET, DWNET, GWNET, SHEGEN
c is set equal to the cosine of the angle of attack in radians, and s is
set equal to the sine. They form the components of a freestream
velocity vector whose magnitude is calculated by taking the square
root of the sum of the squares of c and s.
The wing panel corner points may be input by the user following a
"$INPUT WING NETWORK" data card or the program will calculate
them following a "$DELTA," "$ARROW," or "$GOTHIC WING
PREPROCESSOR" data card.
Subroutine SHEGEN calculates the Y and Z coordinates of panel
corner points on the Free Vortex and Fed Sheet networks. The distance
between adjacent panel corner points on each transverse cut in the
Free Vortex and Fed Sheet is calculated along with .the panel
inclination angle with respect to the flat wing.
Primary OVERLAY(VORTEX,2,0)
Program AICGEN
Purpose To calculate essential geometry information for each panel and the
locations of doublets and control points for each network and to





Flowchart of Program INPUT
Read input data cards
Yes Call DWNET to calculate
delta wing corner points
Yes Call AWNET to calculate
arrow wing corner points
Yes Call GWNET to calculate
gothic wing corner points
No
Read wing corner points
and indices from cards
Define number of spanwise
points per network
Define number of chordwise
points per network
1




Calculate initial length and angle
of panels on free vortex and fed sheet
C END J
Flowchart of Program AICGEN
CALLTGEOMC
(To generate essential geometry
information for each panel of
all the networks)
CALLTSING
(To designate the location of
doublets on all network panels
and to compute the matrix for
coefficients of quadratic doub-
let distribution for each panel)
CALLTCNTRL
(To designate the locations of
control points for all network
panels and to compute the unit
normal vector and the freestream
velocity vector at every control
point)
CALLEDGEIN
(To provide new indices so that
control points and doublets at
edges of networks precede all
the others)
CALL KSORT
(To sort all arrays correspond-
ing to control points according
to new indices)
Flowchart of Program A ICG EN (Continued)
Yes
JC = JC= 1
If control point is
at edge of network,
impose Kutta condi-
tion
(i.e., sets E = 0)
If control point is
at edge of network,
impose Kutta condi-
tion
(i.e., sets E 3 0)
CALL VINFCC
(To calculate components of aerodynamic
influence coefficients induced at one
control point due to doublet strength
on all panels)













/INDEX/-NT, NM, NN, NP, NZ, NPA, NZA, NNETT, NPANT, NZMPT
/NITF/-NFUN
/IPRINT/-IPGEOM, IPSING, IPCNTR, IPEIVC
Common block
/CM03/-NPIF, NAIC3, NAIC
/BDYCS/-AC, ZCC, ZCR, ZDC, IPC, ITC
/INDEX/-NS, NC, NSA, NCA, NSNGT, NCTRT
/NINDX/-NEQ, NJC, ITC
TGEOMC, TSING, TCNTRL, EDGEIN, KSORT, PTRNS, IPTRNS,
VINFCC, VIP
The program first calls TGEOMC to provide least squares surface fit
for each panel and to generate essential geometry information such as
local coordinates of panel corner points and center, coordinate
transformations, moments, etc. The subroutines TSING and TCNTRL
are called to designate the locations of doublets and control points for
each network according to different network types. The coefficients of
quadratic doublet distribution for each panel are computed by using
least squares method. The unit normal vector and the freestream





As discussed in the Engineering Document, equation (46), the stream
surface boundary condition at edge points of networks where the Kutta
condition has to be satisfied, gives a linear relation between the set of
doublets (Me) at the edges of the network and the set of all remaining
doublets (Mr). Hence, doublets Me can be expressed in terms of all
remaining doublets pr, and only Mr will have to be treated as the
explicit unknown parameters in the iterative procedure. For the
convenience of computation, indices of doublets are rearranged so that
Me's precede Mr'3- Indices of control points are also rearranged in a
similar way.
The components of aerodynamic influence coefficients (AIC) induced at
each control point, due to doublet distributions of all panels, are
computed by calling VINFCC. This process is repeated first for the
control points at the edges of networks and then for all other control
points. The program provides an option for skipping the last part of
the computation. Thus, when subroutine ITFLOW in the main overlay
calls AICGEN to update AIC at every KIT iteration, it sets NFUN=0,
and the new AIC is generated. Otherwise, NFUN^O and the
computation of new AIC is skipped.
OVERLAY* VORTEX,3,0)
SOLVER
To solve a linear system of equations A-X=B
11













































The program reads out coefficient matrix and right-hand side from two
separate files and stores them in two different arrays A and B. The
routine LINEQS is then called to solve the system of equations. If the
coefficient matrix is not singular, the solution vector is written on the
file that originally stores the right-hand side. Otherwise, an error
message "The matrix appears singular" is printed, and execution of the
computer program is terminated. The program has been set up with
the consideration that an out-of-core equation solver can replace the
present in-core one without changing the data structure significantly.
OVERLAY (VORTEX,4,0)
OUTPUT
To print the program results, including: circulation along terminated
edge of the fed sheet network; circulation along the wing trailing edge;
X, Y and Z coordinates of panel center, velocity on upper and lower
surfaces, and Acp for each panel in the wing and free vortex networks;
upper and lower Cp and area for each panel in the wing network;
normal force coefficient; pitching moment coefficient; pitch axis x












The Fed Sheet terminated edge points are calculated as the midpoints
between each pair of outboard Fed Sheet panel corner points. SNGCAL
is called to calculate the circulation at each edge point.
The wing trailing-edge points are calculated as the midpoints between
each pair of forward wake panel corner points. SNGCAL is again
called to calculate the circulation at each point.
13
Flowchart of Program OUTPUT
Print panel indices
for each network
Calculate and print the circulation
along terminated edge of FED SHEET
Calculate and print the circulation
along the wing trailing edge
Calculate total velocity and
Calculate upper and lower velocity
Calculate A Cp
Calculate wing upper and lower Cp
Print panel center coordinates
and calculated values
Calculate and print Normal Force
Coefficient, Pitching Moment Coefficient,
Pitch Axis, Root Chord, and Total Wing Area
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The total velocity is calculated by mult iplying the AIC matrix
(DVDFS) by the vector, consisting of values S of doublet parameters
and adding the components of the freestream velocity vector.
SNGCAL is called to calculate the value and 1st, 2nd derivatives of
doublet strength at the panel center points of the wing and free sheet
networks. The components of sheet vorticity (first derivatives of
doublet strength) are transformed into the global panel system to
define
Upper and lower velocity is calculated by adding to and subtracting
from the total velocity components, one-half of the V/x components.
Acp is calculated by multiplying two times the vector inner product of
V/x and the total velocity vector.
cp upper and lower for the wing network are calculated by the
equation:
(VSQ ± HDCP + 0.25*GMUSQ) (1)
where VSQ is the velocity vector inner product, GMUSQ is the V/x
vector inner product, and HDCP is one-half of Acp.
The final calculations performed are for a summation table for the
wing network consisting of normal force coefficient (cvj), pitching
moment coefficient (cm), pitch axis X value (XPITCH), root chord
length (RCHORD) and total wing area (SW). The product (CNF) of the
normal vector, A Cp, and wing panel area is used to calculate Cv,
andcm.
c»g is defined as two times the sum of CNF at each wing panel divided
by the total wing area.
Cm is defined as two times the sum of CNF at each wing panel times
the X of the panel center minus XPITCH, divided by RCHORD times
total wing area.
XPITCH is the X value of the pitch axis input by the user.
RCHORD is defined as the X value where the trailing edge breaks
away from the planform centerline minus the X value of the first
transverse cut.
Total wing area is simply the sum of the individual wing panel areas
contained in array C in common block PANDQ.
15
FILE USAGE
There are eight disk files used in the computer program. The files are passed through
common block /CMOS/. Their disk numbers are assigned in program TEA378 (Main
Overlay). Files NTSIN and NTSOUT are the standard input and output files. The
following illustration gives where and how the other six files are used.
File Where Usage
NTGD TEA378 Writing on components of freestream velocity at
control points; reading out initial values of doublet
parameters
ITFLOW Writing on residuals; reading out corrections
DFGMU Writing on 3G%e and aG/3yr
DFGDT Writing on 3G/30
AICGEN Transferring panel information
NPIF FGCAL Reading out panel information
DFGMU Reading out panel information
DFGDT Reading out panel information
AICGEN Storing panel information
VINFCC Reading out panel information
OUTPUT Reading out panel information
NAIC3 FGCAL Reading out components of influence coefficient
DFGMU Reading out components of influence coefficient
AICGEN Storing components of influence coefficient
OUTPUT Reading out components of influence coefficient
NAIC FGCAL Reading out rows of AIC matrix
AICGEN Storing rows of AIC matrix
NJAC ITFLOW Reading out rows of Jacobian
DFGMU Writing on 3F/3Veand 6F%r
DFGDT Storing rows of Jacobian
NSCR ITFLOW Writing on rows of updated Jacobian
DFGMU Writing on partial derivatives with respect to
doublet parameters




Variables of the more essential common blocks shared by main and primary overlays








RTD Number of degrees in 1 rad
DTK Number of radians in 1 deg
ZC Array of X, Y,Z coordinates of control
points
ZCC Array of normal vectors at control
points on the panel surface
ZCR Array of components of freestream
velocity normal to the panel surface
at control points
ZDC Array of perturbation distances for
control points at edges of networks
IPC Array of panel indices for control
points
ITC Array of codes (=1 for control points
at edges of networks; =0 otherwise)
See file usage
AR Aspect ratio
NTR Number of transverse cuts
XTR Array of transverse cut x values
MSP Number of spanwise wing percent
values
YSP Array of spanwise wing percent
values
NTC Number of transverse cuts
intersecting root chord
NLE Number of points defining wing
leading edge






















NTE Number of wing trailing-edge,
transverse-cut intersections
YTE Array of Y coordinates of points
defined by NTE
MFS Number of spanwise cuts in the free
vortex network
EMUE Array of 3E/3Me
EMU Array of dE/3^r
Array of (SE/d^gV1 (3E/3^r)
IPR Array of indices of row pivoting for
equation solver
NFLTP =1 for Hat panel; =0 otherwise
Freestream velocity vector
Freestream velocity magnitude
Wing angle of attack in radians
X value of pitch axis

















Array containing network type
indices 2,4,6,5,7
Array containing the number of
spanwise panel points in each
network
Array containing the number of
transverse cuts in each network
Array containing the number of
panels in each network
Array containing the number of
singularity parameters in each
network
Array containing the number of
control points in each network
Array containing the number of panel















Variables Description Where Set
NPA Array containing cumulative sum of
array NP
NSA Array containing cumulative sum of TSING
array NS
NCA Array containing cumulative sum of TCNTRL
array NC
NZA Array containing cumulative sum of
array NZ
NNETT Number of networks
NPANT Number of total panels
NSNGT Number of total singularity TSING
parameters
NCTRT Number of total control points TCNTRL
NZMPT Number of total panel corner points
in all networks
H Array of H integrals INTCAL
HZ Z distance of field point above panel
IH Indicates necessity of using special
expansion when field point is near
panel surface
MXQ Maximum value of m+n for H DPIV
integrals required to compute
influence coefficients
MXK Maximum value of k for H integrals
required to compute influence
coefficients
IPNPUT Controls printout of intermediate TEA378
results from program INPUT in
overlay (1,0)
IPGEOM Controls printout of intermediate
results from subroutines GEOMC and
SURFIT in overlay (2,0)
IPSING Controls printout of intermediate
results from subroutine SING in
overlay (2,0)
IPCNTR Controls printout of intermediate




Block Variables Description Where Set
LSQSFC ZK
IPEIVC Controls printout of intermediate
results from subroutine EIVC in
overlay (2,0)
IPOUTP . Controls printout of intermediate
results from program OUTPUT in
overlay (4,0)
X,Y,Z coordinates of corner points
• used in least squares fit
WTK Weights used in least squares fit
AK Generalized inverse from least
squares fit
NO =2 for quadratic fit (6 terms)
<2 for linear fit (3 terms)
NPK Number of data points used in least
squares fit
MSPNTS ZM Array containing panel corner point
X,Y,Z coordinates
ZL Array containing panel lengths along
transverse cuts
NEQS NE Number of equations to be solved
NR Number of right-hand sides
NMAT Name of file storing the coefficient
matrix
NRHS Name of file storing right-hand side
or solution vector
NFAJ NEQ Number of equations corresponding to
control points at edges of networks
NF Number of equations corresponding to
all other control points (excluding
those at edges)
NG Number of equations corresponding to
number of panels of the free sheet
network
NINDX NEQ Number of equations corresponding to
control points at edges of networks














Variables Description Where Set
IJC IJC(k) gives the control point which
has new index k
NFUN Number of functions called at every ITFLOW
KIT iteration
JT Iteration number
ITMX Maximum number of iterations INPUT
KIT Number of iterations to generate new ITFLOW
AIC
ITPRIN Printing output occurs at every INPUT
ITPRIN iteration
CP X,Y,Z coordinates of panel corner GEOMC
points
PC Average X,Y,Z coordinates of four SURFIT
corner points
RO X,Y,Z coordinates of origin of local
panel coordinate system
AR Rotation matrix for transforming
from global X,Y,Z coordinates to local
panel £ ,T), {"coordinates
ART Transposition of AR GEOMC
P £ .^coordinates of panel corner points SURFIT
A Panel principal curvature in £
direction
B Panel principal curvature in rj
direction
DIAM Length of longest diagonal of panel GEOMC
C Array of ({,77) moments CCAL
AST Matrix defining dependence of SING
coefficients of quadratic doublet
distribution on free parameters
IIS Array containing indices of free
parameters on which panel doublet
coefficients depend
INS Number of free singularity
parameters determining coefficients





























Total number of panel-defining
quantities in PANDQ common block,
not used in this program
Index for keeping track of the
position of record (panel information)
on disk to be written
Index for keeping track of the
position of record (panel information)
on disk to be read
Disk file on which panel information
is to be written
Disk file from which panel
information is to be read
Local panel coordinates of control
point
Local coordinates of panel corner
points
Coefficients of the quadratic surface
fit of. the panel
Maximum diagonal of the panel
Moments for the panel
Integrals from routine DPIV
Number of coefficients in panel
doublet distribution
Not used in this program
Collection of geometric quantities






























Variables Description Where Set
AET2 Coordinate of field point relative to
panel corner point expressed in local
system
DRM Length of panel edge
ELI Distance from panel corner point to
projection of field point on panel edge
line
EL2 Distance from panel corner point to
projection of field point on panel edge
line
ELM Minimum value of distance from
panel edge to projection of field point
on panel edge line
ANK Component of unit normal to panel
edge
ANE Component of unit normal to panel
edge
A Distance from projection of field point
on panel plane to panel edge line
AA Square of A
GG Square of distance from field point to
panel edge line
51 Distance from field point to end point
of a panel side
52 Distance from field point to end point
of a panel side
S1I Inverse of Si
S2I Inverse of S2
HM Magnitude of HZ
HH Square of HZ
GAK Accumulates A times FK over four FKCAL
panel sides
GKNK Accumulates ANK times FNK over FNKCAL
four panel sides
GENK Accumulates ANE times FNK over
four panel sides







Variables Description Where Set
GEMN Accumulates ANE times FMN over
four panel sides
GAMN Accumulates A times FMN over four
panel sides
Hi l l Accumulates H( 1,1,1) over four panel FKCAL
sides
FK F integrals for M=l and N=l
FNK F integrals for M=l FNKCAL
FMN F integrals for K=l FMNCAL
E E functions used for computation of F ECAL
integrals
MXFK Maximum value of K for F integrals INTCAL
MXFKN Maximum value of K for F integrals FKCAL
when field point is near panel edge
and special expansion is required
MXFNK Not used in this program Not set
MXKM2 Used as upper limit for certain K INTCAL
loops
MXKM4 Used as upper limit for certain K
loops
MXQM1 Used as upper limit for certain M or
N loops
LMXQ2 Logical variable used to circumvent INTCAL
unnecessary calculations
LMXQ3 Logical variable used to circumvent
unnecessary calculations
LMXQ4 Logical variable used to circumvent
unnecessary calculations
LMXK3 Logical variable used to circumvent
unnecessary calculations
LMXK5 Logical variable used to circumvent
unnecessary calculations
LMKEX Logical variable determining
necessity of using special expansion








ZA Array of network points serving as
control points or locations of free
singularity parameters
IA Index array which counts
nonidentical points in ZA
S Array of values of doublet parameters
ZA Array containing panel inclination
angles



















To obtain the analytic Jacobian for perturbation variables
(doublet parameters excluding those at edges and angles) assuming
D(AIC)/D(THETA)=0
Calling sequence









The routine stores values of doublet parameters (excluding those at
edges) and angles in array S and ZA, respectively. Routines are called
to generate the partial derivatives of functions F and G with respect to










To calculate the coordinates of all panel corner points in an arrow
wing planform configuration
Common block





The Y coordinates of the panel corner points at the intersection of the
leading edge and transverse cuts are computed by multiplying the X
value of the transverse cut by one-fourth the aspect ratio.
The Y coordinates of the panel corner points between the leading edge
and root chord on the transverse cuts are computed by multiplying the
Y coordinate at the leading edge by the array of percent values YSP.
26
Subroutine SWEPTE is called to calculate the Y coordinates of all
panel points aft of the root chord.
The X coordinates of the panel corner points are the X values of the









To perform back substitutions using the factorization obtained from a
decomposition routine and find the solution for a system of equations
Calling sequence
A —The lower triangle of the array consists of a lower triangular
matrix L and the upper triangle consists of an upper triangular
matrix U. They are obtained from a decomposition routine such
as TDECOM
NR —Maximum row dimension of arrays A and B
N —Order of the coefficient matrix
IPR—Array consists of numbers of pivotal row, as derived from the
subroutine TDECOM
B —Array consists of M right-hand sides of the linear system




The routine first uses pivotal information given in the array IPR to
exchange elements of right-hand sides. It then performs forward
substitution by solving the lower triangular system of equations LY=B
and backward substitution by solving the upper triangular system of
equations UX=Y. X is the desired solution of the given system of
equations.
The routine is a modified version of a routine in the subroutine library
of the Boeing Computer Services company.
Subroutine CCAUP.C)
Purpose To calculate for each panel the quadrilateral moment integrals used in
the computation of the source and doublet far-field velocity influence
coefficients. (See sec. B.4, app. B, of the Engineering Document.)
Input Calling sequence
P—Coordinates of four corner points of quadrilateral
Output Calling sequence




Discussion The rout ine computes the quadrilateral moment integrals
C(M,N)=I(SIGMA, KSE**(M-1)*ETA**(N-1), DKSE*DETA) for M=l,
MXQ and N=l, MXQ-M-H. A description of the calculations performed
is contained in section B.4 of appendix B of the Engineering Document.
The relevant equations are (B-93) through (B-102). The relevant
procedure is procedure 6. The code closely follows the development and









To multiply two matrices whose elements are stored compactly by row
(compass)
Calling sequence
A—Location of first matrix
B—Location of second matrix
R—Location of resultant matrix
NRC—Number of rows in first matrix
NCA—Number of columns in first matrix










To compute control point defining quantities for each network
Calling sequence
NT—Network type
NM—Number of spanwise cuts in the network
NN—Number of transverse cuts in the network
NPA—Total number of panels in all previous networks






NC—Number of control points on the network
ZC—Coordinates of control points on the network





ZCR—Normal components of freestream velocity
ZDC—Relocation distance of control point
IPC—Sequence number of panel to which control point belongs
ITC—Network edge control point indicator
GCPCAL, GRDIND, PTRNS, SURPRO, MMULT
The routine calculates quantities associated with the control points
and boundary conditions of the problem. Separate computations are
performed for each network type. First, the control points (points at
which the boundary conditions are applied) are located. This is done by
averaging certain combinations of corner points and then projecting
the resultant points onto the panel surfaces. Those control points
located on a network edge are withdrawn slightly from the edge and
not projected onto their panel surfaces to avoid numerical difficulty
later. The control points are ordered and indexed along with auxiliary
quantities which are computed as well. Such quantities include the
panel normal at the control point, the component of freestream velocity
in this direction (for use in applying the boundary conditions), and the





















Purpose To calculate partial derivatives of functions F and G with respect to
panel inclination angles of free sheet, assuming D(AIC1/D(THETAi=0
Input Calling sequence
ZM—Coordinates of corner points of free sheet network
NM—Number of spanwise cuts of network














PTRNS, CROSS, UVECT, VIP, UNIPAN, MMULT
A detail discussion of the formula used in the computation is given in
the Engineering Document (see app. C, geometry update coefficients).
The routine first finds a normal vector N for the panel. It then
computes partial derivatives of N with respect to angle THETA and
forms partial derivatives of N-V and of pressure jump with respect to










To calculate partial derivatives of functions F and G with respect to











BSUBSM, PTRNS, MMULT, UNIPAN, VIPS
The formula and notation used here are discussed in detail in the
Engineering Document (see app. D, doublet- strength update
coefficients). The routine reads in DE/DMUE and DE/DMU and
calculates (DE/DMUE)(-1)*(DE/DMU), where E is the function
consisting of only those equations corresponding to control points at
edges. Then, it obtains partial derivatives of N-V on wing and on free
sheet with respect to doublet parameters. Partial derivatives of
pressure jump V-GRAD(MU) with respect to doublet parameter are
also calculated. Finally, partial derivatives with respect to doublet










To calculate the velocity influence coefficients induced at a field point
by a doublet panel
Common block
/ICONST/—PI2, PHI




The routine computes the doublet panel velocity influence coefficients
at a specified field point. A description of the method and calculations
performed is contained in appendix B of the Engineering Document. If
the field point is sufficiently distant from the panel, a far-field
approximation is employed. The approximation and computational
method is presented in section B.4 of appendix B and the related code
comprises the part of DPIV between statement 120 and statement 500.
The loop 450 contains the bulk of the calculations, and its purpose is to
compute the J vectors of equation (B-91). For this calculation the
terms on the right side of equation (B-91) have been expanded; hence,
the code does not directly correlate with this formula. Another
evaluation procedure is employed when the field point is near the
panel. A description of this procedure is presented in sections B.2 and
B.3 of appendix B. The related code comprises the part of DPIV
between statements 500 and 900. The loop 750 calculates the vector J,
defined by equation (B-34), with the H integrals computed by the
routine INTCAL. The loop 800 transforms the influence coefficients
relative to the expansion of doublet strength about the projection of
the field point to coefficients relative to the expansion of doublet
strength about the origin.
Subroutine DWNET
Purpose To calculate the coordinates of all panel corner points in a delta wing
planform configuration
Input Common block









The Y coordinates of panel corner points at the intersection of the
leading edge and the transverse cuts are computed by multiplying the
X value of the transverse cut by one-fourth the aspect ratio.
The Y coordinates of the panel corner points between the leading edge
and root chord on the transverse cuts are computed by multiplying the
Y coordinate at the leading edge by the array of percent values YSP.
The X coordinates of the panel corner points are the X values of the









To evaluate E ( I ) = A2-X2'»-(I-1) - A 1 « X 1 * - ( I - 1 ) ; I = 1 , N . (See eq.










The routine calculates the quantities:
E(I)=A2»X2»*(I-1)-A1"X1**(I-1) for I=1,N using the recursion formula
E(I)=(Xl+X2)*E(I- l ) -Xl*X2*E(I-2) and the in i t ia l conditions









To provide new indices for the control points and doublets so that the
corresponding equations (downwash condition) and doublets at edges of







The routine obtains the number of equations corresponding to control
points at edges. Then it assigns indices according to whether control










To calculate the velocity induced by a doublet panel on a network edge
control point
Calling sequence
ZC—Coordinates of control point
ZNC—Unit normal to surface at control point




/PANDQ/—CP, PC, RO, AR, P, DIAM
/SYMM/—NSYMM
Calling sequence
IPINF—Indicates whether panel is close enough to control point to




The routine calculates the velocity induced by a doublet panel (and its
image if configuration is symmetrical) on a network edge control point.
The influence is computed by accumulating the influence of each panel
edge. The influence of a panel edge is ignored unless a point on the
edge is within a small sphere around the control point. In this case,
the influence, resulting from both the doublet strength and its
derivative perpendicular to the edge (evaluated at that edge point), is
computed. The resultant velocity is then distributed among the























VIPS, LINEQS, PTRNS, MMULT, VIP, UNIPAN
The routine reads rows of AIC matrix to form coefficients of function
E. The solution for doublet parameters (MUE) at edges are found by
using function E and given values of all other doublet parameters
(MU). Since E is a function of doublet parameters only, DE/DMUE and
DE/DMU are simply the coefficients of E. If the matrix DE/DMUE is
singular, an error message will be printed and the execution of the
computer program will be terminated. Components of influence
coefficients are read in and multiplied by values of doublet parameters
to form perturbation velocity. The latter is added to freestream
velocity to become the average velocity vector V. The DOT product
N«V is then calculated for every interior control point on wing
(forming part of function F) and on free sheet (forming function G).
The jump in pressure coefficients V-GRAD(MU) (see Engineering










To calculate certain F integrals used to compute the H integrals
involved in the formulas for the source and doublet panel induced










The routine computes the integrals F (1,1,K) for K=1,MXFK where
F(1,1,K)=I(L,1./RHO«*K,DL). A description of the calculations
performed is contained in section B.3 of appendix B of the Engineering
Document. The relevant equations are (B-60), (B-61), (B-68), and
(B-69). The relevant procedures are 4 and 5. The routine also computes
the arctangent terms of step 1 (eq. (B-41) of procedure 1. The code











To calculate certain F integrals used to compute the H integrals
involved in the formulas for the source and doublet panel induced









The routine computes the integrals F(M,N,1) for N = l,MXQ and
M=1,MXQ-N+1 where F(M,N,1)=I(L,KSE*«(M- 1) 'ETA**(N-1)/RHO,
DL). A description of the calculations performed is contained in section
B.3 of appendix B of the Engineering Document. The relevant
equations are (B-62), (B-63), (B-64), and (B-65). The relevant
procedures are 4 and 5. The code closely follows the development and









To calculate certain F integrals used to compute the H integrals
involved in the formulas for the source and doublet panel induced









The routine computes the integrals F(1,N.K) for N=2,MXQ and
K=3,MXK-2,2 where
F(1,N,K)=I(L,ETA»*(N-1)/RHO*K,DL). A descript ion of the
calculations performed is contained in section B.3 of appendix B of the
Engineering Document. The relevant equations are (B-66) and (B-67).
The relevant procedures are procedures 4 and 5. The code closely











To evaluate function F (N-V on wing and V-GRAD(MU) on free sheet)
and G (N-V on free sheet)
Calling sequence








RA—Array of values of functions
UPDATE, AICGEN(OVERLAY-2,0), FGCAL
The routine stores values of doublet parameters (excluding those at
edge) and angles in arrays S and ZA, respectively. It uses new angles
to update the corner points of free sheet, fed sheet, and part of the
wake network. AICGEN(OVERLAY-2,0) is then called to designate
locations of doublets and control points and to generate velocity
components and AIC matrix using the updated corner points. If
perturbation in angle is not significant, UPDATE and AICGEN are
skipped. Finally, the routine calls FGCAL to calculate values of









To construct an NM+1 by NN-1 grid of points from corner point data
Calling sequence
NM—Number of corner points in a row
NN—Number of corner points in a column
NM1—Number of grid points in a row (NM+1)
NN1—Number of grid points in a column (NN+1)
ZM—Coordinates of corner points
Calling sequence
ZA—Coordinates of grid points
None
The routine computes an NMH by NNt-1 grid of points derived from
corner point data. The points in the grid consist of the average of each
set of four adjacent corner points, the average of each set of two
adjacent edge corner points, and the four extreme corner points. These


















To calculate geometric defining quantities for each panel in a network
Calling sequence
NT—Network type
NM—Number of spanwise cuts in network
NN—Number of transverse cuts in network
NPA—Total number of panels in all previous networks






The routine calculates and stores geometric defining quantities for
each panel of a network. First, the four grid points defining the panel
corner points are found. Together with adjacent grid points, these
corner points are fed into SURFIT, which defines the actual panel
surface and the local panel coordinate system. Then CCAL is called to
calculate panel moments. Finally, all the panel-defining quantities are
stored on a file.
GRDIND(NM,NN,Z,I,IS)
To order nonidentical points of an NM by NN grid of points via an
index array
Calling sequence
NM—Number of grid points in a row
NN—Number of grid points in a column
Z—Coordinates of grid points
Calling sequence
I—Index array containing sequence number of each grid point
IS—Total number of nonidentical points in a grid
PIDENT
The routine sequences an NM by NN grid of points. The sequencing
proceeds in the order ((M=1,NM),N = 1,NN), where (M,N) is the point in
row M and column N. Any point identical with the point in the same
row and previous column or with the point in the same column and
previous row is assigned the same sequence number as that point. The
sequence numbers of the grid points are stored in an NM x NN index


























The Y coordinates of panel corner points at the intersection of the
leading edge and transverse cuts are input by the user.
The Y coordinates of panel^corner points between the leading edge and
root chord on the transverse cuts are computed by multiplying the Y
coordinate at the leading edge by the array of percent values YSP.
Subroutine SWEPTE is called to calculate the Y coordinates of all
panel points aft of the root chord.
The X coordinates of the panel corner points are the X values of the
transverse cuts input by the user. All Z coordinates are set to zero.
INTCAL
To compute the H integrals involved in the formulas for the source and
doublet panel induced velocity influence coefficients. (See sec. B.3 of






SIDECL, ZERO, TRNSFR, FKCAL, FMNCAL, FNKCAL
The routine calculates the integrals H(M,N,K)=1(SIGMA,KSE**(M-1)
*ETA**(N-1)/RHO**K,DKSE*DETA) for M=1,MXQ and
N=1,MXQ-M+1 .and K=1,MXK,2. A description of the calculations
performed is contained in section B.3 of appendix B of the Engineering
Document. The routine can be divided into three parts. In the first
part, preliminary quantities concerning the geometric relationship of
the field point to the quadrilateral are calculated. In the second part,
the F integrals are calculated for each side of the quadrilateral and










To write panel information on disk
Calling sequence







Writes 197 words of panel information from common block PANDQ
onto disk file specified by NPWR.
Subroutine ITFLOW(X.N,RX,DX,Y.RY)
Purpose To perform iterative scheme using quasi-Newton algorithm for the
solution of a set of nonlinear equations
Input Calling sequence







X—Array of solution vector
RX—Array of residual vector
Subroutines VIP, FUNC, OUTPUT(OVERLAY-4.0), AJGEN, SOLVER
Called (OVERLAY-3,0)
Discussion The routine calls FUNC to evaluate residuals RX and calls AJGEN to
set up the Jacobian AJ. The system of equations AJ*DX=-RX is solved
and a new approximate solution is found using corrections DX.
Residuals and Jacobian are evaluated at the new solution. The
procedure is repeated until the sum of squares of residuals satisfies a
predetermined tolerance TOL or the given maximum number of
iterations ITMX is reached. The routine includes a procedure of
generating new AIC after every kit iteration. The Jacobian will be
calculated by calling AJGEN only when new AIC is generated.
Otherwise, it will be updated by using a formula of quasi-Newton
scheme (see Engineering Document). Number of iteration, sum of
squares of residuals, and step size are printed for every ITPRIN
iteration. For iteration study and checkout purpose, some other

















To sort the column of a two-dimensional array using the given key
index array
Calling sequence
A—Array of which the column is to be sorted
M—Number of rows of A
N—Number of columns of A
KEY—Array consists of given key indices




The contents of array A are stored in a working array using the
indices given in key array. Working array is then transferred back to
array A.
LINEQS(A,NR,N,IPR,B,M,D1)
To solve a system of linear equations A*X=b
Calling sequence
A—Array consists of elements of the coefficient matrix
NR—Maximum row dimension of arrays A and B
N—Order of the coefficient matrix
B—Array consists of M right-hand sides of the linear system
M—Number of right-hand sides
Calling sequence
A—The lower triangle of the array consists of a lower triangular
matrix L, and the upper triangle consists of an upper triangular
matrix U. (Since U is unit upper triangular, its diagonal elements
are not stored.)
IPR—Array gives numbers of pivotal row (a record of interchanges)
B—Solution vectors
Dl—=+1 or -1 according to the number of interchanges being even or
odd. It also indicates successful return; = 0 indicates that the
coefficient matrix appears singular.
TDECOM, BSUBSM
Routine TDECOM is first called by LINEQS to perform the
decomposition of the coefficient matrix A into a lower triangular
matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U. The result is then used in
BSUBSM for carrying out back substitutions and obtaining the
solution to the system of equations.
This routine is a modified version of a routine in the subroutine






























The routine first forms the weighted normal equations. It then calls
routine using the Cholesky scheme to solve the system of equations
and finds the generalized inverse. If the system of equations is not
positive definite, an error message will be printed and execution of the
computer program will be terminated.
MMULT(A.B,C,L.M.N)
To multiply two matrices
Calling sequence
A—Array containing elements of matrix A
B—Array containing elements of matrix B
L—Number of rows in A and C
M—Number of columns in A and rows in B




MMULT calls CMAB to calculate (C) (A)(B).
PANUNKART.RO.Y.X)
To transform point coordinates from the local panel system to the
universal system
Calling sequence
ART—Local to global panel system transformation matrix
RO—X,Y,Z coordinates of panel center (universal)
Y—X,Y,Z coordinates of point to be transformed (local)
Calling sequence
X—X,Y,Z coordinates of transformed point (universal)
MMULT
The local panel coordinates are multiplied by the matrix ART using
subroutine MMULT to produce the global panel coordinates which,











To solve a system of equations A*X=B, where A is a positive definite
symmetric matrix, using Cholesky decomposition
Calling sequence
A—Array of which the upper triangle is the upper triangle of a given
positive definite symmetric matrix
NR—Maximum row dimension of arrays A and B
N—Order of the positive definite coefficient matrix
B—Array consists of M right-hand sides of the linear system
M—Number of right-hand sides
Calling sequence
B—Solution vectors
A—Array of which the upper triangle is same as input, the lower
triangle contains the lower triangular matrix L from Cholesky
decomposition with diagonal elements excluded
DN—The reciprocals of diagonal elements of L
Dl—=1 for successful return
= 0 indicates that the given coefficient matrix appears not positive
definite
None
The routine first performs the Cholesky decomposition of the given
matrix A into a lower triangular matrix L and its transpose. It then









To determine whether the points P and Q are to be considered
numerically identical
Calling sequence
P—Coordinates of first point
Q—Coordinates of second point
Calling sequence
IDENT—Logical variable equal to true if P and Q are considered
identical, and false otherwise
None
The routine determines whether the points P and Q are considered
numerically identical. The criterion for identity is that the distance
from P to Q must be smaller than or equal to l.E-12 times the sum of










To obtain doublet panel influence coefficients for a given control point
Calling sequence








The routine first transfers some of the panel information to be used by
the integration routine. It then calls the integration routine to provide
influence coefficients for a given control point induced by doublet
distribution of the specified panel and its image (when NSYMM is set
to 1). The influence coefficients are modified to account for the case
when the given control point is located on the influencing panel itself









To read panel information from disk
Calling sequence







Reads 197 words of panel information from disk file specified by NPRD
into common block PANDQ. •• •
Subroutine SHEGEN(ALPHA,X,S,N,Y,Z)









ALPHA—Angle of attack of the wing (in radians)
X—X coordinate of transverse cut (APEX is X=0.0)
S—Y coordinate of leading edge on transverse cut
N—Desired number of free sheet panels in transverse cut
Calling sequence
Y—Y coordinate of corner points defining shape of free and fed sheets
on given transverse cut
Z—Z coordinates of corner points defining shape of free and fed sheets
on given transverse cut
None
The routine computes an initial guess of the free and fed sheet
geometry at a particular transverse cut. (See starting solution section
of Engineering Document for method. Points describing the curves of
figure 17 are stored in the array YZVAL.) Each curve represents the
free and fed sheet geometry for one of eight values of A. Points
describing the free and fed sheet geometry for an arbitrary value of A
are obtained by linear interpolation (or extrapolation). Linear
interpolation is then employed on this new set of points to construct a
representation of the free sheet by the number of points specified in
the input data.
Subroutine SIDECL(W,DSMIN,D)
Purpose To compute .geometric quantities associated with the relationship of
the field point to the quadrilateral I for use in computing the H





W—Point on quadrilateral closest to projection of field point onto
quadrilateral plane
DSMIN—Minimum distance' of projection of field point onto
quadrilateral plane to perimeter of quadrilateral











The routine computes geometric quantit ies associated with the
relationship of the quadrilateral Z to the projection of the field point
onto the quadrilateral plane. In particular, the routine determines
whether the projection lies inside or outside of the quadrilateral as
well as calculates the minimum distance from the projection to the
perimeter of the quadrilateral. Other quantities computed include
those quantities displayed in figure 31 and discussed in section B.3 of
appendix B of the Engineering Document. The quantities associated
with the quadrilateral in general are returned via the call list,
whereas the quantities associated with each side of the quadrilateral









Given the X,Y,Z coordinates of a point SINFCC defines a matrix
(DSDFS), which when multiplied by a vector consisting of values of all
doublet parameters, gives the value and 1st,2nd derivatives of doublet
strength at the given point
Calling sequence







Subroutine UNIPAN converts the input point from the universal to
local panel coordinate system.
A six-by-six matrix is formed by the general equation representing the
doublet strength distribution at the given point on a panel and its
derivatives.
A six-by-sixteen matrix (AST) for coefficients of quadratic doublet
distribution on the panel also exists. The matrix is computed in
subroutine SING.




















NM—Number of spanwise cuts in the network
NN—Number of transverse cuts in the network
NSA—Total number of singularity parameters in all previous
networks
NPA—Total number of panels in all previous networks





NS—Number of singularity parameters in the network
Common block
/PANDQ/—AST,IIS,INS,ITS
GCPCAL, GRDIND? PTRNS, UNIPAN, LSQSF, IPTRNS
The routine calculates the dependence of each panel singularity
strength distribution on the free singularity parameters of the
network. Separate computations are performed for each network type.
First, the locations of the free singularity parameters on the network
are computed and indexed. For each panel, the singularity parameters
affecting the distribution of singularity strength on that panel are
isolated. Each such parameter is assigned a weight (large if the
parameter actually lies on the panel) . The panel singularity
distribution is then obtained by fitting a quadratic form (if the
singularity is of doublet type) to the parameters by the method of least
squares. The matrix that relates the coefficients of the distribution to
the singularity parameters is then stored on a file along with indices
identifying the parameters.
SNGCAL(Z,TSC>
To calculate the value and 1st,2nd derivatives of doublet strength at
the specified point
Calling sequence








Discussion SNGCAL calls subroutine SINFCC to produce the matrix DSDFS.
MMULT multiplies this matrix by the vector consisting of values of all
doublet parameters previously obtained to produce the value and

















CROSS, UVECT, TRANS, UNIPAN, LSQSF, MMULT
The routine defines a panel surface and local panel coordinate system.
As a first approximation to the panel surface, the routine takes the
quadrilateral formed by projecting the panel corner points onto the
plane through the midpoints of the line segments joining these corner
points. A local coordinate system is constructed with the origin at the
average of the quadrilateral corner points and with one axis normal to
the quadrilateral. To obtain a second order approximation to the panel
surface, the routine calculates a paraboloid passing through the corner
points with curvature obtained by least squaring the paraboloid to
adjacent corner points. The local coordinate system is then rotated and
translated in such a manner that the paraboloid can be represented in
canonical form. An iterative process is required to eliminate linear








To find the location of the projection of a point onto a panel surface as
well as the surface normal at this location
Calling sequence




ZP—Global coordinates of location of projection
UN—Global coordinates of unit normal to panel surface at this
location
UNIPAN, UVECT, PANUNI, MMULT
47
Discussion The routine calculates the projection of a point onto a panel surface as
well as the surface normal vector at the projected point. All input and
output vectors are assumed to be given in global coordinates. The
routine converts to local coordinates, projects and converts back to
global coordinates. In the event that the given point does not lie above
or below the panel, the projection is made onto the paraboloid of which









To calculate the Y coordinates of the panel corner points aft of the root
chord for swept trailing-edge designs
Calling sequence
X —Array of transverse cut X values starting with the last cut that
intersects the root chord
S —Array of Y coordinates of the leading edge on the transverse cuts
specified by X
N —Number of transverse cuts aft of the last transverse cut to
intersect the root chord plus one
Y —Array of Y coordinates of panel corner points lying on the last
transverse cut that intersects the root chord
M —Number of spanwise percent values input by the user
Calling sequence
YP—Array of Y coordinates of panel corner points aft of the root chord
None
Given the coordinates of two points defining a line and one coordinate
of a third point on the line, the unknown coordinate of the third point
can be calculated by triangulation.
One of the points defining the line is the leading-edge/trailing-edge
intersection point. The other point is the panel corner point lying on
the last transverse cut that intersects the root chord.
The X value of the third point is the value of the transverse cut.
Subroutine TCNTRL
Purpose To designate the location of control points for all network panels and
to compute the unit normal vector and the normal component of












The routine calls CONTRL to calculate the location of control points
for all panels and to compute the unit normal vector and the normal
component of freestream velocity vector at every control point on all
panels for each network. It also finds the cumulative number of control









To decompose a square matrix into lower and upper triangular
matrices with partial pivoting and row equilibration
Calling sequence
A —Array consists of elements of a given matrix
NR—Maximum row dimension of array A
N —Order of the given matrix
V —Scratch array, may be same array as IPR to save storage
Calling sequence
A —The lower triangle of the array consists of a lower triangular
matrix L, and the upper triangle consists of an upper triangular
matrix U (since U is unit upper triangular, its diagonal elements
are not stored)
IPR—Array gives numbers of pivotal row (a record of interchanges)
Dl —=+1 or -1 according to the number of interchanges being even or
odd. It also indicates successful decomposition
=0 indicates that the given matrix appears singular
VIP, VIPS
The routine performs the crout factorization of a given matrix with
partial pivoting and row equilibration. The upper and lower triangular
matrices resulting from the decomposition are stored in the array A
which originally consisted of elements of the given matrix. If one of
the pivots appears to be too small, Dl is set to zero and an error exit is
taken.
This routine is a modified version of a routine in the subroutine
library of the Boeing Computer Services company.
Subroutine TGEOMC










See output of subroutine GEOMC
GEOMC
The routine calls GEOMC to calculate essential geometry for all









To form the transpose of a matrix A and store the result in a matrix B
Calling sequence
A—Array containing matrix elements to be transposed
M—Number of rows in A and columns in B
N—Number of columns in A and rows in B
Calling sequence
AT—Array containing elements of the transpose of the given matrix
None









To move a number of elements from one array to another
Calling sequence
X—Location of the first array element to be moved
N—Number of elements to be moved
Calling sequence
Y—Array of elements identical to the first N elements in array X
None
Y(I) is set to X(I) as I varies from 1 to N.
Subroutine TSING
Purpose To designate the location of doublets on all network panels and to












The routine calls SING to calculate the location of doublets on panels
and to compute the matrix for coefficients of quadratic doublet
distribution for every panel of each network. It also finds the










To transform point coordinates from the universal system to the local
panel system
Calling sequence
AR—Global to local panel system transformation matrix
RO—X,Y,Z coordinates of panel center (universal)
X—X,Y,Z coordinates of point to be transformed (universal)
Calling sequence
Y—X,Y,Z coordinates of transformed point (local)
MMULT
The coordinates of the panel center are subtracted from the coordinates
of the point to be transformed. This global array is then multiplied by










To update corner points of free sheet, fed sheet, and the part of wake








Corner points are updated using given values of angle and fixed chord
length of panels in transverse cut obtained previously in
INPUT(OVERLAY-l.O). It is assumed that panel corner points move











To calculate the direction cosines of a vector
Calling sequence
A—Direction numbers of a vector
Calling sequence
A—Direction cosines of a vector
None
UVECT performs the following calculations— A(I) / SQRT(Ad)*Ad)+









To generate the three components of aerodynamic influence coefficients
for a given control point induced by all panels doublet distribution
Calling sequence
Z—X,Y,Z coordinates of a given control point
ZN—Normal vector at the control point on panel surface
ZD—Perturbation distance for control point at edges
JPC—Index of panel of which components of AIC are to be transformed






PTRNS, EIVC, PIVC, MMULT
For every panel, the routine calls PTRNS to transfer panel
information. Depending on the given control point being at the edge or
interior of the panel, the routine calls EIVC or PIVC to evaluate the
integrals. The latter is then multiplied by the generalized inverse from
least squares fit of quadratic doublet distribution obtained in
subroutine SING to form the three components of aerodynamic,
influence coefficients. If JPC is specified, the components of AIC will




Purpose To perform vector inner product calculation (VIP) and to add (VIPA) to









INCA—Increment between successive elements of A
B—Vector B
INCB—Increment between successive elements of B
N—Number of elements to be multiplied
C—An incoming value to be added to (VIPA) or to be
subtracted from (VIPS)
Calling sequence
C—Result: C=A-B(VIP), C=C+A-B(VIPA), and C=C-A-B(VIPS)
None
The inner product of two vectors A and B is calculated and stored in
C(VIP). The result is added to (VIPA) or subtracted from (VIPS), an
incoming value C, and the sum or the difference is stored back in C.
This routine is a modified version of a compass routine in the









To set the elements of an array to zero (COMPASS)
Calling sequence
A—Location of first element to be set to zero
N—Number of elements to be set to zero
Calling sequence
A—Array of zero elements .
None
A(I) is set to zero as I varies from 1 to N.
53
PROGRAM LISTING
Overlay programs and user library are listed in order as previously shown in the section
"Names of Programs and Subroutines."
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/ C M 0 3 / N T S I N , N T £ n i J T , NiTGO , NP I F , NA ICT, NAI C , - M J A C , NSCP
. S / 0 7 C ( 6 , 1 2 5 » , 7CF ( 1 2 5 ) , 7 n C ( 1 2 5 > , I Z C ( 1 2 5 , 2 )
C.nMV.PN/ iMoex/DN( T t 7 )
 f D f ! A ( 1C ,A ), NNHTT , Nf> ANT , NSNGT , NC TH T , ?4? -
r C V V C M /MSPNTS/ / .MO, 175) ,ZL ( 75)
C Q M M C N / F L A T P / N F L T P
3) ,FSW, ALPHA, X P! TCH, F CHORD
/ N E O S / N F , N P , N M A T t N F H $
/NFAJ /NEOi NF.MG
/MITF/ ' jFUN,JT t ITMX , K I T , I TPO I N
COMMON /SPLN/S( 125) , 7 A ( 7 5 )
/ADR / R T D . Q T P
/ IPP INT/ IPNPUT , IDGFTM, I P S ING , T Pf MTC , I P = I V/C , [ P Q U T P
O T M F N S I C N X ( 130) , « X ( 13C) , O V ( l 3 3 ) t Y ( 1-JC) , P Y < 130)
C. C O N S T A N T S FOP CONVF.F T IMG R A D I A N Trj DFG^ F.P
C A NO VICE V E - S A
CTO = 57.2957795L $ DTP. = .0174532925
C S E T S DISK FILF NUMBERS
• . IT^IV _ 5
 t NTSHIJT = 6.
NTGO = I $ NP IF = 2
\ ' A I C 3 = 3 S NMC = ^
NJAC = 7 S NSCP = P
C S E T S PF INT ING C O O F S FD3. I NTFCMED I A T F D
C R E S U L T S , = I FQ° PP INTQUT $ = 0 ( ? T H r o w i S P
IHNjpyT = C t. ' IPOUTP = C
\or,?rt-: - IPS TNG = I P C ^ ^ T ^ = I P F I V C = C
r r A L l S r V E P L A Y ( l , Q ) TO SCT UP NF.TWC'°K
C . IMDICES AND COPN'EP P O I N T S
C A L L O V E P L A Y ( 6 H V Q p T F X , l , 0 )
55
C CALLS OVERLAYS, 0) TO GENERATE
c VELOCITY C^MOOMFNTS AND MC M A T R I X
NRJN = ''
C A L L Q V E R L A Y ( 6 H V O P T E X , 2 , 0 )
C O B T A I N S INIT IAL VALUES FOR DOUBLET
C P A R A M E T E R S RY S O L V I N G S Y S T E M OF E Q U A T I O N S
C W I T H A IC M A T P I X
f -Ffc^ .D NTGD
M? = NCTP.T $ MR = 1
00 ir JC=1,NC.TRT
10 W P T T E ( N T G O » Z r . R ( J C )
\ M A T = NA IC 3 NPHS = NTHP
C A L L O V r ? L A Y ( 6 H V ) R T E X t 3 t 0 )
C ^ A O ( M f H S ) (S( I ) , I=1,MSNGT )
IP UTMX.NF.O GO To 15
C D I S P L A Y S I M T T A L DOUBLET D I S T R I B U T I O N ,
C P O S I T I C O N OF F P E f c SHEET , VE LOG I TY COMPONENT
r AND DELTA CP WHEN NO I T E R A T I O N is PEOUFSTED




IPNPUT = G $ IPrUTP = 0
IPGFCM = IP SING = I PC NT R = IPE IVC = 0
C S T T ^ E S IMITML GUESSES (DOUBLET P A R A M E T E R S
C E X C L U D I N G THOSE AT EDGES AND A N G L E S )
nn 2C I=1,NF
?0 X( r > = S(N£Q>I )
nr ic I=I,NG
30 X ( N F + T ) = Z A( I ) *PTD
M = NF * NG
































PUPPCSC TO OBTAIN THF ANALYTIC J A C G R T A N FOR PERTURBATION V A R I A B L E
-s (DOUR LET PARAMETERS EXCLUDING THIS? AT EDGES AND
-S) ASSUMING o( AIO/DC THETAJ = c
INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
X - ASOAY OF VALUES FOR THE VA R I A B L E S
N - NUMBER OF V A R I A B L E S
COMMON BLOCK
/ T N O F X / - NM,NN,N7
/ M S O N T S / - 7.M
/ A D * / - OTR
OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
/SOLN/ - S , 7 A
C A L L EH DFGMU,DPGDT
DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE S T P R E S V A L U E S HF DOUBLET P AP A M E T F R S ( FXC l.uri
-ING THOSE AT EDGfS) AND A ^ G L C S IN A R R A Y S AMC Zi °ESPFC-
TIVELY. RDU TINES ARE C.ALLET TO GENERATE THE P A R T I A L DEFI-
VATIVES OF FUNCTIONS F A\'0 G WITH RESPECT TO DOUBLET
PAPAMETERS M'J EXCLUDING TllOSF AT EDGCS (DFf,MU) AND ANGLES
DIMENS ION X( I)
COVMPN/ INDEX/NT! 9 ) , NM ( Q ) , NN ( 9 ) t MP( 9 ) t NS ( 9) , NIC ( Q » t NZ ( 9 ) ,
CNPA( 1C) ,NSA( lr) t NCA( 10) tNZA( 1C) , NNETT , N PANT
 f MSNGT, MCTP T, NZMPT
COMMH; / ^ S P M T S / Z M (3 ,175) , Z L ( 7 5 )
COMMON /N«=AJ/NEOf NF.MG
COMMON /SOLN/S( IZ5) ,ZA(75)
COMMON /ADP /PTn ,nTR
no ic 1 = 1, NP
10 S I N E G + I ) = X( I )
no ? r ! = I , N G
20 ZA( I » = X ( \ P + I ) *DTP
H P T A I N S P A P T I A l . i)E° I V A T I V E S ^ .R .T . M(J
CAI t . OFGMU
D E T A I N S P A P T I A L D E R I V A T I V E S W . P . T
NZMP = NZ( 1 ) * I




SUBROUTINE DFGDT( ZM,\ 'M,NN|
C SUBRCUTNE DFGQT
C
0 PtlPPCSF TO CALCULATE P A R T I A L D E R I V A T I V E S OF FUNCTIONS F AN<0 G
r WITH 5FS°FCT Tn PANEL INCLINATION ANGLES OF FPEE SHEET
C ASSUMING D(AIC) /Df'HETA ) = 0
C
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C ZM - COORDINATES OF 'COCNFP POINTS OF FREE SH£ET NETWORK
c NM - NUMBER CF SPANVUSE CUTS OF N E T W O R K
C . \'N - NUMBER OF T R A N S V E R S E C U T S OF N E T W O R K
C COMMON BLOCK
C /CM,"?3/ - NSCP
C /BOYCS/ - ZC
r / F S V E L / - FSV
C / N F A J / - NEQ,NF,NG
C / A O P / - DTP
C
C OUTPUT COV^ON BLOCK
C /CMOV - NJAC
C
C S U B R O U T I N E S
r C A L L E D PTRN5 t C R O S S , UVECT , V I P, UN I P AN, MMIJI. T
r
C niSCUSSlON A DETAIL DISCUSSION OF THE FORMULA USED IN THE CO
C -TIC"! IS GIVEN IN ENGINEERING OOTUMENT (SEE APPENDIX -
C GEOMETRY UPDATE CPEFFT C I ENT S ) . THE ROUTINE F I R S T FINDS A
C NORMAL VECTO0 N FOR THE DANEl. TT THEN COMPUTES P A R T I A L
C DERIVATIVES OF N WITH PES^ECT TC ANGLE THETA, A\0 FORMS
C PARTIAL D E R I V A T I V E S OF N.V AND OF PRESSURE JUMP HTH R E S
C PECT Tl THFTA. FINALIY IT STOCES ALL P A R T I A L D E P I V A T I V E S
C IN PROPER POSITION OF TH.P JACQBIAM.
C ******
COMMON / C M 0 3 / N T S IN, NTSOUT , NTGO f NP T F , NA I C3, NAI C, N J A C , M S C P
C O M M n ^ / « D Y C S / 7 C ( 3 , 1 2 t 3 ) , Z C C ( 3 » 125) , ZCB (1 ?5 I » ZDC ( 125 ) , I Z C I 125 t 2 )
r , O M M O M / P A M O O / C P ( 3 , ^ ) , P C ( 3 ) , P C ( 3 ) , AR( 3 ,3 ) , A R T ( 3 , 3 I , P ( 2 , < f ) ,DUy( 3 ) ,
CC ( 6 , 6 ) t A S T ( 6, 16) , T I S ( 16) , INSt ITS,NPHQ
C O M M r n / F S V E L / F S V ( 3 ) ,FSVM
C P V M C N S / P I N Q X / K O , K Q , N P W P .NPPD
COMMON /NIFA J/NEQ.NF, VG
/ S Q L N / S ( 125) , Z A ( 7 5 )
/ E E O S / E W U E ( 2 5 0 C ) ,E W U( 3750 ) , I 3P( 50) . . . . .
/ A Q R / P T O , : ] T p
D I M E N S I O N Z M ( 1 , N M , N N )
D T ^ E N S I O M t( 31 » 'K 3) , O A D T ( 3 » ,D81T( 3 > , DM1 ( 3 ) , 3M2 ( 3 I
D I M E N S I O N C N ( 3 ) , W ( 3 ) , G M U ( 3 » , D M O T H ( 3 )
O T M r f s S I C N D N V D T H ( 5 0 ) , D C P D T H ( 5 0 ) , A . J ( 130)
rQtl I V A L E N C E (ONVDTH, EMUT ) , ( C C F D T H, E M U E » 101 ) ) , ( A J , EMU)
E Q U T V A L E N C E ( X , M ( 1 ) ) , ( Y , W ( ? ) )
C E W I N O NSC3




N.-FW = Nf7 - NG
C PROVIDES Z E R O FOR D( 4IC ) /0( THETA )
C DP 310 J=l,NG
C 310 A J ( N F + J ) = 0.
C A L L Z E R O ( A J ( N F + 1 ) , N G )
on ^20 I = I , N F W
C E A D ( N S C P ) ( i j< J), J=l,NF)
WP. I T E ( N J A C ) ( A J ( J) , J=1,NFC, )
32C CONTINUE
KG = •?,
CEWTNO NPIF $ NPRO = NPIF
i PL = NFW
1)=0.
rn 300 WP=1
DO 2CC I P = !
ITH = C
IPL = IPL * 1
C A I L P T P N S ( I P L )
C C A L C U L A T E S CPOSS PRGOUCT OF V E C T O R S t AND f
C TO FORM AN I IMTT NORMAL VECTJ9.
On 65 1 = 1,3
A B M = Z M ( I , I P - H , M P ) - 7 M ( I , I P , M P - H J
A( I > = A B E + A 8 W
f>5 P< T l=A8E-ABf>,
C A L L C R O S S ( 4,3, C N )
S N = S C P T ( C N < I J * *2 * -CN(? ) * *2 + C N ( 3 )
C A L L U V E C T ( C N )
C A L L V I ? ( C N , l , F S V , l , 3 , V L 3 )
TVl. 3 = ?.*VL3
C C A L C U A L T E S G R A D ( M U )
T S C ? =0. $ T S C 3 = C.
C A L L UNIPAN( AP ,RC , Z C ( l ,NEQ*IPL) ,W)
00 90 1C =1, IMS
IS = I I S C I C )
D X = A S T ( 4 , I C ) * X + A S T ( 5 , I C ) * Y
f /Y = A S T ( 5 , I C ) * X * A S T ( 6 , I C » * Y
O S O F S 2 = A S T ( 2 , I C ) + DX
O S O F S 3 = A S T ( 3 , I C ) * PY
TSC.2 = T S C 2 * O S Q r - S 2 * S ( IS)
T SC3 = TSC3 * 0$QFS3*SUS)
9C CONTINUE
W C 1 J = TSC2 5 W ( 2 ) = T S C ? $ W ( 3 J = 0.
C A L L MMULTl ART ,w ,GMU,3 ,3 , 1)
C S T A R T S T0 C A L C U A L T E D( N. V ) /DTHET A ANP
C . D ( V . G R A D { M ( ) M / D T H E T A
HO ICO NP=l tNNWl
nn ICC JP=l tNMMl
59
I T H = I T H - H
[ F < J P - I P 110,10,30
C T H E T A I N B O A R D OF P A N E L OUTBOARD EDGE
10 IF(NP-MP* l )30 ,40 ,20
c THETA AFT OF PANEL L.E.
20 IF(NP-MPI30,50,30
C SETS n(N,V)/r>THETA = 0 AND




c T H E T A AT PANEL L.E.
D A O T ( 3 > = 2 M ( 2 , J p - H , M P ) - 7 . M ( 2 , J P , M P )
I F { J P - I P ) 4 4 , 4 5 , 4 4
O B D T ( 2 ) = D B D T ( 3 ) = 0 .
n A Q T m = D A O T ( 3 ) + O A D T ( 3 l
GO TC 60
45 D6DT<2) = Z*M3, JP>l,MP) - 7M(3,JP,MP)
080T(3) = 7M(2,JP,MP) - ZM(2,JP*1,MP)
GO TC 60




OAOT (3)=DAOT( 3)*-DAOT( 3>
GO TC 6T





70 DNDTHl T ) = DN1(I)*nN2( I)
CALL VIP(CN,1,DNOTH,1,3,DNTHL3)
00 RC 1=1,3
80 D*'DTH(I) = (DNDTH(I) - ONTHL 3*CN( I I )/SN
F^PKS D(M.V)/OTHFTA
CALL V I P ( D N D T H , l t F S V , l , 3 , O N V D T H ( ITHM
O N V D T H ( I T H ) = DNVDTHf ITH)*OTI5
C A L C U L A T E S H ( O E L T A C P ) / H T H F T A
C A L L V I P ( G M U , 1 , D N D T H , 1 , 3 , G M U O N >
DCPDTH( ITH) = -TVL3*G^UPN
C C P O T H ( ITH) = OCPDTH( I T H » * P T P
100 CONTINUE
P G A O ( N S C P ) ( A J ( J ) ,J = 1,MFI .
W R I T E ( N J A C ) { A J U ) ,J=1,NF) , (DCPDTHJ J), J = l, ITHI
W 5 ! T F . ( M T G D ) ( O N V D T H ( J ) , J = l t ITH)
200 CONTINUE
S T O R E S A l t P A R T I A L D E R I V A T I V E S I N PFOPEP
60
POSITION OF THE J A C D P . T A N
f - E W l K D NTGD
HO 4CO I = 1,MG
( A J ( J ) , J = 1 , N F )
( D N V O T H ( J J , J = 1 , N G »









C PURPCSF TO CALCULATE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF FUNCTIONS F AND G
C WITH RESPECT TO DOUBLET PARAMETERS (EXCLUDING THOSE AT
C EDGES)
C
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /CM03 / - NPIF ,NAIC3
C /BDYCS/ - 7C
C / INDEX/ - NSNGT
C /FSVEL / - FSV
C /NFAJ/ - NEQ,NF,NG
r /SOLN/ - S
C /F.EQS/ - E M U E , E M U , T P P
C
C OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
C ' /CMC3/ - NSCP
C
C SUPRCUTINES
C CALLED 8SUBSM,PTRNS,MMULT?UNI PAN,VIPS
C
C DISCUSSICN THE FORMULA AND NOTATION USED HERF ARE DISCUSSED IN DE
r -TAIL IN ENGIMNFOiNG DOCUMENT (SEE APPENDIX - OCUeLET ST-
r RENGTH UPDATE coeFFICIENTS). THE ROUTINE °EADS IN DE/EMUE
r AND DE/DMU AND CALCULATES (DF/DMUE)(-1)*lDE/OMU) WHEPE E
C IS THE FUNCTION CONSISTING OF ONLY THOSE EQUATIONS CORRES
f -PONDING TO CONTROL POINTS AT EOGES. THEN IT OBTAINS PAP-
C TIAL DERIVATIVES OF N.V ON WING AND ON FREF SHFET WITH
C RESPECT TO DOUBLET PARAMETERS. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF PRF
C -SSURE JUMP V.GPAD(MU) WITH RESPECT TO DOUBLET P A R A M E T E R
C ARE ALSO CALCULATED. FINALLY, PARTIAL DERIVATIVES WITH RE




CCMMCN/^DYCS/ZC(3,125),ZrC( 3 , 125 ) , /C» ( 1 25 ) , /.DC ( 125 ) , I ?C[ 125, 2 )
C O M M O N / I N D E X / D M ( 9 , 7 ) , D N A ( K , 4 ) , N N E T T , N P A N T t N S N G T , N C T P T t N Z M P T
C C * M O N / P A N D Q / C P ( 3 , < t ) , P C ( 3 ) , P C ( 3 ) , A R ( 3 , 3 ) , A P T ( 3 , 3 ) , P ( 2 . ^ ) t A , B , D I A M ,
C C ( 6 , 6 ) , A S T ( 6 , 1 6 ) , I I S( 16) ,INS, ITS,NPDO
C O M M C N / F S V E L / F S V ( 3 ) , F S V M







EQUIVALENCE (X , W( 1) ) , (Y,W(2) ) ,(FGMUF,I PR),(AJ,EMUE)
C CALCULATES DE = (DE/DMUEI(- 1)*(DF/DMU>
C USING EMUF AND EMU F^OV SUBROUTINE FGCAL
62
CALL HSUBSMC EMUE,NEQ,NEQ,IP" ,EMIJ,NF)
PFWINQ NJAC
R E W I N D MTGQ
KO = o
<=rw iNO NPIF i> NPFD = NPIF
P F W T N D NAIC3
C SK IPS F I R S T NEO RECORDS C O R R E S P O N D I N G TO
C CONTROL POINTS AT EDGfS
DC If? 1 = 1, NEO
10 P E A D ( N A I C 3 » OVDFSd)
MFW = f'F - NG
00 ICO IJ=l,NF
IP = IJ
C A L L P T R N S ( I P )
P E A O C N A I C 3 ) OVOFS
DO 3C J = l , N S N G T
C A L L ^VULT( AP, OVDFSd ,JI ,W, -3 t3 , 1 )
00 2C I=l t3
20 DVP.F«:{ I,J) = W( I)
3C- CONTINUE
IF( IJ .GT .NFW) GO TO 40
C. S T O R E S D ( N . V ) ON WING
W P I T E ( N J A C ) ( D V O F S ( 3 , J ) , J = l , N S N G T )
GO Tr KO
C S T O P F S O ( N . V ) ON F C P P SHEFT
40 CONTINUE
W C I T E ( N T G D ) (DVDFSOt J ) , J=l f NSNGT»
f C A L C U L A T E S 0 < V . G ? A D ( M U ) ) ON FREE SHFFT
C A L L f * U L T ( D V O F S , S » V L » ? t . N S N G T , l )
C A L L MM'OLT( A P , F S V , F S V L , 3 , 3 , 1)
00 50 1=1,3
50 VL( I > = VL( I> + FSVLf I)
T.SC2 = 0. $ TSC3 = 0.
C A L L UN I PAN (AP , R n t Z C ( i , N F Q + I J ) , W )
Of f,C IC = l , I N S
T S = T T S ( 1 C )
DX = A S T ( 4 , I C ) * X + A S T ( 5 , I C ) * Y
OY = A S T ( 5 , I C ) * X * A S T ( 6 , I C ) * V
O S O F S 2 ( 1 C ) = A S T < 2 , I C 1 * PX
D S ! ) F S 3 ( ! C ) = A S T ( 3 , T C ) * DY
T S C 2 = T SC2 + O S O F S 2 ( I C ) * S ( I S )
T S C 3 = T S C 3 - OSOFS3( I C ) » S ( ISI
60 C O N T T N U F
n n 7 0 I S = l,NSNGT . . . . . . .
70 PVf?PS(l,IS) = 2.*(TSC2*OVDFS(lt IS) - T$ C3*OVDFS ( 2 ,1 S ) )
DP BC IC=1,INS . •
IS = IIS( 1C)
80 nvOFS(l,IS) = DVOFS(1,ISI
1 * 2.*(VL(l) *[>SOFS2( 1C) * Vl.(21*nSOFS3( ICI )
W P I T E ( N J A C ) ( D V D F S < I , J ) , J = l , N S N G T )
100 CQ,NTINUE
C FOPMS (DF/DMU) - (DF/OMUE)*0?
63
PEW I NO N J A C
& F W I N O VSC"
09 130 T= i ,NF
e^ An ( N J A C ) (FGMIJEC J) t J=l , N F O ) , ( A J ( J > , J = 1 , N P )
0^ 120 J = 1 , N F
JM = (J- l )*NEQ+l
1 2 C C A L L V I P S C F G M U E . l t EMU(JM l ) , I , N E O , A J ( J ) )
W P I T E ( M S C R ) ( A J { J ) , J = l , N F )
130 C n N T i N U E
FOP.MS C D G / D M U ) - (OG/OKIJE) *OE
FEW I NO NTGD
00 150 1 = 1 , N G
P E i n t N T G H ) (FG-MUE( J) , J=l ,NFQ ) , ( A J ( J ) , J= I ,NF )
DO 140 J=1,NF
Jf' l = (J-l)*M?0*l
140 CALL V I P S ( F G M U E , 1 , E M U < J N 1 > , 1 , N F Q , A J l J )>
W P I T F ( N S C P ) ( A J < J ) ,J=1,NF)
150 CCf. 'T iMJF
f-TTUPN
64
SUPPHUTINF FGCAU F V Z . G V Z )
C SU8PCUTINE FGCAL
r
r PUF.PCSF TO SOLVE FOR DOUBLET P A R A M E T E R S AT EDGES AND TO C A L C U L A T E
C FUNCTIONS F AND G
r
C IN°UT COMMON BLOCK
C / C V 0 3 / - N P I F , N A I C 3 , N A I C
C /BDYCS/ - Z C . Z C F
f /FSVEL/ - FSV
C / N P A J / - NEQ.NF.NG
C /SHLN/ - S
C
r CHJTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C CVZ - V A L U E S OF F
C GVZ - V A L U E S OF G
c COMMON RLOCK
C / E E Q S / - ENUE,EMU,IPP
c
c s UP PCU T I N E S
C C A L L E D V I P S , L I N E C S , p T R N S t MMULT f VIP,UNIPAN
r
C D I S C U S S I O N THE ROUTINE " F A D S F O W S OF AIC MATMX T0 FOF" OQF.PFi -
r C.TENTS OF FUNCTION E. THE SOLUTION FDR DOUBLET DioayrTccs
C (MUE) AT EDGES APE FOUND BY USING FUNCTION! E AND G IVEN
c VALUES OF ALL OTHER DOUBLET PARAMETERS r-iu». SIVCE E is A
C FUNCTION DF DOUBLET P A P A M E T P Q S ONLYf DE/OMUE AND DE/D'-'U
C APE SIMPLY THE C O E F F I C I E N T S OF E. IF THE M A T R I X DE/0*UF
C IS SINGULAR AN ERPOP M E S S A G E WILL BE P O I N T E D AND THE FX-
r ECUTintJ OF THE COMPUTER P ° O G F A w WILL ftE TEPMIMATF.D .
C COMPONENTS OF INFLUENCE COFFF I C IFNTS ARE R E A D IN
C T l P L I E O BY V A L U E S OF OOU3LFT P A R A M E T E R S TO FORM,
C TION V E L O C I T Y . TH£ L A T T E P 15 ADOED TO F R E E S T R E A M VEL.C-
C C I T Y TO BECOME THE A V E R A G E V E L O C I T Y VECTOR V. THE HOT PRO
C -DUCT N.V IS THEN C A L C U L A T E D FOP E V E R Y INTE^ IHC CnNT"OL
r POINT IN W I N G ( P O = M i M G P A R T OF FUNCTION F) AND CM F R E E
r SHEET (FOPMIMG FUNCTION G).
C THE JUMP IN P P E S S U P E C O E F F I E I C E N T S V . G R - A D ( M U ) ( S E E ENGIN-
C PER ING DOCUMENT) 0V FREE SHEET IS A L S O C A L C U L A T E D ( F Q P M -
f ING THE OTHER P A R T np FUNCTION F).
D I M E N S I O N F V Z ( 1 ) , G V Z ( 1 )
COMMON / C M C 3 / N T S I M , N T S Q U T , N ' T G [ 1 , N D I F ^ j A I C 3 , N A I C , N J A C f NSCF '
C n M M O N / B D Y C S / Z . C ( 3 , 1 2 5 J , Z C C ( 3 t 1 2 5 ) , Z C R ( 1 2 5 ) , Z O C ( 1 2 5 ) , I Z C ( I 2 5 , 2 )
Cn M MCN/ rNDEX/ON(9 ,7 | ,ONA( 1C, 4 1, NNE TT , NP Af!T ,NSNGT, NCTRT , KZ MPT
f OMMON/PAMDO/CP(? ,4 ) , P C . ( 3 ) f P O ( 3 ) , A O ( 3 f 3 ) t A P T ( 3 , 3 ) , P { 2 , 4 ) , A f B f O I A V | t
CC ( 6 ,6 ) , A S T ( 6 ,16>, I IS( 161 ,INS, TTS
C O H . V C N / F S V E L / F S V l 3) ,F«-,VM
/ P I N C / O V O F . S ( 3 , 125 )
/P INnx /KP,KC,NPW c ,N?"D
/NFAJ/ ,NEO,NF,NG
65
CCMMCN /SOLN/S t 125) , 7 A ( 7 5 )
COMMON / E = Q S / E M U E ( 2 5 C G > , FMIJ< 3750) , I PR ( 5 0 )
DIFFUSION VG<3) ,VL(3) ,W< 3)
FOUIVALENCE ( X , W ( 1 ) ) , < Y, W ( 2 ) )
r
 SOLVES FOP EDGE DOUBLETS BY USING
C FUNCTION E AND GIVEN VALUES OF ALL
C GTHFR DOUBLETS
OP 3G 1=1, NEC
IN = I - NEQ
F F A f M N A T C ) < EMUE ( J*NEQ+I N ) , J=l, NEC ) , ( P«U< J*NEQ+I N ) , J=l
5(1) = ZCP( T )
40 CAI.L VIPSlFMUd ) ,NF.Q,SINE01 > , l,NF,S( I ) )
CALL L !NFCS(F.MIJE,NFO,NEO, I PR, S, 1,01)
TF(!11.NE.C. ) GO TO 5C
PPINT 10C1
10C1 FOPMAT(/* (DE/DMUE) APPEARS SINGULAR*)
5^ CONTINUE
C STAPTS TO CALCULATF FUNCTIONS F
KQ = 0
PtWlNO NPIF $ NOPD = NPIF
P P W I N D N A I C 3
C SKIPS FIPST NEO PFCOPDS CORRESPONDING TO
C CONTROL POINTS AT EDGES
PO 6C 1=1, NEO
60 KEftD(NAIC3) DVD^St 1)





CALL VMULT( OVOFS,S,VG,3,NSMGT,1 )
OP 7C 1=1,3
7C VG( I ) = VG< I ) -«• FSV( I )
IF( IJ.GT.NFW) GO TO 8C
C CALCULATES N.V ON WING
C A L L V I P I AP ( 3) , 3 ,vn, i
 t 3 , « = V 7 ( u> j
r.n TC IOC
C C A L C U L A T E S N.V ON FREE SHEET
8C TG = IJ - N^W
C A L L >1MULT( A C , V G , V L , 3 , 3 , 1 )
GVZ ( 1C ) = VL( 3)
C CALCULATES V.GRAD(MU) ON FREF.
TSC? = C. t TSC3 = 0.
CALL UNIPANf AP- ,PO,ZC< 1,"!FQ+IJ), W)
00 9C IC=1, IMS
1 S = I I 5 ( I C )
OX = ASTIA,ICI*X * AST<5,IC)*Y
DY = AST(5,IC)*X * AST<6,IC)*Y
66
OSDFS2 = A S T ( 2 , I C ) + OX
O S r > c s 3 = A S T ( % 1C) * CY
T S C 2 = T S C 2 + O S D F S 2 * S U S >
TS("3 = TSC3 - O S O F S 3 * S ( I S )
PC r . O N T I N l J F




SUBPC'JTINE F U N C ( X , N , P X )
c S U B R O U T I N E FUNC
c
r Fl j rPCSF TO E V A L U A T E FUNCTION F (N .V ON W I N G AND V.GPAOmj) ON
C F R E E S H E E T ) AND G (N.V ON FREE SHEET)
r
C IMFIJT C A L L I N G .SEQUENCE
C X - A R C A Y OF V A L U E S FOR THE V A R I A B L E S
C M - NUMBER OF V A R I A B L E S
r COMMON BLOCK
C /NFAJ / - NEG,hF,NG
C . /NITF/ - NFUN
r / S O I N / - Z A
C /ADP/ - DTP
c
r. OUTPUT C A L L I N G SEQUENCE
C PX - A R R A Y OF V A L U E S OF FUNCTIONS
C.
C S ' J R F C U T I N E S
C C A L L E D UPDATE, A I C G E N C W E P L A Y - 2 , 0 ) , F G C A L
r
C DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE STORFS VALUES OF DOUBLET PAB-AMETF.CS> (EX-
C CLUDING THOSE AT EDGE) AND ANGLES IN ASS AYS S AND It.
c PESPECTIVLEY. IT us = s NEW ANGLES TO UPDATE TH= COP.NEC
C POINTS OF FREE SHEET, FED SHEET AND PART f]F THE WAKE NFT-
C WORK. AICGENJOVFRL«Y-2,C) IS THFi\ CALLED TO DESIGNATE LH-
C CATIONS OF DOUP.LFTS AND CONTFTL POINTS AND TO GENERATE
C VELOCITY COMPONENTS AND AIC MATc-jx USING THE UPDATED CORK
r -EH POINTS. IF PRETUPRATION IN ANGLE IS NOT SIGNIFICANT
C UPDATE AND A ICGEN A^E SKIPPED. FINALLY, THE PPUTJNF CALLS
C FGCAL TO CALCULATE VALUES OF FUNCTIONS F AND C.
fEf>c ION X ( U ,RX( 1 )
C O M M O N / N I T F / N F I J N , J T , I T M X , K I T , I T P R I N
COMMON / S O L N / S ( l ? 5 ) , Z A ( 7 5 )
COM^CN /ADR/PTD,DTp
DO 1C I=1,NF




OZ^ = 7-A( I ) - XDTR
SUM = SUM •»• D7.A*DZA
20 7M I ) = XOTP
IF(NFUN.FO.O) GO TO 30
IF(SU".LE. l .OE-30) GO TO ^H
C P C T N T ICCl, SUM
C I C O L F O P ^ A T f / * SUM OF S P U A F E S OF CHANGES IM ANGLES ( R A O . ) =* ,F l< t .6»
C
f UPDATES CO°NER POINTS
68
C A L L UPDATE
C O B T A I N S V E L O C I T Y COMPONENTS A N D A I C M A T < ? f x
3- CO.NTTNUF
C & I L O V C F L A Y ( 6 H V O P T E X , ? , O J
C GF.TS V A L U E S OF FUNCTIONS F tMD G
V CONTINUE
















































s u B p r u T
CAL t ED
D I S C L S S
'
«=**
INE I T F L O W ( X , N , P X , D X , Y , R Y I
INE ITFLCVI
T O P E R F O R M I T C P A T I V F SCHEMA USING QUASI -NEWTON" A L G O R I T H M
FOP THE SOLUTION! OF A SET ')F NONLINEAR E Q U A T I O N S
C A L L I N G SEOUFNiCE
X - A P F A Y OF I N I T I A L V A L U E S FOP THE V A R I A B L E S
N - NUMBER OF V A R I A B L E S
O X . Y . P Y - . S C R A T C H A C R A Y S
COMMON BLOCK
/ N F A J / - NEO,NF
/NITF/ - I T M x , I T P P I N
C A L L I N G SEQUENCE
X - A1? PAY OE S O L U T I O N V E C T O R
JGEM , SOLVE" ( OVE«l ft Y- 3 , 0 )
INES
VI P,FUNC,OUTPl)T { O V E R L A Y - 4 , 0 ) ,
:N THE ROUMNF CALLS FUMC TO EVALUA TE R E S I D U A L S r x AND
CALLS A J G F N TO SPT UP THE JACO«T','j AJ. THE SYSTEM OF EOUA
-TIONS AJ*DX = -°v TS SOLVED AND A \JEW A P P R O X I M A T E SOLU-
TION IS FOUMD USING r.Orcr.cTTPNS OX. RFSIOUALS AMD JACOPI-
AM APE EVALUATED AT THF NEW SOLUTION. THE PROCEDURE IS PF
-PEATED UNTIL THE SUM OF SQUARES OF RESIDUALS SATISFIES A
PREDETEF"INFO TOLEPANCE TQL OR THF GIVEN MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ITERATIONS ITMX IS &EACHEP. THE ROUTINE INCLUDES * PRO
-CECU3.E OF GENERATING NEW AIC AFTF.S EVERY KIT ITERATIONS.
THE JACOBIAN WILL BE C A L C U L A T E D BY CALLING AJG^N ONLY
WHEN NEW AIC IS GENEPATED. OTHERWISE, IT '.JILL BE UPDATFH
BY USING A FPPMULA CF QUASI-MEWTON SCHEME (SEE PNGTNFEC-
ING DOCUMENT). NUMBER OF ITERATION, SUM OF SQUAFF? OP RE-
SIDUALS AND STfP SIZE ARE P»INTEn FOR CVP?Y ITPPIN ITERA-
TIONS. FOP ITERATION STUDY AMD CHECK OUT PURPOSE, SOMT
OTHER I N T E R H F O r A T E PFINT STATEMENTS ARE INCLUDED (SEF
LISTING) .




COMMON /CMC3/NTS IN ,NTSOUT f N T GD, *
COf-'MON /NEOS/NE,MP,NMAT, NPHS
/NFAJ/NEQ,NF,NJG
/SOLN/S I1251 , Z A ( 7 5 )
COMMCN /NITF/NFUN,JT, I T M X , K I T , I T P ^ I N
DI^PNSION' A J ( 1 3 0 )
SETS PRINTING
F ,NA 1C 3, NA I C
 f N JAC, MSCP
CODE ( F0= ITERATION STUDY)
IP = 0
K I T =
SETS NO. OF ITERATIONS TO GENERATE NEW AIC
SETS TCLEPANCE FOP CONVERGENCE, AND
70
C PERCENTAGE FOP. NEWTON) STEP
TOL = l.OE-4
OA*!A = C.I
f I N I T I A L I Z E S I T E R A T I O N
T S - X = 1.0E50
IT = 0
10 NFUN = C
r.A( L V I P < X , 1,X, 1 » N » S X I
C C A L L S FUNC TO E V A L U A T E " E S I O U A l S
C A I L F U N C ( X , N , S X )
NFDNJ = N'FIJN * I
C * L L V I P ( R X , 1 , R X , 1,N' ,SPX )
C C H E C K S IF S T E P $ T Z E P E D U C T I O N IS N F C F S S A ' Y
C *ND SETS THE A P ^ O P P I A T E CODE
1C = 0
I F ( S F X . L T . T S P X ) 1C = 1
r. P O I N T S R E S U L T S FHF E V F ^ Y I T P F I N
f F ( M f D ( IT, ITPP fN» .NF.CI GC TO 15
W = I T E ( M T S n U T , 5 0 l O ) I T . S R X
5C-10 r o 3 v f t T ( i H l , « I T E P - A T I O f J NT.*, 14, 9X,*SU(U1 OF S O U A P E S OF F E S I O U A L S =*,
«?1P-. 10)
I F ( T T . N E . O ) W F l T E ( h T S G U T , 5 0 ? 0 » SA!?$
nn 13 1=1, NF
13 S ( N E O I ) = X( ! )
C A L L G V E R L A Y { 6 H V O R T E X , 4 , C )
15 IF{ I P .FO.O) GO TH 1R
PC INT 105
105 P O P M A T t IH1)
P P T N ' T 101
 1 IT, SP.X,N'FUW
101 F O F M A T ( / / * I T E R A T I O N NO. *, II , 5X ,*S'JM OF S C U A 9 E S O P . P E S I D U A l S =*,Fl
IS.lf/* NO. OF FUNCTION C A L L E D =*,! '+)
PF T » . ' T IT 2 , ( X ( I I , I = 1 ,N! )
102 F - P F W A T J / * V A L U E S OF V AR I ARL E S*/ ( 5F 14 .6 ) )
PPINT 103, ( R X ( I ) , 1=1 ,N)
103 F H F V A T ( / * FESIDUALS* / (5EU.6 I )
18 IP( I T . F O . O J G° TO 20
I TO = JT + I
IFf I T O . n F . I T M X ) GO Tn 110
IF( S F X . L T . T O L ) G'J TT HO
C
C TO O B T A I N THE J A C O P I A N
2C C A L L A j n E N ( X , M )
on ice K=I,MT
C
C TO SOLVF AJ*OX = -P X
FF.WIKD NTGO
NF. = N $ MR = 1
no ic 1 = 1, N
PXf,i = _ p x < I )
30 W F I T E ( N T G D » F.XN
= NJAC $ N9HS =
71
C A L L n v F P L A Y ( 6 H V O F T £ x , 3 , 0 )
FFADU. 'KMS ) <r>* ( I » t r = i,N )
C T F ( K . F G . l ) P - INT 107, ( OX ( I ) , I = 1, N )
C 107 F H P M A T { /* CfPRECTIPMSs/M 5 E I A . 6 ) I
T A L L V I P f O X , 1 ,DX , 1 ,N ,SOX )
C
<- D E T E R M I N E S THE ST C ? SI7P
PXO = SQF T( SX
IH = 0
^o r-n sr I = I,N
HX( I ) = C A L F A * O X ( T )
5" Y( T ) = X( I ) + OX( I >
c P F T M T IDS, F A L F A
C 108 F O R M A T {/* ( P R A r . T I Q N OF NFWTQNJ S T E ^ T 4 K F . N =*, F 14. 6, * ) * )
C PC I\T j _ o 7 f ( O X ( I) ,1 = 1 ,N)
C P P J N T 102, ( Y( I ) , 1=1, N)
r
C E V A L U A T E S MEW R E S I D U A L S
C A L L F U N C ( Y , N , R Y )
NFUN = NFUN 4- I
C A L L V I P ( P Y , l ,RY , UN^FY)
T F ( S P Y . L T . S S X ) GO TH 60
TF( K.EO. 1. AND.K.PO. 1) GO TO 60
IH = IH + 1
C P R I N T 106, J H . S R Y
r 106 F O F M A T ( / I 5 , * CYCl. c OF S T F P S I Z E *- EDUTT I qN*/* SUM UF S Q U A R E S OF c FS
C I I O U A L S =*,r i4.6)
IF ( I h . G F . 3 ) HO TO 60
C A L F « = C.5
C A L F A = c . 5 * F A L F A
GC TC 40
r
C U P D A T E S THF J A C O B I A N
6 r AQS = S O X * F A L F A * * 2
p A i ) S = L . / A H S
p p y i K O NJAC
P E W I N D NSC?
On 7«= 1 = 1, N
R E A D < N J A C I ( AJ( J) , J=1,N )
C A L L V I P ( AJ , l , O X , UN .TJD)
c j r } = ( B Y ( I ) - R
0^1 70 J=1,N
A J ( J ) = . A J U ) +
70 CONT INUE
( AJ( J) , J=1,N)
72
f , P E S E T S VALUE OF THE V A R I A B L E S AMD THE P F S I D U A L ?
on or. 1=1,N
X( I ) = Y( I )
3 0 P X ( ! ) = R Y ( I )
SFX = SPY
JT = IT > K
C P P I N T S R E S U L T S FOP EVE". Y I T P P I N I T F P f T f n M S
S^ns = S O R T ( A D S )
r F ( K . F O . K i t ) on TO 100
• I F ( V O O ( J T , I T P Q I N I . N E . O ) GO in 90
W P T T E f N T S C J U T , 5 0 1 0 1 J T . S P X
1 J P T T E { N T S O U T , 5 0 2 0 ) S A D S
50?C F O R M A T ( / * STEP S I Z E (LENGTH OF C O R R E C T I O N V E C T 0 3 ) =*,F14.6)
nn «5 1 = 1 , N F
8 5 S ( V E C * I ) = X ( I )
CALL O V E P L A Y t f t H V O P T E X . A . O )
90 I F ( I P . E O . O ) GO TO 100
P C T N T 101, J T , S R X , N F I I N
p c i M T 10A, 3 X D , F A L F A
l.?4 F C I P M A T ( / * P A T f O OF LENGTH HF IN IT IAL VECTOR TT LENGTH OF FULL MFWT
ION S T E P =*/E1^.6/* F P A C T I G N OF MFWT3N S T E P T A K E N = * ,E l / » .6>
C PPINT 102, { X ( I ) , T = l,M
r P C I N T
 103t ( P X ( I ) ,T = l ,M»
IOC CONTINUE
I T = I T + K I T




f SUP C CUTINE UPDATE
r
r PUPPCSE TO UPDATE COPNFP POINTS 0^ F^PE SHEET, FED SHEfT AND TMF
f PAf-'T OF WAKF. ATTACHED TO THOSE SHEETS
C
C INPUT Crf.MQN BLOCK
C / INDEX/ - NM t NNtNP,NZ
r VMSPN T S/ - Z M t Z L
C /SPIN/ - ZA
r
r HUTPIJT COMMON BLOCK
C /MSPNTS/ - 7M
r
C 5 UP ROUTINES
C C A L L E D NONE
C
C D I S C U S S I O N COFNEP POINTS A c F. UPDATED USING G I V E N V A L U E S OF ANGLE
C £NO F I X E D CHO»r> Lf-'NGTH OF P A N E L S IN T P A N S V E R S ^ C'JT O B T A f N
C -FD P R E V I O U S L Y IN INPUT < O V E R L A Y - 1 , 0) . IT IS ASSUMED T H A T
C PANEL COPNFP P O I N T S MQVF ONLY IN T R A N S V E R S E CUTS.
C THE ROUTINE A S S U M E S THAT N M ( 3 I = 2 , N N ( 4 ) = 2 , AND N - y ( 5 J =
C N N ( 5 ) = 2 .
f, C M ^ r N / I N D E X / N T ( 9 ) , NM ( Q) ,NN{ 9 ), NP( 9 ) « NS I 9) , NC ( 9 ) , MZ ( 9 ) ,
C^ PA( 1C ) , N S A < 10) , N C A ( 1C) , N ? A ( 10) , NMF TT f N P A M T ,NSNGT, NCT" T f M Z M P T
CHMMTN / N S P M T S / Z M { ? , 1 7 5 ) , 7 l ( 7 5 5
CON'VCN /SOLN/S( 125J , Z A ( 7 5 )
UPDATES CORNFR POINTS OF FREE SH^^T
NM? = N M { 2 ) $ NN2 = N M ( 2 )
N?M = N/( 1) * NM2
DO ICC J=2»NN2
J2 = J-2
JA = J2* (NM2 - I)
JM = MZM + J2*NM2
DO ICO I=2 fNM2
1 1 = 1 - 1
I A = J A -I- II
IM = JM + I 1
Z|.P = ?l( IA) J ZAP = Z A( IA ) .
7M(2 , I ^H- l ) = Z M C 2 . I M ) + 7 L P * C O S ( Z A P )
ZM(3 , IM+1) = 7.M(3, IM) * 7 L P * S I N ( Z A P I
100 CTNT INUE
U P D A T E S COPNFP P Q T N T S OF FED SHEFT
NZ1 = N7( l ) $ N72 = NZ1 + N ' Z ( 2 )
NP? = N P ( 2 ) * NP3 = \ ' P ( 3 )
DO 2CO I=1,NP.J
IM = MZM 4- T*NM2
TMN = NZ2 * (2*1*1)
Z M C 2 . I M N ) = 7,^(2,IM)
Z M ( 3 , I M N ) = Z M ( 3 , I M )
74
IA = NP2 + !
ZLP = 7.1 ( I A ) * ZAP = ZA( !A)
+ Z L P * C O S ( Z A P )
+ Z L P * S I N ( Z A D >
T IISMJE
UPDATES FPPZFN W A K E ATTACHED TO FKrr SHEET
\'73 = NZ2 + NZ(3) * NZ4 = NZ3 * N:Z(A)
NZMA = NZ2 - NM2
N7«R = NZ3 + NM4 - NM2
00 3CC I=2tNM2
IM = NZMA * I
I"M = N7.MB * I
ZV(2t IMN+NM4) ^ ZM(2,IMN) = ZM(2fIMI
300 C ... .. ,.
C UPDATES FCQZFN WAKE ATTACHFD TO FED '.
NM5 = NMI5)
M7MC = \'Z3 - NM3
no 4GO I = UNM5
IM = NZMC * I
TMM = N7^ + r




































C A L L E D
O I S C U S S I
*** *
INPUT
R F A D AND ECHO USER INPUT D A T A
C A L C U L A T E FPEF S T ^ E A * V E L O C I T Y
C A L C U L A T E C O O R D I N A T E S OF ALL °ANEL C O R N E R POINTS
C A L C U L A T E IN IT IAL LENGTH AND ANGLE OF P A N E L S ON
THE FHEE V O R T E X AMD FED SHEET
D A T A C A R D S ( S E E ENGINEERING DOCUMENT - USER GUIDE)
COMMON B L O C K
/DAT3/ - i R , N T F , X T c f M S P , Y S P , \ ' T C , N l E , Y L E , N T E , Y T E f MSF
/FSVEL/ - F S V t F S V f , A L P H A , XP ITC H, P CHORD
/MSPNTS/ - Z M , / L
/SOLN/ - ZA
NES
SHEGEN.DWNET , A W N E T , G W N E T
•
HN SEE P R O G R A M DOCUMENT 1.3 D E S C R I P T I O N AND FLnW C H A R T OF
O V E R L A Y P " O G F A M S .
/ C M 0 3 / N T S I N . N T S O U T , NTGOt NPIF, ^ A I C 3 t N A I C .NJAC,
C O y M f ] N / I N D E X / N T ( * J ) , NM ( Q) , NN ( 9 ) , NP( 9 ) ,NS ( 9) , NC ( 9 ) , N7 ( 9 I ,
CNPM 10) »NSA ( l O ) , N C A ( 1 0 ) i N Z A ( 1 0 ) t NNETT , N PANT ,NSNGT, N C T R T , N Z M P T
COHMCN /M SPNTS/ ZM ( 3 , 1 7 5 > , Z L ( 7 5 )
/ S O L N / S ( 125) , Z A < 7 5 »
C n M M C N / F S V E L / F S V ( 3) , FSV" t A L P H A , XPITCH, P CHOP D
N / A O R / P T n , DTP.
/NITF/NFUN.JT, IT^X .K I T,
CCWCV / D A T 3 / A O , \ i T P , X T P ( 1 0 ) , ^ S P » Y S O ( 1 0 ) ,MTC t NLE, YLE ( 10 I ,
N T E t Y T E ( 1C) , MFS
COMMON /I PR INT/IPNPUT . IPGECV, IP SING, I PCMTP , IP E I VC , I PQUTp
D IMF. MS I ON ILE( 101 , ITE(10) t Y F ( 15) , Z F ( 1 5 )
DIMENSION IDICT( 14) , I C . A R O < ?C)
D A T A NDICT/1'^/
D A T A I C I C T / < V H $ A L P , 4 H $ A S P , ' * H $ T P A » ' - r H t S F A ,4H$CEN , 4H$D EL . 4HS APP ,
SFTS MSYMM = 1 FOR AXI S Y M M E T P I C
M = o OTHERWISE
C SETS NFLTP = 1 FOR FLAT PANEL
r NFLTP = 0 f^CP C'.J-'VED PANEL
MFLTF = 1
C
C PRINTS TITLE AMD DCTA CARDS
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W R I T F ( N T S O U T , 5 0 1 0 I
5010 F p P M £ T { 1 H 1 / / 5 7 X , * A COMPUTEP PPHGFAM*/65X,*FHR*/42X,*A THREE DIMENS
'. T O K ' & L SOLUTION OF FLCWS OVER WINGS*/43X ,*WI TH LEADING EDGE V O P T F X
2 S = P A R A T I Q N * / / / / 5 3 X f * - L I S T OF INPUT D A T A C A R D S - * )
l ^ ' C A F C = 0 it LCPP = 4?
I D E M O = I D I C T ( 1 4 )
5070 F O F M A T < / / 3 4 X f *N-?.*,4Xf * C A P D IMAGES*/ / )
20 c E4D(». 'TSIN, 5030) ICAFD
N ) 40,30
30 N C A P C = N C A R D * 1
'••lc rTF.(NTSOUT,b040l N ^ A R D , I C A R D
IF( I C A P O . E Q . ir.ENOI GO TO 40
T F < v r O ( M C A P D , L C P R l . N E . O ) GO TO 20
l v ? I T F ( K ' T S O U T , 5050)
GO TC 10
40 N8SP = MCAPO-3
P A C K S P A f E NTSIN
C P E A O S INPUT V A R I A B L E S
60 H F A f H N T S I N , 5030) T C t P D
I P ( 5 0 F t N T S I N ) 65,70
5 0 5 5 F Q C M A T ( / / * - END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED - */* - END C A F D &SSUWED PROC
I? SSI NT, WILL CONTINUE*)
GO T 270
70 00 30 I G O = 1 , N D I C . T
IF{ I C A P D . E O . I D I C T ( IGO) GO TO 90
W I T E ( N T S O U T , 5 0 6 0 ) I C A P D
5060 F O F M A T J / / / * - THE FOLLOWING INPUT D A T A C A P O DDES NOT f *ATCH ANY DES
I T G M A T F O K E Y W O R D - * / / 2 X , ? O A 4 )
S T O P
90 GOTO (100,110,120,13C,140,150,160,170,180,190,195,200,210,220),IGO
C P E A D S ANGLE OF A T T A C K IN DEGREES
I O C c F A D ( N T S IN,5070) ALPHAD
507C r O R M A T ( 6 E 1 0 . 0 l
A L P H A = ALPHA;)*DTR
no TT 60
C READS ASPECT PATIO -- -
llC OEAD(MTSIN',5C70) AP
GO T; 60
C P E A O S NO. AND X CCHPO. OF T R A N S V E R S E CUTS
1 2 C P F A n ( N T S I N , 5 0 7 0 ) T P A N
\TP = T P A N
D E A D ( N T S I N , 5 0 7 0 ) ( V T P ( I ) , I = 1 , N T P )
GO TC 60
C F E A O S NO. AND PERCENT V A L U E S OF S P A N W I S E CUTS
77
130 C E A Q ( N T S I N , 5 G 7 0 )
MSP = SPAN
PEArXN 'TS IN , 50701
GO TG 60
140 F F « o i N T S I N , 5 0 7 0 »




K W P P = I
GO TC 60




170 P E A D ( N T S I N » 5 0 7 0 )





(VSPd 1,1' l fMSPI
READS NO. CF TRANSVERSE CUTS ALONG CENTEPLINE
CTR A
SFTS CODE FOR DELTA WING PREPROCESSOR
DUMMY
SETS CODE FOR ARROW WING PREPROCESSOR
DUMMY
READS Y VALUES OF LEADING EDGE CORNER POINTS
AND SETS CODE FOR GOTHIC MING PREPROCESSOR
(YLEU ),!=!,NTS)
READS INPUT CONNER POINTS ANO INDICES FOR
GENERAL TYPE OF WING NETWO'K
FNZ180 F E A D ( N T S I N , 5 C 7 0 )
NZW = FNZ
IF(NZW.EC.MSP*NTR) GO TO 182
WPITE(NTSOUT,5080)
5 C 8 G F O P M A T ( / / * NO. OF INPUT CORNER POINTS FOR W I ^ G NETWORK IS NOT EQUA
1L TO*/* THE PRODUCT OF NO. OF T R A N S V E R S E CUTS AND NO. OF S P A N W I S E
2CUTS* )
STOP
182 DO 184 J=l,NTR
JN = (J-1)*MSP
XJ = X T R ( J )
DO 183 1=1,MSP
183 ZM(1,JN+I 1 = XJ
P E A D t N T S I N , 5 0 7 0 )
184 CONTINUE
R E A O ( N T S I N , 5 0 7 0 )
N'LE = FNLE
C E A O ( N T S I N t 5070)
DO 186 I = 1,NLE
ILF( I) = K = YLE( II
Y L E ( I ) = Z M ( 2 , K )
186 CONTINUE
P E A O ( N T S I N , 5 0 7 0 ) FNTE
MTE = FNTE
" E A D ( N T S I N , 5070) ( Y T E d
DC 188 1=1,NTE
188 ITE( I ) = Y T F ( I )
K W P P = 0
GO TC 60
FNLE
( Y L E ( I ),1 = 1,NLE)
= 1,NTE)
78
C = E£OS MO. PF SPANWfSE CUTS Fv? = THF F^EF SHFF. T
r NETWORK
19C P E A O < N T S I M , 5070) SFS
MFS = SFS
rn TC 60
C READS X VALUF. OF PITCH A X I S
195 p c A n j N T S I N f 5070) XPITCH
f-0 TC 6C
f FEADS MAX. NO. OF I T F* 4T [QNS ALLOWrO FH<-' T - - F
f. NGNLINFAP EQUATIONS SOLVF.-5
2CO PFiD(NTSIN, 5070) TMX
j T '•» X = TMX
GO TC 60
C P t A O S PRINTING O P T I O N
210 f • £ A n < N T S T f " , 5070) P O T f i T
iTpt- IN = pp if.jT
IF( I T p R I N . r Q . O ) I T P F T N = 5
00 T 60
C
C C A L C U L A T E S FREF S T K F A V - V F . L T C I T Y A N D F O O T C ' 'C : : ; ;
220 CONT INlJP
F S V ( ! ) = C P S ( A L P H A )
F S V ( 2) = 0.
C S V ( 3 ) = S I N ( A L P H A )
F S V M = S C F T ( F < : . V ( i ) * *2*FSV( 2) **2*F SV( 3 ) * + 2 )
5CHC1FD = X T P ( N T C )
I F ( K h P P . E Q . O ) GO TG 26C
C
r USES P P F P ^ C C E S S O P Tri G E f v - E R A T E C O P N E P POINTL- F i
C WING NETWORK
GO TP ( 730, 240
 t 2 5 0 ) , KW^P.
C C A L L S D E L T A WING P* eP^OCESS 'OF
230 C A L L O W N E T
Nl c = NTS $ NTE = MSP
W"!Z = (NTP-1 .» *MSP
CP 235 1=1, NTE
J T ^ ( j ) = MMZ •«• T
2 3 5 C O M T I N U F
GO TG 260
C C A L L S f i R P O w W I N G P F c P R O C E S S O P
2A-C C A L L A W N E T
ML*1 = MTP $ NTF = NTP-NTC + l
,\'MZ = (NTf ; - l ) *MS? * 1
OH - 2 ^ 5 I =1,NTF
ITE( I) = NMZ * ( I-1)*MSP
GO TT 260
r . CALLS GOTHIC WING
250 CALL GWNET












I T F ( I ) = N M Z
2 5 5 C O N T I N U E
260- = MSP $
3
M V, ( C,
N M f - . T T = 5
\ > T < 1 ) = 2
M T ( ^ ) = 5
( I - 1 ) * M S P
S E T S UP N E T W O R K S I N D I C E S
N'-H2) = Nl. F
i ' J N ( 3 ) = N'LE
M ( 2 ) -1 $
S N N ( 5 > = 2
= 2
$ N T ( 2 » = <t
4 \ 'T( 5) = 7
D E S I G N A T E S N E T W O R K T Y P E
$ N T ( 3 1 = 6
C A I _ C ' J L A T E S OTHER N E T W O C K D
NPM I) = C $ M 7 A { II = 0
00 270 K = l t N N E T T
M P ( K ) = ( N M ( K ) - 1 ) * ( N ' N ( K ) - 1 )
N P A ( K+ 1) = N P A ( K ) ••• N P ( K )
N Z A ( K M ) = N Z A ( K J ••• NZ«)
270 CONTINUE
N'Z( ^ ! ^ 'ETT^1) = 0
N'P.AMT = N'PA (NNETT+ l )
NZ? = M Z A ( 3 )
NZ5 = N Z A ( 6 )





X W A K. F =
L )
X I = 7. M ( L. M I )
C O 2 ^ 0 T = 1 , M 2
Z ^( 1
 f N Z 1 * I » = XI
Z V ( 2 i N Z l + T ) = Y l
/ M ( 3 , N 7 . 1 * I ) = Zl
FS COPNEP POINTS FOR F R E E SHFfT, FED
SHEET AMD THE A T T A C H E D F R O Z E N W A K E
3,
100.0) X W A K E = 100.
FOF N E T W O R K NO. 2
$ Yl = Z M ( ? , M 1 ) $ Zl =
280
XI = ZM( 1,NZ1*-M2>
00 P9G I=1,M3
ZM(l,MZ2*l) = XI
Z. y<?,NZ2 + I) = Yl
ZM(3,NZ2+F) = Zl
290 CONTINUE
NMS = M2 - 1
FOF N E T W O R K NO. 3
Y l = Z M ( 2 t N 7 H - M 2 ) Zi =
FOR N E T W O R K NO. 2
80
00 310 K = ?.,NIF
Kl = K-l
NKK = MZl + Kl*M2
C A L L F.HEGFNI AL PH A ,XTR ( Kl , Yt E ( K) , NVS, YF , 7C )
X K - X T P ( K )
7L fK = Z M ( 3 » K * M l )
00 3CO J=1,M2
JM = NMK * J
Z«< I f JM) = XK
7. ?-1 ( 2 , J M ) = V * : ( J ) $ Z * ' ( 3 , JM) = Z F ( J ) + ZLEK
3CO COMTH' i jP
f FOP NETWORK NO. 3
t>;M7 - A 'Z .2 4- Kl*M3
7 M ( l , N M / + U = ^ M ( i , N M Z + ? l = XK
7 ^ ( 2 , fJM/* l ) = Y F ( M 2 ) * ZV (3 ,NMZ>1) = Z F ( M 2 ) * ZLFK
Z v < 2 , N M Z - » - 2 ) = Y P ( M 2 + l ) S ZM(3 ,NMZ + 2) = Z F J M 2 + 1) *• Z L F K
310 r ^ N T T N U F
r FOP N F T W C P K NO. '+
PO 320 f = 2 , M 2
IV = N /MA * I S IMN = NZMR + I
/ M ( 1 , I M N ) = Z M ( 1 , I M ) $ ZM( I, IMN*VI^) = X W A K E
ZM( 2 ,1 V.N+M4.) = 7 .M(2 , !MN) = 7 M ( 2 , I M )
Z M ( 3 , f M\!*M4 » = Z * U 3 . f M N i ) = Z M ( 3 , ! M I
32C CrriT 1'!(JF
f FOP NFTWCPK NO. 5
NIZMC = NZ3 - MS
00 330 != l ,M5
1 ,y = fj 7 M C -t- [ $ [ M N = N 7 '+ + I
7 ^ ( 1 , IMN) = Z M ( 1 , I H ) $ ZM( l , IMN-«-?) = X W A K E
= Z M ( 3 , I M N ) = Z»M3, TM1
330 COMT TKUF
r
r ^ATC.HFS LFAOIMG EDGE COPMEP POINTS
(MMZ = N7 I * 1
00 340 T=?,NLC
[.w = I*Ml $ {MM = MM; v (I-1)*M2
ZM(2,Tf'.1 = ZM(2, IMN)
7M(3 tIM) = ZMM,IM\)
34 r CO NT [NUF
r
C SFTS UP CORNEF POIMTS FOP THE
r THC W A K F N E T W O R K A T T . / S C H E O TP,
0^ 350 f - l , M T E
I« = ! T i ? ( I ) 5 I vfo = NZ3 «• I
7 . V . ( 1 » I M N ) = Z M d . I N ! ) ^ 7M( I.IM
35C COiNT IN UP •
P P I N T S OUT COPNEP POINTS
81
.EO.O) GO TQ 1040
PPINT IT00
100^ F G ? M A T < *KHFCK TEST PROBLEM DATA*)
rn 1030 !=1,NNETT
Jl = MZA(I) + I $ J2 = NZA(I-H)
P P I N T 1010, T
1010 C O E M A K / / * N E T W O R K NT.*, 13)
P F I N T 1020, ( Z M l l , J ) , Z M < 2 , J > , 7 M ( 3 , J ) , J = J l , J 2 I
1 C20 FOF.M.AT( 12F10.5)
1030 CCV-JT IMIJE
] C"VO c HM" jf-.'UE
C A L C U L A T E S I N I T I A L L E N G T H A N D ANGLE T F S P A -
W I S E S E C T I O N OF D A N E L S t-n* FPEE AND FE^
AS SUM ING N>«( 3) - 2
T F ( I P N P U T . N E . O ) PPINT 1050
1050 F O P " A T { * 1 ANGLE AND LENGTH*/ )
MM? = NNM2I $ M\2 = M N ( 2 »
M7K = N Z < 1 ) * N y ( ? )













= J2*(NM2 - 1)
= NZM * J2*NM2
360 ! =2, MM2
= 1-1
= JA + I 1
= JM + 1 1
= Z V ( 2 , I M ) $
= 7*1(3, I M) $
= Y2 - Yl $
P = SQRT( DY**2 H
Y2 = 7 M( 2 , IM
72 = ZM<3, IV
DZ = 22 - Zl
h nz**2 i
ZAD = ATAN?(DZ,OY) '
ZL( I A) = ZLP
7A( I A) = ZAP
IF( I PNPUT.NF.O) PPINT 1060, 1 4 , I V , 7 A P , Z L P , Y 1 , Z 1 , Y ? , Z 2 , U Y , P Z
36 INUF
MP2 = N'P(2) $








? V ( 2 , I M ) S Y2 = ? M ( 2 , IM+1 )
Z V ( 3 , i y ) 4 72 = Z M ( 3 , 1 M * 1 )
ny = Y 2 - Y l .H 07 = 72 - Zl
ZLP = S C P T ( D Y * * 2 * D 7 * * 2 J
7 f i P = A T A N 2 ( n Z , O Y »
7 L ( I A ) = 7 L P
7. A { T A ) = i A P








C PUPPCSE TO CALCULATE THE COORDINATES OF ALL PANEL COCf'F- ^HINTS
C !N AN APPOW WI*G PLANFOFM CONriGUPMIHN
C
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /DAT3/ - AP ,NTP ,XTC ,MSP,YSPi?:'TC
r
C OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
c / O A T ; } / - Y L E , N T E
C / M S P N T S / - ZM
r
C SUB-CUT INES
C C A L L F D S W T - P T E
r
C n i S C U S S I O N THE Y C O O F D I N A T F S OF THE PANEL C O R N E R P O I ^ T ^ AT THE
r
 I N T E R S E C T I O N OF THF L E A D I N G FDOC A^n T R A N S V F ^ S F C U T S iPF
C COMPUTES BY M U L T I P L Y I N G THE X VALUE OF THE T P A N S V C P S F CUT
c BY ONE-FOUPTH THE A S P E C T R A T I O .
C THE Y COOPOI\iATFS OF THE PAN-EL CONNER POINTS PfTHFEM
C THE L E A D I T G FOGF AMD FOOT CHOP D OM THP TPA\'SVFP?r CUTS
C AO E COMPUTED BY MULTIPLYING Tqf Y CO n cOINATg AT THF
C LEAPING EDGE Rv THE ARPAY OF PFFfEN" VALUES YSP.
r, suB^-nuTTME SWE°TE is CALLEH TO CALCULATE THP Y
C COORDINATES OF ALL PANEL POINTS AFT OF THE PHOT CH^RD.
C THE X COHPD1NATES OF THE PANEL COPNER POINTS ->-c r THF
C X VALUES OF THF TPANSVFPSE CUTS INPJT BY THE USFP. ALL /
f COORDINATES At F SET TO 7CPO.
r ******
.^SPNTS/7.M( 3,1 75),7.L( 75)
/ O A T 3 / A P r N T P , X T P ( 10) , M S P , Y S P ( 10) ,NTC , ^  L F. , Y L F ( 1 0 ) ,
I NTF .YTn 10) ,MFS
D I M E N - S f C N YWI 10) , X Y ( 10, 10)
F I N O S D ( = S / X )
D = A P / 4 .
OBTAINS COPNEN POINT-: COORD. FOS THF URPEF Pt?T
XI = XTC ( I)
YLE( 1) = D*Xl
00 10 f=l,M5P
?M( i,n = xi -
/M(2,I) = ZM(3,I) = C.
10 CONT INUE
00 3C -J=2,NTC
XJ =• XT?( J )
SEVI = n*XJ
YLF(J) = SEMI
00 2C 1=1, MSP
?M(1,JN«-I) = XJ
?»( ?,J.V+ I » = SE'-1I*YSP ( I )
83
20 ZMC3 ,.JN+ I ) = '--.
30 CONTIMur
C O B T A I N S COPNE 0 P C I M T S COORD. FOP THF L O W E R P A P T
C W I T H S W E P T TOM I. ING EDGE
KT1 = r.TC-l
MTF = NTp - Ktl
DO 4C T = l t N T P
Y L F ( K T 1 + I» = D*XTf< (KTl^-I I
40 CON T !NUE
NM7 = KT1*MSP
OH 5C J=1
Y W ( J ) = Z
50 CONTINUE
CAI .L S W E P T E ( X T R ( N T C ) t Y L E (NIC ) tNTE , Y W , M S P , X Y )
MTPl = MTF-I -
nn 60 J= l ,NTEl
JM = NiMZ * J*4JISP
XJ = X T P ( N T C + J)
no 60 != !»MSP
TM = JM + I
?M( i , IM» = XJ
Z M < 2 , IM) = XY( I , J)
7 M ( 3 t I M ) = 0.
60 CONTINUE
P T T U P N
FNP
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SUSP OUT INF OWN FT
C S'JPTCUTINE OWN FT
c
f PUFPCSE TP CALCULATE THE COORDINATES OF ALL PANEL CORNFC POINTS
C IN A DELTA WING PLANFOF-" CONFIGURATION
C
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
C / D A T 3 / - AP ,NT? , X T < ? t M S P
C
C OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /DAT!/ - YLE
C /MSPNTS/ - ZM
r
C SUBROUTINES
C C. *I- LEO NT.ME
r
C DISCUSSION THE Y COORDINATES OF PAMEL COFNEP POINTS AT THF
C. INTERSECTION HF THE LEADING FDGb" AND THE TR ANSVFS SF CUTS
C APE COMPUTED RY ' MULT IPLYING THF x VALUE OE THF TP- AN SVEp Sr
C CUT BY ONE FCJUPTH THE ASPECT »ATIO.
C TH^ Y COORDINATES OF THE PANFL CONNER POINTS PrTWEFk!
C THE LEADING EDGE AND P. 00T CHnro ^"! THE TPANSVEPSF CUTS
C AP= COMPUTER PY MULTIPLYING THE Y COORDINATE AT THE
f LEADING EDGE PY THF ARRAV OF PEFCFNT VALUES YSP.
C THE X COOROTMATFS OF THT PANEL CO? ME" ^OIMTS APE THf
C X VALUES OF THE TP AN.SVE" SE CUTS INPJT BY THE USER. ALL
c z C O O R D I N A T E S A P . E SFT TO
C O M * C N / M S P N T S / Z M < 3 ,175) , Z L ( 7 5 >
COMMCN / D A T 3 / A P . N T P , X T f i ( l O ) , M S P , Y S r > < l O ) , M T C , N L F , Y L E ( i r ' J f
1 . N T F , Y T F ( 10) ,MFS
C FINOS 0 (= S / X 1
D = ARM.
C O B T A I N S CORNEN POINTS
X I = X T P ( l )
Y L E ( 1) = 0*Xl
nn 10 1=1, MSP
I M ( 1 , I 1 = XI
Z * < 2 ,1 ) = Z M C J , I ) = C.
10 C O N T I N U E
00 30 J=2 tNTp
JN = ( J - l » * M S P
X J = XTC ( J)
5 C,M I = D*X.,J
Y L F ( J ) =SEMI
no 20 [ = I , M S P
= XJ
- S F M i * Y S P ( I »
20 ZM( 3 , J N * I ) = 0.







C P l J C ^ r S E TO C A L C U L A T E THE C O O R D I N A T E S OF ALL PANEL C H r M C o P O I N T S
f IN A GOTHIC WING PLANFORr4 CONF IGUR AT I ON
r
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /DAT3/ - \'TF.,XT.otMSP,YSP,NTC ,YLF
C
C OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /DAT3/ - NTF
C /MSPNTS/ - ZM
r
C SURPCUTINES
c C A L L E D S W F P T E
r
c D I S C U S S I O N THF Y C O O R D I N A T E S OF PANEL C O R N E R POINTS AT THE
C INTEC SECTION OF THE LEADING FDGF ANO TRANSVERSE CUTS AP
C IMPUT BY THP IJ^FP.
C THE Y C O O P O I M A T E S OF PANEL CORNER P O I N T S S F T W F F N THP
C LFADIMG EDGE AND PnOT CHORD OM THE T R A N S V E R S E CUTS APE
C COMPUTED BY MULTIPLYING THE Y C O O R D I N A T E AT THF LEADFNG
C EDGE 3Y THF A c ^ A Y OF Pp.PCFN 'T V A L U E S YSP.
C SUBROUTINE S W E P T E I? C A L L E D TO C A L C U L A T E THE Y
C C O O R D I N A T E S CF ALL PANEL POINTS AFT IF THF ROOT CHORD.
C THE X C O O R D I N A T E S OF "H13 PANFL C O N N E R P O I N T S AP E TnT
C X V A L U E S OF THE T r M i S V E C S E CUTS II'JPUT BY THF USEC . ALL
C 7. C O O R D I N A T E S A^F SET TO ZE»0.
t f
COMMON / D A T 3 / A R , N T R , X T P ( 10 J , M S P f Y S P ( 1C) , NTC, NL 6? YL E ( 1G ) ,
1 N T E » Y T E ( 10) ,MFS
C I M F N S I C N YW( 1C) t X Y ( 1C, 1C)
O R T A I N S CORNEN P O I N T S CO'D^D. FOP THE UPPF.P P A R T
XI = XTP (1)
DO 1C 1=1, MSP
1. M ( 1 , I ) = X I
7 M ( 2 , I ) = ? M ( 3 , I ) = 0.
10 CCMTINUr
no 3C j = 2,r;TR
JN = (J-1)*MSP
X.J = XTP (J )
f?0 20 1=1, MSP
Z^( 1 ,JN-H) = XJ
Z M ( 2 , J M + ! ) = ^E'
20 ZV( 3,JN'+I) = 0.
30 CONTINUE
C O B T A I N S CORNER POINTS CO'jan. FOP THE L O W E 0 P A C T
C W I T H S W E P T T R A I L I N G EDGE
KT1 = NTC-l
86
NTF = NTS - KT',
VM7 = KT1*MSP
pn ^0 J=! ,MSP
Y W ( J ) = 7M( ? ,NMZ+ J)
5C CON!TIi'JUF
C A L L S W E P T F « X T P ( N T C ) , Y L ? < ^ T C » , N T F , Y W , M 5 P ,
N T C 1 = NTE-1
DD 6C J=1,NTE1
XJ = X T M N T f + J)
no ftc r = i, MSP
T M = J y. * I
Z M ( 1 , T M ) = XJ
Z M ( 2 » ! V ) = XY( I , J)








SUB? CUT INF SHEGEN(ALPHA,X,S,N,Y,Z)
*
SUB? CUT INF SHEGEN ( AL PHA , X , S , N. Y ,7. i
PU&PCSF TO PROVIDE AN T.NI TIAL GUESS OF THF FREE AND FEP SHEET
GEOMETRY AT A PiPTTCULAR TRANSVERSE CUT
INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
ALPHA - ANGLE OF
X - X COORDINATE
S - Y COORDINATE
N - DESIRED
A T T A C K ^F T H? WING ( IN R A D I A N S )
HF TRANSVERSE CUT (APEX IS X=C.C)
PF LEADING EDGE ON T R A N S V E R S E CUT
;o f!F pflF.E SHEET PANELS IN TRANSVE&SF CUT
OUTot!T CALLING SEQUENCE
Y - v COQRCTN'ATF CF CORNER POINTS DEFINING SHAPE OF
FREE AMD FED SHFFTS ON GIVCN TRANSVERSE CUT
I - I COORDINATES CF CORNER POINTS DEFINING SHAPE OF
FSEF. AND FED SHEETS ON GIVEN TRANSVERSE CUT
suoecuTINES
CALLED NONE
orsctssiON THE DOUTINE COMPUTES AN- INITIAL GUESS OF THE FREE'AND
FEC SHEET GEOMETRY AT A PARTICULAR T R A N S V E R S E CUT.(SEE
STARTING SOLUTION SECTION OF ENGINEERING DOCUMENT Ff]c
METHOD) POINTS DESCRIBING THE CURVES OF FIGURE 17 ARE
STORED IN THE APP'.Y Y7.VAL. EACH CURVE REPRESENTS THE
FPTE AND FED SHEET GEOMETRY FOP ON!F OF EIGHT VALUES CF A.
POINTS DESCRIBING THE FREF AND FED SHEET GEOVETpy FOP AM
A R B I T R A R Y VALUE OF A ARE OBTAINED BY LINEA* INTERPOLATION
(OR EXTRAPOLATION). LINEAR INT F°c>OL AT ION IS THEM FMPLOYFD
ON THIS NEW SET OF POINTS TO CONSTRUCT A REPRESENTATION
OF THE Fc-EF SHEET BY THE NUMBER OF POINTS SPECIFIED !N
THE INPUT DATA.
DIMENSION Y(N),Z(NI
or MEN-SIGN A V A L < 3) ,YzvAL(2,9,e), YZ(2,9> ,o(8i
SFT NUMBER OF Y-Z C U R V E S AND NUMBER OF P O I N T S
R E P R E S E N T I N G EACH CURVE
O A T 4 NA,NP /a,^/
V A L U E S OF A FOP EACH C U R V E
O A T i A V A L / .2,.6, V.» 1.4, l.R , 2.2 , ?.f>, 3. C /
V A L U E S OF Y AND Z FOR P O I N T S ON C U R V E S
O A T A Y Z V A L / . . . . . .
C 1. ,0., .993, i 02, .98,. C45, .96,3,. 07 , . 94,. 088,. 92, .097, .897, .C97,
C.878, .09 , ,P,92, .05,
C 1.,^., I .C12 , .033 , .998 , .098 , .973 , .154 , .92 , .224 , .853 , .268 , .79 ,
C . 2 7 7 , . 7 4 , . 2 6 9 , . 7 8 9 , . 1 4 6 ,
C1 . ,0 . ,1 .03 , .C47 ,1 .028 , .134 ,1 . , . 23? , .958 , .314 , .87 , .403 , .764 , .445 ,
CL. ,0 . , 1.046,.06, 1.06,.166,1.039,.29,.99,.408, . 89,.53, .785, .58,
C.68, .587, .666, .33,
88
Cl,,0.fl.C61,.:!7,l.C87?.188,l.C76,.339,1.019,.502,.9;>4,.624,.R12,
C .6 89,. 704, .703,. 6 5, .398,
Cl.,C.tl.075f.OS,].112f.222,l.ll,.3<52,l.C55t.565,.96,.7,.044f.77«,
C. 735 ,. P., .644, .454,
Cl. ,0., 1.C9, .09, 1. 14, .25?, 1. 14 2,. 435, L.0<35,.617t I. 006 , . 756, .377 ,
C.S5«,.77, .882, .645, .5,
Cl.,0., 1. 1C?,. 099, I. 16 2,. 277, 1.1 72, .469, 1. I 32, . 647 , 1 . 05 , . f- , .7- OS,
C. . 92 2, .8 05,. 95,. 648, .541
C/
CCMPUTE VALUE OF A FFQK INPUT O£TA
C S E L E C T TUT D A T A CUFWFS FOP USE IN I N T E R P O L A T I N G
C ( PP E X T F - APHL A T I N G ) NSW C.UCVF_ PQP COMPUTED V A L U E OF A
OH 1C K = 2 , N A
L^K-1
TF( A . L T . A V A L ( K ) ) GO TO 12
10 CCN'MNUF
1? C F 1 T A = < A - A V A L ( L ) » / ( A V A L ( L - H > - A V A L ( L » )
f C A L C U L A T E P'.lIMTs p f z S C P I B I N G CURVE FOR CT/P !JTPl)
C V A L U E OF A
n-^ 2c 1 = 1,?
OC 20 J=l tNP
?0 YZ( ! , J ) = Y 7 V A L ( ! , J , L ) * O E L T A * ( Y Z V A L ( I t J , L * - 1 ) - Y Z V A L ( I, J,L )
C SET f N T T I / t l . PniNT CM FPFF SHFF.T
Y ( 1 ) = Y Z ( 1 ,1)
?( !> = Y Z ( 2 , 1 )
C GFT LAST POINT ON FREE SHFF.T
C (AND INITIAL POINT HN FED SHEET)
Y(N-»-l>=YZ( l,NP-l)
?{N+1)=YZ (2,NP-l)
C SET LAST PfUN'T CM FFD SHEET
D ( 1 ) = C .
r CALCULATE DISTANCES BETWEEN POINTS ON r-Ew CURVE
On ^0 I = 2 , N P M 1
D ( I ) = C ( I - l l - t - S Q K T J ( Y Z ( 1 , I ) - Y Z ( 1 , I - l ) ) * * 2 + ( Y Z ( 2 f n - Y Z ( 2 , 1-1) ) * * 2 )
3 0 r n M T l N U F
D I S T = 0 ( N ? M 1 ) / P L O A T ( N |
C L I N F A P L Y I N T E P P D L A T E O E S I F F O NIJVRBC OF P O I N T S
C FfP FFF.C SHEET P EPF ES ENT
OH \r i =2 ,N
DIS = F L O A T ( I - l l *D [ST
DO 3^ J=
IF(riIS.LT.D( J» ) GO TO ?.8
35 CONTINUE ......
38 OELTA=(CIS-D{K) » / ( 0( K+l ) -D ( K ) )
7( I ) =Y? (?,K)+OELTA*( YZ(2 ,K+1)-YZ(2,K)
4G CONTTNUF
89
K'? = N + 2
C S C A L F POINTS TH ACCOUNT FOP MfiGMTUOE OF L D C A L S E M I - S P / » N
nn 5f I=1,N2
Y{ T J = Yd I*S
Z( !) = 7. (I )*S
50 CONTINUE
F C T U F N
90
S U P R C U T I N E S W E P T E ( X , S , N , Y , M , Y P )
C SUP.RCUTINE S W E P T E
C
r PU^PCSF TO C A L C U L A T E THF Y C O O P D T N ' A T F S p< r THF PANEL CPCNFP P O I N T S
C. AFT PF THF PCPT CHiD^D FC = SWEPT T R A I L I N G EDGF DESIGNS
C
C INPUT C A L L I N G SEQUENCE
C X - A C P A Y OF T P A N S V E R S F CUT X V A L U E S S T A R T I N G W I T H TUP
C L A S T CUT T H A T I N T F . P S £ C T S THE P Q O T CHORD
C S - A P P A Y OF v C P P P P T N A T E S PF THF LEADING EDGF °'-: THF
C T R . A N S V F P S F CUTS S P E C I F I E D PY X
C f< - N'JMflEF CF T F A N S Y E D S F CUTS AFT PF THE L A S T Tr A ^ S V E => SF
C CUT TO IMTF«SFCT THE PHOT CHP.PQ PLUS 0\F
C Y - A R R A Y GF Y C-HPiP PIN A T E S OF PANEL CO C NFO pr iMTS L Y I N G
C HNJ THE LAST T C A M S V t ^ S E CUT T H A T I N T E R S E C T S THE TOT
C CHQpn.
C M - NUMBER OF SPANWISF PERCFN" VALUES INPUT BY THF U^F?
r
C OUTPL-T CALLING SEQUENCE
C YP - A R R A Y OF V C P O P O I N f i T F S OF PANEL C C P N u P P O T N T S AFT nF
r
 THF R O O T CHPPQ.
C
C S U R P C U T I N E S
f C A L L E O NPNE
r
v. •
C DISCUSSION GIVEN THE CPORPINATFS OF Tun POINTS DEFINING A LI^C
C AND ONF CPO&P.INATF nF \ THIPH POINT ON THF L T M t , THE
C • UNKNTWN CPPPOIN'ATE CF THE THIRD POINT CAN OF CAL CUI. A TFO
c 3Y T O i A N G U L A T I O N .
C, ONE OF THF POINTS DEFINING THE LINE IS L E A D I N C . FpC.F-
C TF A IL ING FOCF I N T E F S F C T I O N P f ~ i r j T . THF PTHFC PplMT TS TH11
C PANEL C O P N E C PPINTS L Y I N G ON THT L A S T T& A V j S V F F S F CUT TH>\T
C IK'TPC S E C T S THF R O O T CHP&n.
C THE X VALUE ^F THF THIfip PC INT IS THE V A L U E OF THF
C T R A N S V E R S E CUT.
n I MEN'S ION X( II ,S( 1) ,Y( 1) ,YP( 10, 1 )
OX = X ( \ ) - X( I)
v i = M - i
IF(N.E.Q.P) GO TO 15
HO 1C J=2,N1
XX = X ( J ) - X ( I )
Jl = J - 1
r-n ic I = I,K
YS = Y( I }
TM = ( S ( N ) - Y S ) / D X
VP( f ,Jl J = T M * X X *• YS
1C COC'TINUF
I 5 CPNT IMUF
OP 20 1=1,M
20 YP( I ,N1 ) = S ( M )
FETUFN
BOEING NO. 06-41.789
P A G E 134 91
O V E R L A Y ! V O R T E X , 2 , 0 )
P R O G R A M A I C G E N .
r ppnppf t^ A I C G E N
C
C Pi. iPPCSF TO C A L C U L A T r E S S E N T I A L G E O M E T R Y I N F O R M A T I O N Ff,P F A C H
C PANEL AA'D THE L O C A T I O N S OF DOURLETS AND CONTROL POINTS
C FOP E A C H N E T W O R K AND TO G E N E R A T E THE A E R O D Y N A M I C S INFLUEN
C -CF C O E F F I C I E N T S USING AN A D V A N C E D P A N E L - T Y P E METHOD
r
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
T /INDEX/ - NT,NM,NN,NP,NZ,NPA,NZA,NNETT,NPANT,NZMPT
C /MITF/ - NFUN
c /IPRINT/ - IPGEOM,IPSING,IPCNTP,IPEIVC
C
C OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
C / C V Q 3 / - N ' P I F , N A I C 3 , N A I C
C / B D Y C S / - 7 C , Z C . C , Z C P , Z D C , IPC, ITC
c / INDEX/ - N S , N C , N S A , N C A , N S N G T , N C T P T
C /NTNDX/ - NEO.M.JC, UC
C /ICONST/ - PI,PI2,PI4I
c
C S U P R C U T I N E S
C C A L L FO T G = O M C , T S I N G , T C N T P L , FDG F I N, KSf 'FT , P T R N S , I P T P N S , V I N F C C , V I P
C
C D ISCUSSION SEE P R O G R A M DOCUMENT 1.3 D E S C R I P T I O N AND FLOW C H A ^ T OF
C O V E R L A Y P R O G R A M S
r ******
CCMMCN /CMC3/NTS IN,NTSOUT,NTGO,NPIF,NAIC1,NAI C ,NJAC, NSCF
C O M ^ O N / 5 0 Y C S / Z C ( 3 , 1 2 5 ) , Z C C ( ^ , 1 2 5 ) , Z C R ( 1 2 5 ) , Z O C ( 1 2 5 1 , I P C < 1 2 5 1 ,
1 I T C ( 1 2 5 )
COMMCN/ I N D E X / N T ( 9 ) , NM( 9) , NN ( 9 ), NP( 9 ) , MS ( 9 I ,\C.{ 9) , NZ ( 9 ) ,
, f N P A ( 10 ) ,NSA { 1C), N C A ( 1 D , M Z A ( 1C> , NNETT, N P ANT ,NSNGT , NCTR T, NZ MPT
C O M M O N / P A N D Q / C P ( 3 , 4 ) , P C ( 3 ) , P C ( 3 ) , A C ( 3 , 3 ) , A P T ( 3 , 3 ) , " ( 2 , 4 ) , A , 8 , D I AM,
C C ( 6 , 6 ) , A S T ( 5 , 1 6 ) , I IS ( 1 6 ) , I N S , I T S , N P O O
COMMCN / N I N D X / M F P , N J C ( 1 2 5 ) , IJC( 125 )
CCMMCN / P ! N C / D V O F S ( 3 , 1 2 5 )
COMMCN / P I N D X / K P , K Q , N P W P , N P C D
COMMCN /NITF/NFUN,JT, I T M X . K I T , I T P ? I N
COMMON X Z I P / I P Z t I P . I T Z . J C Z
COMMCN/ I CONST/PI ,PI2,PKI
COMMCN / i PR INT/iPNPUT ,IPGFOM,IPSING,IPCNTP,IPFivc,IPOUTP
D I M E N S I O N A T C ( 1 2 5 )




c C A L L S ROUTINE TH GENERATE ESSENTAIL GEOMF-
C ' TPY INFORMATION Ffjr. E A C H PANEL OF ALL













PEN I NO NPTF
CALL TGFPWC
MPW - NPIF
C A L L S POUT IME T O D E S I G N A T E T H E
ON **LL METM3PK.S P A N F L S -*.Nr> T^
rj_|c V A T P J X " 0 3 C O £ C F I C I H - V T S f F
C - C U P L E T D I S T P I3UTIPN FOR TrA lh P-'.N-P.
K r J = 0




NPWP = N'T GO
C A L L S PQUTIN? T : i D E S I G N A T E THE L C C A T I Q N ;
C ' T N T P Q L PQIN T S pnP ALL M = T A J « K r :f iM = lc i ,\j;
TO fnvp j fc THF UNIT N IFyAL V ^ C T C 0 ANT T'H-
.\ :npMAL CD-VPC1NENT OF F"EE S T c c , \ v V i t l r iCITv
v cfTnp AT FVC3Y CONTROL POINT
KO = o
:-F'/ INC MTGD S NPPD = NTGO
C , ' I L T C N T P L
tn P E A P R A N G F lA'OICES S n T H A T T M T S F C C V -
yop|_ PC!NTC, AND HOtJ^LETS AT ^ O G f S •"!" N c ^ -
wnt-KS PPFCFDE ALL THE OTHERS
CALL FCGEIN
C A L L K S C S K Z C , l , N C T R T , N J C , D V n F S »
C A L L - KSGPT ( ZCC, 3 ,MC,rP T , f i J C , OVDFS )









CALL KSPRTf I DC, lf.NCTBT,NjC, AIC)
C A L L K S C ^ T I uc, l, M C T P T ,M jc , AIC )
KO = 0
c t 4 l N C MTGO t MPpn = NTGC°
KP = 0
00 IOC I P = l , N P A N T
C A L L P T C N S ( I P )
00 5C I = 1 , I N S
IS = I I S ( I )
ns( n = w j c ( i s i
CUNTINUF
I F ( N F ! J \ . F Q . C > GO TQ 500




S K I P AIC C A L C U L A T I O N . IF NFUN.ME.O
T 3 C O I , JT
A T ( / / « T T F 0 A T I P N M Q . * , I ^ , 5 X , * N F W A I C
P F V.11 N'O M A I C. 3
C - E W I N O N A I C
93
IFI iPEivc.NF.o) PFINT 1003
JPOC
HP 7CC J C = l , N C T R T
!P7 = I PC (JO
ITZ = I TC( JOjcr = JG
IP( I T Z . F O . l ) Z C R ( J C ) = 0.
C A L L VINFCC ( Z C < 1 , J C ) , Z C C ( 1 , J C ) , Z O C ( J C » • J P C I
W ° T T C ( M A IC3) DVDFS
nn ft 50 1S = l ,NSMGT
C A L I V IP ( Z C C ( I , JO ,1 , D V D F S ( l f I S ) , l , 1 f 4 I C ( I S J I
WR TT F { N A 1 C ) A 1C
7<~C CGNT INUF
C C A L C U L f t T t S NUM.n,Fc OF EGU&T iQMS FQP E, F ftND G
NFO = NFP
N'F = NSNG^ - NF.Q
MO = M P ( 2 )
t^T iJRNJ
94
SUBPruTINF C C A L ( P , C )
c SU^RCUTINF CCAL <P,CI
r
C PUOPCSF TO CALCULATE F^P EACH PANEL THE Q U A D R I L A T E R A L y
C INTEGRALS USED IN THE COMPUTATION OF THE SOURCE A!-Q
C DOUBLET FAR FIELD VELOCITY INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS. ( S F c
r SECTION B.4 , APPENDIX B OF TH^ ENGINEERING nPCUMENT.)
C
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
r p _ COOPDINATES OF FOUR CHRNFR PHI-^TS OF QU^:)? fLMFP AL
C
C OUTPUT CALLING SFQUFKCF
C . C - A " \ o ! V y OF MO^IFMT I N T E G R A L S
r
r SU8PCUTJNES
C C A L L F O F C A L t T P P Q
r
C D1SCUSSICM THP POUTU'.E GC-t- 'PUTES THE OUADHLATE^AL MOMCNT
C INTEGPAL 1 ^ C ( M , N ) = I( S I G M A , K^.F** (M-l ) * E T A * * ( N- 1 \ , D K S F * P F T i )
C FOR M = l , M X O AND M= 1 , MXQ-M* 1 . A D E S C R I P T I O N OF THE
C C A L C U L A T I O N S PFPFO&VED IS COr i TAINEC IM S E C T I O N B.4 OF
C APPFNOIX 0 OF THf? ENGINEEPING DOCUMENT. THE R f L r V A ^ T
C EQUATIONS APE (8 .93) THOUGH (B .1C2) . TME R E L E V A N T
C PR n CEOURE IS PPOCEDUPE 6. TnF CODE C L O S E L Y F O L L O W S THP
C DEVELOPMENT AND N O T A T I O N OF TH IS D O P T I O N OF A P P E N O I X P.
D I M E N S I O N P ( 2 , 4 ) , C ( 6 , 6 >
r r v M C M / S K A I C 2 / R l ( 2 ) t F 2 ( 2 ) t D P ( 2 l , E ( 7 ) , G A . ( 6 , 6 > , O U M S J 241)
C E Q U A T I O N S ANH PPOCFDU^ES REFERENCED IN T H I S DOUTI, \ jE
C APE CCN 'TA INEO IN A P P E N P I X B OF FNGINFFP I NG DOCUMENT
C
C SET OPDEP OF -MOMFNTS QESIPED
C A L L Z E P C ( C , M X O * M X O |
c cvCL f THPCUGH .sines or CUADR I L A T E P A L
DC 500 1 5=1,4
C E X E C U T E PFnCPOUPF 6
r C A L C U L A T E G E O M E T R I C Q U A f i r i r i F S A S S ^ C I A T F O W I T H
C S IDE TH QI.IADC- I L ^ T P C A L
DO SC I = \ , 2
Fl ( I ) = P ( I , IS ) . .
c?( I )="( I , ISP1 )
50 np{ ! ) = P2( I ) - P l ( I )
r,f MS=OR( 1)*DP( U+DF. ( 2 ) * D P (2 )
I F ( O P M S . E C . O . t GO TO SCO
A = c i ( i ) * P 2 ( 2 ) - P . l ( 2 ) * « : 2 ( l )
f BFANCH TC PROCFOUPf (6 . A) OP ( 6 . 3 )
I F U B S l D 3 t i n - 4 B S { D P J ? ) ) l ICC, IOC, POO
100 A l=nc ( i)/r)P (2)
95
A 2 = A / D P < 2 )
PHOCFDUPF (6. A. I)
C A L L E C J L ( F l ( 2 ) f 3 2 ( 2 ) , l . , l . , E t M X G P l l
DO 13'"> M= 1,^X0
130 GM 1 , N - ) = A 2 * E ( N + 1 ) / P L n A T ( N)
I F f M X C . L T . 2 ) GO TH 3CC
PFHCEDUPF ( 6 . A . I I »
DC 170 M=2 ,MXO
Lin 170 N=1,MXN
170 GA( M , N ) = A 1 * G A ( M - 1 >NH ) +A2*G A ( M- 1 , N)
GO TC 3CO
2CO A l = D 3 ( 2 J / D P ( II
A 2 = A / O P ( 1)
C PPHCFDUFE (6.B.D
C A L L F C A L ( R l ( l ) t i ' 2 ( l ) f l . , l . t E f ; V X O P l »
no 220 M= I ,MXO
? 3 0 G A ( M , l ) = A 2 * P ( M + l ) / F L O A T ( M )
TF( WC.LT.2 ) GO TO '3CO
C PPOCEDUPE (6. B.I I)
D<1 270 N = ?,
w v,v= l^x Q-N-i-1
Gft ( ^ t N ) = A1<=G&( M*l tN-1 » - A 2 * G A ( M , N-l )
C^K T IWIJE
P E P F O P M ACCUMULAT ION OF E Q U A T I O N
nn
r>G 400 N=1,MXN





Sim? CUT INF C O N T R L J N T , MM, NN, NC ,NPA, Z M, 7.C , ZCC ,ZCP , Z D C , I P C , I TO
r******



















































NT - N E T W O R K TYPE
N,v - MUMBFP OF S P A N W I S r CUTS IN THE NETWDPK
MM _ NJIJM^EP QF T R A N S V E R S E CUTS IN THE N E T W O R K
IVPA - T O T A L NUMBER OF P A N F L S IN ALL P R E V I O U S N E T W O R K S
ZM -' COORDINATES OF CORNFP POINTS np THE
COMMON 8LOT.K
/I PR I, NT/ - IPCMTP.
/FSVEL/ - FSV
/PANOQ/ - PC
C A L L I N G SEQUENCE
NC - NUMREP 0^ CONTPOL POINTS ON • THE NETWORK
7C - C O O R D I N A T E S OF CONTROL POINTS ON NETWORK
ZCC - S U R F A C E M - . J P M A L V E C T C C A* CONTPOL POINTS
ZCR - N Q P M A L COyPONENTS OF F P E E S T P E A M V E L O C I T Y
R E L O C A T I O N D I S T A N C E OF C CNTROL POINT
SEQUENCE NUMBER nc PANEL TO W H I C H C O N T R O L
BELONGS





CALLED GC PC AL , GR D I N D, P TP N S , SUP PRO, MMU LT
DTSCUSSICN THE POUTPJE CALCULATES OU A^:TI T I ES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
CONTROL POINTS «NO BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE PPOBLC».












FI3ST THE CONTROL POINTS (POINTS AT WHICH THE
Y CONOITICNS APF Apt>LIFD) ARE LOCATED. THIS
DONE BY A V E R A G I N G C E R T A I N CDMq INAT I ONS OF COCN|cp pp
AND THEN PROJECTING THE RESULTANT POINTS ONTO THE P
SURFACES. THOSE CONTROL POINTS LOCATED ON A NETWORK
APE WITHOPAWN SLIGHTLY FROM THE EDGE A:\jO MOT PROJEC
ONTO THEIP PANEL SURFACES TO AVOID NUMERICAL DIFFIC
LATFP. THE CONTFQL POINTS A^ F ORDERED .AND I^EY.ED A
WITH A U X I L I A R Y OUANTITIFS WHICH APE COMPUTED AS WEL
SUCH QUANTITIES INCLUDE THE PANFL NORMAL AT THE
POINT, THE COMPONENT OF FPF.ESTRFAM VELOCITY IN THIS
DIRECTION (Fne USE IN APPLYING THE BOUNDARY CONDITI
AND THE DISTANCE THE EDGE CONTROL DQINTS APT WITHDR
***
3),FSVM
COMMCN/DANQO/CP( 3,3 ), APT(3,.31 ,D(2,4I,A,R,OIAM,
97
C C ( 6 , 6 ) , A S T ( 6 , 1 6 1 , I IS< 16 ) , INS, ITS,NPOQ
COMMON / S K P C H I / 7 A C 3 , 1 7 5 ) , I A ( 175)
COMMON /I DP INT/IPNIPIJT , IPGEOM, IPS I N G , I P C N T R , I P E I V C , I P O U T P
DIMENSION Z C ( 3 , 1 0 T ) , Z C C ( 3 , 1 0 0 ) ,Z f .5( 100) ,ZHC( 100) , IPf( 100) , ITC( IOC)
D I M E N S I O N Z M ( 3 , N M , N N )
D A T A D E L T A / l .OF-5/
IF(M.E0.5.n«.NT.E0.7) O r L T A = l.OE-7
IF( IPCNTF. .NE.O) PP INT 1001
1011 F O C M A T ( 1HL)
•\vlsNM-H
C C A L C U L A T E LOCATION OF CONTPQL POINT? FP UM CORNER POINT
C A L L GCPCAI . (NM,NN,NM1,NN1,Z ( U I ,ZA »
C Q c n E P NON-IOEMTICAL C O N T R O L POINTS
C A L L G C OINO{NM1,NN1 ,7 A , I A ,N IA)
r T F . A N S F E P TO CODE FGP A P P ^ O P P I A T E N E T W O R K T Y P E
GO TfM ICO, 200, 3CO, 400,500, 6CC,60C) NT
100 CONTINUE
C S C U C C F / A N A L V S I S NFTWOPK C A L C U L A T I O N S
C ( W O T AM OPTION IN P R E S E N T P P O G P A M )
JC=0
00 lc<? N = 2,NN
PO 1<58 v = 2,NV
JC=JC+1
1 P=M-1*{ NM-l)*( N-2)*NPA
IPC{ JC1=IP
C A L L P T P N S ( I P )
CALL S U C P B O f P C . Z C t It J C ) , 7 C C ( I, JO I
CALL MMULT( 7CC( 1 , JC ) , FSV , ZCP ( JC ) , 1, 3, 1 )






c DCI IJ&LFT/ANJALYSIS ( W I N G ) NETWORK C A L C U L A T I O N S
JC=?
C C Y C L E THROUGH ALL CONTPOL P O I N T S ON THF N E T W O R K
DO ?<?C5 N=1,NN1
00 7S8 M=1,NM1
CCMPUTE INDICES ASSQCIATPH WITH CONTROL POINT
IF( IA{ LMN) .LE. JC) GO TO 298
JC=JC«-1
IP = MINO(^^XO(M,2 ) ,NM)-U(NM-l )*(MIMO(MAXO{N,2) ,NN)-2
IPC(JC)=IP
ITC( JC» = 0
IF( M.EO. I.OP..M.EO.NM1.0P.N.EQ.1.00.N.EO.NM1 ) ITC(JC) = I
R C T & I £ V F PANEL I N F O R M A T I O N
C A L L P T P N S ( I P )
snc = o.
C A L C U L A T E CONTPOL POINT C O O P O I N A T F S
98
DO 220 L= l ,3
OPZ = D E L T A * ( 3 C ( L ) - Z A ( L t L M N I )
7 C ( L t J C ) = Z A ( L , L M N - ) + DP7
SDf = SOC + DPZ**2
2?Q r_ 0-MT INIJf"
znr.( jo = SQR T <SDO
IF( ITCf jCI .NE. l l Z O C . ( J C ) = 0.
r PROJECT CONTROL POINT ONTO PANFL SUFFICE UNLESS
f C C N T F C L P1INT IS ON N E T W O R K FDGF
C C C M P l ' T f S U P F A C F N T F M A L AT CONTROL POINT
I F ( ? H C ( J C ) . r O . O . ) Cf iLL S U F P R O ( Z C ( 1 , J C ) , 7 C ( i , J C ) , Z C C ( 1,JC ) )
! F ( Z C C l JO.NE.O.) C A L L SUP PP.Q( 1C (I , JC ) ,ZCC ( 1, JCI , Z C C ( 1, JC ) I
C CCMPLITF. NQPMAL COMPONENT OF F 9 E E S T P F A M
C V E L U C I T Y AT C O N T R O L POIM^
C A L L ^ M U L T < z r . C ( l , JCI , F S V . Z C F (JC 1,1*3,11
Z C ! J ( J C ) = - Z C ! > ( J C )
I P ( I F C N T P . N E . O )
J t e C I T F ( 6 , 1000) J C , I P , Z C ( l , J C ) , Z C ( 2 , J C ) t Z C ( 3 , J C ) , 7 C P ( J C ) , Z D C ( J C )
298 CnNT IN!JE
299 CONTINUE
M C = J C
C-0 TC SCO
300 CPNTJNUE
C SCUPCE/OESIGN NETWORK CALCULATIONS
r (NOT AN OPTION IN PRESENT PROGRAM)
GO TC SCO
4CO CONTINUE
C nfUOLET/DESI3M <F°Ff SHFfT) NFTwnFK CALCULATIONS
JC = C
DO 429 N=1,NN
C RF-CPDEP COMTpni POINTS E L I M I N A T I N G CONTPOL' POINTS
C ON TWO OF THE NETWQPK EDGES
L^N = M * NM*(N-1)
DO A 20 L=l ,3




OFDER NON-inFNTICAL C O N T R O L POINTS
C A L L G & H I N O ( N M , N N , ? A , I A, MI A I
C Y C L F THROUGH ALL CONTROL POINTS ON TnF N E T W O R K
DO 4 eg N=1,NM-
00 498 y=l ,NM
C O M P U T E INDICES A S S O C I A T D W I T H C O N T R O L P O I N T S
IF( I A ( L ^ N » . L F . J C I GO TO
JC=JC+1
IP = MINO( MAX 0 ( ^ , 2 ) ,NM)-H-(NM-1)*( Ml NO ( MA X 0 < N , 2 ) , N N ) - 2 ) >NPA
I C C ( J C ) = I P
ITC( JC) = C
99
IF(M.EC. 1.0P.N.6Q. 1) ITC(JC) = 1
C R F T P J F V E PANEL INFORMATION
CALL PTFNS( IP)
snc = ~.
f C A L C U L A T E CONTROL POINT COORDINATES
DO 4*0 L = lt 3
PPZ = DE L T A * ( P C ( L ) - Z A ( L , L ' - 1 N ! ) )
Z C U t J C ) = 7ML.LMN) + DPZ
SOC = SDC + OP?**?
450 CONTINUE
Z D C ( J C ) = S Q R T ( S O C ) .
IF{ I T C ( JO .NE.l ) Z D C ( J C ) = 0.
C P & O J E C T CONTROL POINT ON'TO PANEL S U R F A C E
C UN 'LESS C T N T P O L PORiT IS nN NFTwnPK F OGE
C CCMPUTF SUP r ACE NJOPMAL AT CONTOQL POINT
IF( 7 D C ( JC) .FO.O. ) CALL SUP PPO( ZC ( 1
 f JC ) , ZC ( 1 , JC ) , ZCC ( I , JC ) )
I F ( Z D C ( JO.NE.O.) C A L L SUP PP O( ZC ( 1 , JC ) .ZCC ( 1 , JC > , Z CC ( 1 , JC ) )
C TCMP'JTE NORMAL COMPONENT OF F C E F S T C E A M
C V E L O C I T Y AT CONTROL POINT
C A I L MVULT< Z C C ( I , JC) » F S V t Z C « ( JC J , I, 3, 1)
7 C P ( JC ) = - Z C R ( JC)
IP { T P C N T P . N F . O )
$XP ITF (6 , ICOO) JC, T P t Z C U . J C ) , Z C ( 2 t J C I , 7 C ( 3 , J C I , ZCFM JC) t Z O C < JC1






C OCU3L ET/DESIGM ( W A K E ) N E T W O R K C A L C U L A T I O N S
JC=^
C C Y C L E THOUGH ALL CONTROL POINTS ON THE N E T W O R K
DO ^q M = l,l
DO 598 V*1,NM1
C. CCMPUTE I N O f C F S A S S O C I A T E D W I T H NF.T
TA(LMN). LF.JC) GO TO 598
1 + (N!M-1)*( MlNO (MA XO (N
 f 2 I , NN )-2l +NP A
TPC( JC)=IP
ITC( JC) = 1
C RETRIEVE PANEL INFORMATION .
CALL PTRNS( IP)
snc = o.
C CALCULATE CONTROL POINT COORDINATES
OH 520 L -It 3
DPZ = DELTAt<PC(L)-ZA(L, LMN ) I
ZC(LtJC) = ZA(L.LMN) + OPZ
SOC = SOC > OPZ**2
520 CONTINUE
ZOC(JC) = SORT(SOC)
C PROJECT CONTROL POINT ONTO PANEL SURFACE
C CCVPUTF. SURFACE NORMAL AT CONTROL POINT
100
IF ( 70CUC) .EQ.O.) CALL S U F P P Q < Z C ( l i J C I , Z C U t J C i t Z C C d t JCM
? F ( Z O C ( JO.NE.n. ) C A L L SUP PPO( ZC d , JC ) ,Z.CO( I , JC » t ZCC d , JC M
C COMPUTE NORMAL COMPONENT OF F R F E S T R E A M
C. V E L O C I T Y AT CONTPCL POINT
G A I L M M U L T < ZCCd, JC» , F S V , Z C . R ( JC ) t l . 3, I)
ZCM JC )=-7.Ce(JC)




C O C U S L f T / O F S I S N (FFD S H E f ^ T I C A L C U L A T I O N S
JC=G
NO = MNI
T r ( N f . E Q . 7 ) NO - 1
c C Y C L F THROUGH ALL CONTFOL POINTS ON TH^ N E T W T « K
nn 599 r-!=l ,NO
o 9 6 9 « M = 1 1 1
C CC M P'JTE INOICFS A S S P C I A T = y W I T H THF
IP=V f N O ( M A X O ( M , ? I ,NM» -l*(MiV-l l*( M F N O ( M A X0( \ ' , 2 » , NN I-.
Tyr . ( jf ) = JP
! T C ( J C ) = 1
R E T R I E V E PANEL INFORMATION
C A L L P T R M S f I P )
C CALCULAT r CONTDOL POINT COORDINATES
n^ 6?0 L = L » 3
PP.7 = DELTA*(PC(L)-?A(L,L^N) >
/C(L,JCI = 7A(L,LMNJ *• OPZ
S'?C = SOC * DPZ**2
62C CONTINUE
ZDC( JC ) = SQRT(SDC)
C PROJECT CONTROL PCINT ONTO PANEL SURFACE
r TMOUTE SUP F A C E N O R M A L AT CONTROL POINT
I F ( Z D C ( JC) .FQ.O. » C A L L S U p P P O ( Z C ( L , J C ) , Z C ( 1 , JC) » Z C C ( L , JO)
T F ( Z O C ( JC) .NF.O.) C A L L S'JP»i»Q{ 7C < I tJC ) .Z.CCU t JC ) , Z C C ( I, JC ))
C CC M PUTF NOPMAL COMPONCNT OF FRF.^STt E AM
<- V E L O C I T Y AT CONTROL P O I N T
C A L L MMULM 7 C C ( It JC) , F S V , Z C ^ ( J C ),1, 3, 1)
7 C » ( JC » = - Z C P ( JC)
IF { I P C M T P . N F . O )
t w ^ - l T F t f . , 1COOI J C , I P , Z C ( 1,JO , Z C ( 2 , J C ) , Z C ( 3 t J C ) ,ZC D . ( J C ) , Z O C ( J C )











C PU&PCS^ TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITY INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS I
r AT A FTELD POINT RY A DOUBLET PANEL
C
C INPUT COMMON 3LOCK
C / ICONST/ - PI2.PKI
C /PIVINT/ - X , P , A , B , D I A M , C , N T S T
C
? OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /PIVTNT/ - PV
r
C S U R P C U T I N E S
C C A L L E D I N T C A L . Z E R O
r
C DISCUSSION THE "OUTINE COMPUTES THE DOUBLET PANEL VELOCITY
C INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS AT a SPECIFIED FIELD POINT. A
r. O C SCP I^TIDN OF THE METHOD AMD C A L C U L A T I O N S P E R F O R M E D is
r
 CONTAINNED IN APPFNOIK B OF THE ENGINEERING DOCUMENT. IF
C THE FIELD POINT IS SUFFICIENTLY DISTANT FROM THE PANEL
C A FAR FIELD APPROXIMATION IS EMPLOYED. THE APPPQXIMAflCN
C ANO COMPUTATIONAL VETHQD IS DOESENTEO IN SCCTIQN B.^ OF
C APPENDIX B ANO THE &F.LATFH CQHE COMPRISES THE PAOT OF
C DPTV BETWPFM STATEMENT 120 AMH STATEMENT 5CC. TH=
C LOOP 450 CONTAINS THE 8UL* Op THf C^LCULATIONS ANO ITS
C OUPPOSF IS TO COMPUTF THE J VECTORS GF EQUATION (B.9l».
C FOO THIS CALCULATION THE TERMS ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF
C EQUATION (B.91) HAVE BEEN EXPANDED, HENCE THE CODE ODES
C NOT HI9ECTLY COP«ELATE WITH THIS FORMULA. ANOTHE5
C EVALUATION PROCEDURE IS EMPLOYED WHEN THE FIELD POINT
C. IS NEAR THE PANEL. A DESCRIPTION OF THIS PPOCEDURF IS
C PRESENTED IN SECTIONS B.2 AMD B.3 OF APPENDIX B. THE
C RELATED CODE COMPRISES THE P A R T OF DPIV BETWEEN
C STATEMENTS 500 AND 900. THE l.OHP 75C CALCULATES THE
C VECTOR J DEFINED PY EQUATION (B.34) WITH THE H INTEGRALS
r COMPUTED BY THE ROUTINE INTCAL. THE LOOP 800 TRANSFORMS
C THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT PELATTVF TO THE EXPANSION OF
C DOUBLET STRENGTH ABOUT THE PROJECTION OF THE FIELD
C POINT TO COEFFICIENTS RELATIVE TO THE EXPANSION nF
C DOUBLET STPENGTH ABOUT THE ORIGIN.
C******
L O G I C A L LOGAB
C O M M C N / I C O N S T / P I , P I 2 , P I ^ I
6 , 6 f 7 ) , H Z , I H , M X C f M X K
O ) , P ( 2 , V » , A , B , D I A M f C ( 6 , 6 ) t n V { 3 , 6 l , N T S T f N C F
D I M E N S I O N 0 ( 3 ) , Q E X ( 3 , 6 ) , M J ( 6 ) , N J ( 6 I
D A T A M j , N J / I , 2 , 1,3,2,1. I , I , 2 , U 2 , 3 /
D A T A DELWD.DELMQ / ^V . ,2 .A5 /
C A Q U A T I O N S 4ND Q U A N T I T I E S REFERENCED IN THIS ROUTINE




TFST FOF POSSIBILITY OF EMPLOYING FAP FIELO APPROXIMATION
) * x m + X < 2 ) * X ( ? ) + X ( 3 ) * X ( 3 M
D! AM
B f l S I C T E S T
I F ( P AT lo .GT.nELMDl GO TO l,?o
6UX.U . IASY T E S T 8 A S T D ON MOPE RFFINED E S T I M A T E
100
no ice ic=i,4
O T P = A P . S ( p< i, io
F A T T C = A M A X 1 < , P A T
, ir )- , ic » - 2 . * x { 2)
MCH TO NJH
SP TC
n C A L C U L A T I O N IF FIFLO POINT TOO
IP (c 4T I 'J.LT.OrLMQJ GO TO. 500
C^^INUH
FAP FIELD C A L C U L A T I O N S
U=! ,
U3 = LI*U2
X( I ) =U*X( t
X ( 3 » = U * X ( 3
A2X = A 2 * X ( I
P 2 Y = C 2 * X ( 2
U08PI=.5*U04PI
C A L C U L A T E VPCTOP J OF EQUATION < B-.<U )
DH ^50 J=1*NTST
M=MJ( J)
M = N J ( J )
5 1 = C ( M- , N )
?7 = - A ? X * E l M - 8 2 Y * E l N * - X ( 3 ) * F l
X F = - ? . * E 7
0( I) = X F < - - X ( 1 ) -A2*EIM
Q ( 2 1 = X F * X ( 2 ) -P2*F l f -
0 ( 3 ) = X F * X < 3 ) + E l
" USE ONLY MONOPOLY A P P P O X I MftT I OM IF F I Fl D POINT S UFF If T FMTL Y
DISTANT














C( I I = 0 ( 1 ) * U * ( X F * X ( 1 ) * 3 . *
Q ( ? ) = « ( 2 > + U * ( X F * v ( 2 ) + 3 . *
Q ( ? ) = C ( ? ) + U * ( X F * X ( 3 ) + 3 . *
CONTINUE
00 425 T = l t 3





M F A R F IFLO C iLCULATIONS
HETEPVINE QPOEP OF H INTFGPAI s
V X C = 6
MXK = 7
CHECK IF PANFL IS F L A T
L O G 4 B = ( A . E Q . O . » . A M D . ( P . E O . C . I
( 2 )*E7N*-X( 3 ) * X ( 3 ) * £ 5 )
E7M-A2*F-2M) )
E7-v-P2*E2N ) )
F 2 + ? . * X ( 3 ) * E 5 ) )
T F ( L O G A B ) M X K = 5
IF( NTST. l T .6 ) M
I F ( I V T S T . L T . 3 J
CALCULATE H INTEGRALS
CALL INTCAL
CALCULATE QUANTITIES FREQUENTLY USED IN SUBSEQUENT
COMPUTATIONS
2 1 * X ( 2 ) - X ( 3 ) + H 7
T
C
V2 = 2 . *X (2 )
A 2 X = A 2 * X ( 1.1
















L Z E P O I O E X , 3*NTST)
IH.EO.O) HO TC 675
C A L C U L A T E A U X I L I A F Y T E F V S C F
E Q U A T I O N (8.51) IF P30CFDUPE
2=PI2
H Z . L T . ( 0 . » ) S P I 2 = - P T 2
NTST.LT . 3) GO TO 675
( l t 2 ) = S P I 2 * < l.**2*H7.)
( 3 ,2 )=S° I2 * ( A 2 X )
< 2, 3 1 = S P I 2 * < l.+82*HZ )
( 3t 3 > = S P I 2 * ( B 2 Y )
NT$T .LT .6 ) GO TO 675
( 1 , 4 J = S P I 2 * ( 4 . *A2X*HZ )
H I N T E G R A L S DEFIMED BY
? HAS BEEN EMPLOYED
104
2.*82Y*H? )
* ( -HZ* ( l .+H7*< 3 . * A + B) ) + C A B ) )
Q E y ( l , 5 ) = S P I 2 * ( 9 2 Y * H Z )
C 5 X ( 2, 5 ) = S P I 2 * ( A 2 X * n z )
Q F X ( l , 6 ) = S P T 2 * ( 2 . * A 2 X * H Z )
O c X ( 2 , 6 ) - $ P I 2 * ( < t . *R?v*H7 )
Q E X ( 1 ,6 )=SP12* { 2 . * ( -HZ*< l.+H/*{ 3,*U + A n + C A p ) 1
675 CONTINUE
C A L C U L A T E V F C T O P J DFFINED BY E Q U A T I O N (B.3^l




Q ( l ) = Q E X < l , J ) f H 3 * H ( V « - l , N I , 5 1
0< 2 ) = C E X . < 2 f J )+W3*H(V ,N*1 ,5 )
r>( 1 ) = O E X ( 3 f J ) * -H{M,N,3 J-HH3*H(M,N,5)
. IGNOPF TFPMS DEPENDING CN CUSVATURF IF PANEL IS ^LAT
TF( LCHABI GO TO 69P
c ( i » =0 c n
r * A * ( ( 3 . * H ( M 4 - 3 , ^ i 5 ) - ? . * H ( M - H t N t 3 I +HH15*H ( Wi-3 t N . 7) >
f>Y?*(-rM M, N ,3 )+HM15*H(M«-2 .N» 7).) )
C + R * { ( 3 . * H ( M * l , N i * 2 . 5 ) * H H l 5 * H < M - H , N * 2 t 7 ) ) +Y2* ( HH! 5*H1 M*- 1
 t f \ t - 1 , 7 ) } )
0 ( ? » = Q ( 2 )
N*-l, 7) ) +X2* (HH15*H( M<-1 , N«-l , 7
J 4-HMl 5*H (M.N+-3, 7) )
C ( 3 ) =0 { 3 )
C * A * ( (H3*H(M*2 f N,5)-K'HH15*H( ^+?,N t 7) )
OX2*(H6*H(M+l, \ ' t 5)-HHH15*H( ^* 1, N,7) )
r - * - B * ( ( H 3 * H ( M , N v ? , 5 I-HHH!5*H< M, N<+2 t 71 I





I F { N T S T . L T . 3) GO TP 9CO
r ^ E A P P A M G F COfPF IC IENTS A S FFOUI9FD B Y F O L I A T I O N ( B . 3 1 )
DO SCO 1=1 ,3
nV( I ,2 ) = DV( I , 2 I * X ( l ) * D V < 1,11
O V U , 3 > = O V < !,3) + X ( 2 ) * O V < I . I )
I F ( N T S T . L T . 6 ) GO TG 800
rvx = O V ( T , 2 ) - . 5 * y { H*DV( I, II
" > V Y = T V ( I , 3 ) - . 5 * X ( 2 ) * D V < 1 , 1 )
O V ( I , 4 ) = . 5 * O V ( r , 4 l * X ( l ) * D V X
n V ( I , 5 ) = D V ( I ^ U X





SUBPCUTTNE E C A L < X l , X . 2 , A l f A ? , F , N )
***#**
SUB^CUTINE ECAL < XI , X2, A 1 , A?
 t F, N )
PUPPTSF TO E V A L U A T E F ( N = A 2*X2**< I -1) - A1*X !**< I- 1 > 1=1, f:.




XI - ( S E E PUP P O S E )
xz - ( S E E P U R P O S E )
41 - ( S E E PURPOSE)
A2 - ( S E E P UCPQSE)
N - ( S F E PUP P O S E )
OUTPUT C A L L I N G
E - ( S E E PURPOSE)
SUBPCUTTNES
CALLFC NONE
DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE CALCULATES THE QUANTITIES
F( I)=A2*X2**< I-1)-A1*X1**( 1-1) FOP !=ltN USIMG THE
PECUPSIOM FORMULA ed ) = ( X L * x 2 i * E ( i - u - x i * x 2 * E ( i -2»
AND THE INITIAL C O N D I T I O N S E ( 1 ) = A 2 - A 1 AND
F( ? ) = A 2 * X 2 - A 1 * X 1 .
DIMENSION E(NI
E( 1)=A2-A1
!F(N.LT.2) GO TP 90C
E(2)=A2*X2-AL*Xl









T SU6PCUTINE FOG? IN
r
C PlJ f -PfSE TO P R O V I D E NE* INDICTS FOP THE CONTROL P O I N T S AND DOUBLET
C -S SO T H A T THF COC P ESnGNDI NG E QU-T IDNS( DO/JNWASH CGK'D I T I or;
C ) AND DOUBLETS AT EDGES 'IF NETWORK W I L L PSECEHE iLL THF
C OTHERS
C
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /RDYCS/ - ITC
c /INDEX/ - NCTPT
C
C ^UTPUT .COMMON PLOCK




c n is russ ioN THE ROUTINE O B T A I N S THE NUMBER OF F O L I A T I O N S
C -ING TO CnWTFCL POINTS AT FDGFS. THEN IT ASSIGNS [NDiCFS
c ACCOROING TO KHETHFP CONTROL POINTS APE AT EDGE OP
c iop. .
C O ^ M O N / P D Y C S / 7 C ( ? f 125> t ZCC ( 3, 125) , 7C ?< 125 ) , Z OC ( I 25 ) , I PC , ( Ur> ) ,
1 I T C ( 125>
C G M M C N / I N n e X / N T ( 9 ) , NM ( 9) , NN ( 9 1 1 NP ( q ) , NS ( <? ) , NC ( 9 » , NZ ( 9 ) ,
C , N P A ( 10 J , M S A ( 10) ,NCA( ICJ , M Z A ( 10) , NNETT ,M PANT , MSNGT, M C T P T, -
CCMMCN / N I N D X / N r O f N J C ( 125) , IJC( 125)
TO O B T A I N THF NUMBEF OF EOT^ O O W N W A S H P
Nt'Q = C
DO 1C JC*1,MCTRT
10 MEO = NEQ + I T C ( J C )
TO A S S I G M THE INDICES
LE = 0
LC. = MFQ
DO ^C JC=1 , N C T = T
IF( I T C < JO.NE.U GO Tn 20
LE = LE + ]
NJCl JO = LE
IJC( LEI = JC
CO TC 3C
>0 t_C. = LC + 1
N J C ( J C ) = L C . .
IJC( LC) = JC
107
MJPFCIJTINF FIVC(7C,7NC, ZOC, IPTNF)
C. SURPCIJTINF: FIVC. ( ZC . ,ZNC,ZOC. t IPINF )
r
C PIJCPCSF TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITY INDUCED BY A DOUBLET PANEL 0^ r
C NETWORK EDGE CONTROL PQFMT
C
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C ZC - COORDINATES P*1 CONTPQL POINT
C ZNC - UNIT NORMAL TO SURFACE AT CONTROL POINT
C ZDC - DISTANCE FFOM CONTROL POINT TO PANEL EDGE
C
C COMMON BLOCK
r /IPPINT/ - IPFIVC
C ll\*>( - IPZ, IP, JCZ
r /PANDO/ - CP,PC,PG, AP, P, 01 AP
C /SYMM/ - NSYMM
C
C OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C IP IMF - INDICATES WHETHER P&NFL IS CLDSE ENOUGH TO
r CCMTPPL PCIN'T TO INDUCE A SUBSTANTIAL OOWNWASH
C
C CCMMON-3LOCK





C DISCUSSION THE POUTINE CALCULATES THE VELOCITY INDUCED BY A
C DOUBLET PANEL (AND ITS IMAGE IF CONFIGURATION IS
C SYVME.TPICAL) ON A NETWORK FOGF CONTROL POINT. THE
C INFLUENCE IS COMPUTED BY ACCUMULATING THE INFLUENCE OF
C .EACH PANEL EDGE. THE INFLUENCE OF A PANEL EDGE IS IGNORE!!
C UNLESS A POINT ON THE EDGE IS WITHIN A SMALL SPHERE
r AROUND THE CONTROL POINT. IN THIS CASE THE INFLUENCE
C DUE TO 3HTH THE DOUBLET STRENGTH AMD ITS DERIVATIVE
C PERPENDICULAR TO THE EHGF. (EVALUATED AT THAT PDGF
f POINT) IS COMPUTED. TH F P£SULTANT VELOCITY IS THCN
C DISTRIBUTED AMONG THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DOUBLET
C DISTRIBUTION ON THE PANEL.
},*) , P C ( 3 > , C C ( 3 ) , A R ( 3 , ? ) , A P T ( 3 , 3 ) , P ( 2 , ^ ) , A , B , n i A M ,
1 C ( 6 , 6 ) , A S T ( 6 , 1 6 ) , IIS( 16) , I NS , ITS , NPDO
COMMON /SYMM/ NSYMM
/ Z T P / I P Z , IP, IT7,JC7.
/I PR INT/IPNPUT , I PGEOM, IP S ING , IPCNTR, I P E I V C , I POUTP
DIMENSION R l ( 3 ) , °2(3) ,DF (3 ) , Q ( 6 ) , W ( 3 ) , Z ( 3 )
'J IVFNSICN Z C ( l ) t 7 N C ( U




C A L L Z F C ' O l O V n S , I S )
wn ) = z c ( i )
wm=7C( 3 )
CCMOUTF IMFLUENf.E TF PANEL AND IMAGE IF N S Y M M = i
P."! 2CC I S Y < * M = 1 , 2
S1GN = ?-2* ISY.MM
l-M 2 ) = S I G N * 7 . C . < 2 )
n ! S T = S C F T ( ( :-/( l ) -PC( 1) l**2*( W ( 2 ) - P C ( ?} l **2*f w( 3 ) - P C ( 31 ) * *2
IGNOFE INFLUENCE IF P A N E L IS MPT IN
p c n x i » T T Y PP cnMTFCH. POINT
IF (O IST .C -T .DUM) GO Tr 5CC
C A L C U L A T E POINT ON PANEL EDGE C L Q S R S T TO CONSUL POINT
r.i 100 ISM, <+
rsp i = is + .i
I F ( I S P l . G T . ^ ) I S P l = l
nr 50 r = i , ?
F 1( I ) = C P ( I , I S ) - W < I)
F?< I ) = C P < I , I S D U - W f I >
r"( i ) = C P < I , i s c i ) - C P ( i , T S )
50 CONTUjuF
DS V = S O ? T (DP ( 1 ) **2+PP (2
T F ( O P M . L T . ? D C ) GU TO 100
2 )
IF( (ci i ' - .GT .rx7no .AND.d.LT.^.n G.I TP ice
I^f ( C 2 M . G T . F . X Z U C » .AMO. ( T .GT .U) ) r,n rn ior
nn 55 1=1,3
Z( I ) = C ° ( I . ISI+T*DP.( I )
55 f.nriTlMJF
C A L L C D - O S S ( P 1 , C 2 . 0 )
£M = S C R T ( C ( l ) * * 2 *0 (2 ) * * 2 * 0 ( 3 ) * * 2 I /DP V
f I G N O R E INFLUENCE CiF P A N E L FDGF IF mGE IS
C NCT IN P S U X I M I T Y OF- CON T FGL POINT
IF( & V . G T . E X Z D C ) GO TO no
S P 1 = ( F l ( 1»*DM I ) * " ! ( 2 ) « ^ n t (? ) *F l ( 3 ) * Q F (3) ) / ( c
SP?= ? P 2 ( l ) *HP( 1) *- = 2l 2 ) *D ( = ( 2 ) *P2 ( ?) *DP ( 3
C C f i r i J L A T = M A G N I T U D E QP D P W N W A S H INDUCED BY DOUBLET
r S T R E N G T H AT ^ANEL FDGF POINT C L O S E S T T CONTPCL POINT
IF( S P L * S P 2 . G E . O . ) Fl = A M * ( 1 . /P 2M**2-'../.r 1M*«=2) /( S P l * S P 2 I
I F ( S P l * S P 2 . L T . ' ) . ) P 1 = ( S P 1 - S P 2 ) / A M
T = 0 < 1) * Z N C ( 1 ) *0( 2 ) * Z N C ( 2 ) *0 ( 3 I * ? M C ( 3)
I ^ ( T . L r . O . ) F1=-F1
F 1 = 70C*M
c C . A L C U L A T F ' ^AGMITUPF PF O ^ W N W A S H 'MDUCFD sv n e F i v a T i v y p
C OF DOUBLET S T R E N G T H P EF P E».'DI Clll. M" TO r^f;P AT PANEL
C FCGE POINT C L O S E S T TQ CONTFTL PTOR'T
IF ( .SP1 . C - E . O . ) F = A L O G ( ( P ? M * < 1 . *S P2 ) ) / ( ? \ ** ( 1 . + SP I ) > )
IF (SP-2 ,LE .O. ) P= -ALOG( (F 2M*( 1.-SP2) ) / ( f IM*( l.-SPH » )
IF ( ( S P 1 . L T . G . ) . . 4ND. ISP2 .GT.C. ))





«=2 = -F*(P (2, ISPl)-P(2,rS»)/OP
F3=F*(p(i,ispn-p(i,rs) i /DP
C A L L UMPANC A P , R O t Z , Z )
C C A L C U L A T E D O W M W A S H INDUCED BY E A C H C O E F F I C I E N T OF
C Q L J f l O R A T I C DOUPLFT D I S T R I B U T I O N ON PANEL
0( U=F1
0 < ? ) = F 2 « - F l * Z < 1 »
1 * 7 ( 2 )
0 ( 4 ) =7.( 1 )*F4
0 ( 5 J = Z ( 1 ) * F 5 + Z ( 2 ) * F 4
0 ( 6 ) = 7 ( 2 ) * F 5
DO 75 J = l , 6
O V n S ( l , J ) = H V D S ( 1 , J ) + 7 M C ( 1 )*0 ( J )
D V D S C 2 , J ) = D V O S < 2 » J » + S I G N * Z N C ( 2 ) * Q ( J )
O V C S ( 3 , J ) = n V O c l ( 3 , J ) * 7 N C ( 3 ) * C ( J )
75 C G N T T N I U F
I P ( T P E I V C . N S . O J
$ W P I T E ( 6 , IGOC ) J C Z f l P Z f l P t l S . W , F L , F 2 ' , F 3
1000 F n ° M A T ( 4 I 5 , 6 E 1 5 . 6 )
I P I N F = 1
100 C O N T I N U E








C PUPPCSF TC C A L C U L A T F C E R T A I N F I N T E G R A L S USED TO CPMPUTF THE H
C IN 'TEOSf lLS INVOLVED IN THE FQPN 'ULAS FOR TH!I S O U P C E AND
C DOUBLET PAMEL INDUCED VFLTC ITY INFLUENCE CCEFF 1C I E?IT?..
r
 ( S E E S E C T I O N B.3 C'F A P P E N D I X R PF THE E N G I N E E R I N G
C DOCUMENT. )
r
C INPUT COMMON 3LOCK
C /INTO/ - MXO
r /SKAIC1/ - AX.Sl , AET1,AKS2,AET2, ANK, ANE, A,AA, St, S2,HH
C
C TUT PUT COMMON BLOCK
C /SKATC2/ - OK^N.GEVN.G^M
C
C S U B P C U T I N E S
r T A I L E D ECAL '
C
C OlSCUSSICN THE POUTINF COMPUTES THE INTEGRALS F{ M, N, 1 ) FOP
 v
r N=1,MXQ AND N=
C F(M,N, n = HL
C OF TME C A L C U L A T I O N S PEP FOPMEP IS C O M T A I N E O IN S E C T I O N P
C OF APPENDIX B OF THE ENGINEERING OHCJ^ENT. THE " E L F V * NT
C E Q U A T I O N S APE ( 6 . 6 2 ) , (3.61), (3 .6^ ) AND (P. 65 ) . THE
C TLFVANT PPHCEDUPES ASF 4 AND 5. THE CODE C L O S E L Y
C F O L L O W S THE DEVFLO°MENT AND NniATIQiv j QF SEC T ICN P.I.
C NOTE T HAT ^MN(«,N) =F (M,N, 1 ) .
L O G I C A L L M X 0 2 , L ^ X 0 3 , L M X C ^ , L M X K 1 , I . M X K ' 5 , L > ' 1 K C X
H(6 ,6 ,7 ) , HZ , IH,"y{J ,MXK
L / L ^ X C 2 , l . MX 03, 1 MXC4 , 1. MXK 3 , L M X K 5
 f L ^ K EX
C P M M C K / S K A I C l / A < S l , A F T t , A K S ? , A E T . ? , D 3 M , C L 1 , E L 2 , C L ' ^ , A N K ,
C r , C , S l , S 2 , S l T , S 2 l ,HM,HH
C(~"'MCN/SKAIC.2/GAK(21) ,GKNK r 5 , 5) ,GENK ( 5, 5) ,GK.W,N{6,6) ,G
CGAMN(6,6 ),HH1, FK.(37I ,FNK(6,5),FMN( 6,6) ,F(37)
1 , l ) = F K < I )
I M L P X Q 2 ) GO T 0 50C .
8 F A N C H TO S T E P (3. A) OF ( 3 . P ) Op PPHCEDU'-F -V P A S P E C T I V E L Y
I F ( A R S ( A N E > - A R S ( AMM ) ICO, 100,200
100 CONT INUF . .. ^
C 1 = A * A N E
E X E C U T E STEP (3. A . ! ) ( E Q U A T I O N ( 8 . 6 ? ) ) OF PRQCE-DU5F- L ,
C A L L FC AL ( A ET 1 , A FT?', S 1 , S ? , E , MXQ- 1 )
FVN( 1 , 2 )=C1*FMN(1 ,1 ) *C3*E ( 1 )
IF( L N X C 3 ) GO T1 150
C2=- ( A A+HH*ANK*ANK )
On 130 N=3,MXQ
111
130 FMM 1 , N ) = ( F L O A T ( 2*N-3 J*C l*FMN( 1 , \'-l If PL 0^1 ( N-2 » *C2*FMN ( l ,M-2>
r+C3*E( N-l) ) /FLn»T(N- l )
150 A l = - A N F / A N K
A 2 = A / A N K
C ^ X E C U T F S T E P (3. A. I I) ( E Q U A T I O N ( B . 6 3 ) ) OF PPGCEDUSF 4
DO 170 M=2
no 170 N=I
170 F * N ( f , N ) = A l * F V N ( M-l , N+ 1 >* A 2* FMN ( M- L , N )
GO TC 500
2 CO CCNTMUB
C 1 = A * A N K
C E X E C U T F S T E P (3.B.II ( E Q U A T I O N ( 3 . 6 4 ) ) OF P R O C E O U P F
C A L L ? C A L < AKS1, A K S Z . S l f S2 ,E,MXQ-1)
FMN(2 , 1»=C1*FMN( 1 , 1 ) + C 3 * E ( 1 )
I c( L M X Q 3 ) GO TT 250
00 220 M = 3 f M X Q
2 JO FMN( V, 1 ) =( F L O A T ( 2*M-3 )*C 1*F^N( M- I , I ) A F L O A T ( M-2 ) *C2*FMN ( M- 7 , 11
2 5 0 A 1 = - « N K / A N F
f E X E C U T E STEP (3 .P . I I ) ( E O U A T J O M ( 8 . 6 5 ) 1 OF P K G C E n U D t
nn 2TC N = 2 , M X Q
M X M = V X O - N + 1
PO 270 M=1,MXM
270 F M M ( K , N ) = A i * F M N ( M * i , N - l ) + A 2 * F ^ N ( M , N - l )
500 CONTINUE
C A C C U M U L A T E CONTRIBUT ION CF OUAQC I LAT E« AL SIDE TT F
C I N T F T . P A L S FOR USF. IN STFP 3 ( E O U A T I T M ( B . 4 3 ) ) , S T E P
C { E Q U A T I O N ( 3 . 4 4 ) ) AND S T F P 5 ( r O U A T I O N ( B . 4 5 ) )
C OF PBOCEOU"? 1
DC 6<30 N=1,MXQ
GFMN(N)=r ,EN'N(N)*ANE*FMN( I , N )
PP 6PO M=1,MXM
GKMN(,M f N ) = G K M N ( M f N )+ANK*FMN(M, N)
680 G A M N C M , N)=G AMN( M
 t N )+ A*FM N( M , N )
690 C H N T T V U F




*C SU^CUTINE F N K C A L
r
r P! .«cpcSE TO C A L C U L A T E C E R T A I N F I N T E G R A L S USED TO CP>J!PIJTC THE H
C I N T E G R A L S INVOLVED IN THF. P- lR .MULAS ^3° THE SOURCE AND
c DOUBLET PANEI INOUCFO V E L O C I T Y INFLUENCE COEFFIC IENT? .
r (SEE SECTION 8.3 OF APPENDIX ft OF THE ENGINEERING
r DOCUMENT.)
r
C INPUT COMMON RLOC K
C /SKAICL/ - LMXQ3,LMX04,L*X<.5
C / S K A I C 1 / - ANK, A N F , A A , S l I i S2I ,HH
I". / S K A I C I / - M X K . M ? f M X Q M l
f.
r






c c ILL EC FCAL
r
C O T S C U S S I H f l THE P OUT I Mr C O M P U T E S THE r i T ? G P A L S F ( 1 , M , K ) Fr!P
 v
' =
C F( 1 » N , K ) = I ( L , F T A * * ( N - l ) / C H n * * * f DL ) . A DE SCS I P T I ON OF TH
C A L C U L A T I O N S D FRFQPMFn IS C O N T A I N E D IV S E C T I O N 0 .3 QF
<• A P P E N D I X E PF THE E N G I N E E R I N G COCUMEMT. THF R E L F V i r T
C F O U A T I O N S ARE (P .6 f . ) ANf? ( B . S 7 ) . THE R E L E V A N T PPO
C ARE PRnr.EDUcES 4 AND 5. THE C ^ Q E C L O S E L Y F O L L O W S THE
C nFVELQPMEMT AMP N n T A T I G N OF S E C T I O N 8.3. NOTE T H A T
C F N K ( M , K )=F( 1 ,N,K) .
L O G I C A L L M X C 2 , L M X C ? , L v l X C ' t t l - M X K 3 , L M X K 5 t L M K E X
C OVM CK;/ S K A I CL/ L MX 02 , L MXO 3 , L MX C4 , L M V K 3 , L -MXK 5 t LM K F X
C n y . M C N / S K i I C l / 4 K 5 ; i , A r T l f A K S 2 , A ! r T 2 t O ! ? M f E l . l , E L 2 , E L ' ' ' 1 » A . N K , A N E , A, A A ,
C C-G , SI , S 2 , S l I t S 2 I ,HM,HH
C G ! ' 1 M C N / S K A I C 2 / G A K ( 2 1 ) ,GKNK ( 5 , 5) , GENM 5, 5) , l iKMN(ft f 6) ,GFMfJ< 6) »
CG.*«N(6,6 » ,H l i l ,FKf 37 ) , F M K ( 6 , 5 ) ,FMN(6 ,6 I , E ( 3 7 I
r GV V CM / SK A I C ! / M X FK , V X F KN , MX c N K, ^ X KM 2 , M X K«'f , MX OM I
C 1CUATIQMS AND PRPCFOU'F.P REFff - : FMCF.D IN T H I S R O U T I N E
C APE C O N T A I N E D ) IN A P P E N D I X B IN' FMGINF C P ING DOCUMENT
r
C I N I T I A L I Z E THE A R F A Y FNK USING P R E V I O U S L Y COMPUTED I N T E G R A L S
DO ICO K = l t M X K M ? , 2
100 f - N K ( 1,K) =FK. (K)
T F ( | . M X C ? ) GO T0 500
00 15C N = 2,*XO'NI1
150 F M K ( M t l ) = F M N ( 1 , N )
IF( L W X K 5 ) GO TC 500
C F X F C ' J T p STEPS 4 ANP 5 OF PP.OCFOl.lPF ^ OP 5
C A L L F C A L ( S i I , S 2 I , l . , l . t E , M X K M . ? - 1 . )
nn 250 K=3, ,"'XKM2 , 2
C 1 = A * A N E
113
C S T E P 4 ( E Q U A T I O N B.66)
FNK ( 2 ,K )=C1*FNK( 1 , K ) - A N K * E < K- l ) /FLOAT«- ;>)
IF( LPX04 I GO TO 250
C 1 = 2. *Cl
C3 = AM<*AIMK
C?=- ( AA+C3*HH)
C S T E P 5 ( E Q U A T I O N 6 .67)
DO 2CO N=3,MXOMl
200 FNK( M ,K)=C l *FMK(N- l , K ) +C 2*FNK ( N-2, K ) +C 3 *FMK ( N-2 , K -2 >
250 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
C AC.rUMULATF F I N T E G R A L S OVE? ALL FOI.R S IDES OF QIJ AD" IL A T F C Al
C POF USE IN STEPS 6 ( F Q U A T I O N 3.4M AMD 7 ( E Q U A T I O N f \ . ^ ? >
C OF PFCCEDURES I. 2 AND 3
DQ 6QC K = l
00 6 PC N = l, VX





C • c.yrtc ryr iNE F K C A L
r
C PU-PCSE T0 C A L C U L A T E C F . C T A I N F INTEGP4LS USED TC COMPUTF TH.C
 H
C INTEGP ALS INVOLVED IN THE F O R M U L A S Fls THE SPUFCE AMO
r
 nOU3LET PANEL INDUCFC V E L O C I T Y INFLUENCE COEFF TC I F-"-!T S .
C ( S E E S E C T I O N P. 3 OF APPENDIX ^ OF THE F.NGI N^F" ING
C DOCUMENT. )
r
C INPUT COMMON 3LGCK
r / S K A I C L / - L M K E X
C / S K A I C l / - ELI, EL2 .FLM, A, A A , G G , S l , S 2 , Sl I ,S2 I ,HN '
C / S K A I CI / - M X F K
r
C OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /SKAICl/ - KXFKN
r / S K A I C L / - GAK.HIU
C
C S U P P G U T I N E S
C C 4 L I . F D E C A L
C
c O T S C U S S I O N THE ROUTINE CP^PUTES THE I N T E G R A L S F ( i f i , K ) FTC
C. K = l , M X F - < W H F F E F ( I , I, K ) = I( L , I . / PHO* *K , 01. ) . A DP SC & I " T
C OF THE C A L C U L A T I O N S PFRFOF.MEO IS C O N T A I N E O IN SECTIn ' - i B . 3
C OF APPENDIX B OF THE EMGI NEC C I MG DOCUMENT. THF C E L F V A N T
C F Q U A T T O N S A « < E ( B . 6 C ) , ( R . 6 1 ) , ( ^ . 6 8 ) A^D (B..'^). THE
C R E L E V A N T P P O C E O U R E S AR E 4 AND 5. THE ROUTINE A L S O
C COMPUTES THE A R C T A N G E N T T f q ^ S OF S T E P 1 ( E Q U A T I O N < 3 , 4 1 M
C OF P P H C E D U F E 1. THE CODE C L O S E L Y F O L L O W S THE O F V E L O D M E N ' T
C AND N O T A T I O N OF SFCTIUN «.3. NOTE T H A T FNK M , K ) =F ( I , N , * ) .
L n GICAL L M X Q 2 , L ' 1 X G 3 , L M X C 4 , L M X K 3 , L M X K 5 , L M K E X
c. CMM CN / S K a I CL / L '*• X 02 , L MXQ 3 , 1 MX C^t , L "* K 3 , '_ MX K5 , L MK r- x
C O M M n r i / S K A I C l / A K S l . A E T l , A K S 2 , A F T ? , rjt; ^ , r
 L 1 ,EL2 , ELM, ANK , &N!E , A , A A ,
C G G , S I , S 2 , S I I , S 2 I ,HM,HH
r n M M C N / S K A l C 2 / r , A K ( 2 l ) ,GK NK ( S , 5»
 f GFNK( 5, 5 ) , G K M N ( 6 , 6 ) ,GcM(vj( 6> ,
C G A M N ( A , 6 ) ,H111,FK(37) , F N K ( 6 , 5 ) , F M N ( 6 , 6 ) , E ( 3 7 )
M / S K A I C I / M X F K ,MXFKM, MXFNK, M X K M 2 t MXKM4, MXOM1
OFLFKS.NFK / .Ol. l fr /
C. E Q U A T I O N S «NO PPQCEOUP.E? P E F E C F N C E O INJ T H I S POUTINE
C *PF C C N T A I N E O P) A P O F N O I X B OF THE ENGINEFPING DOCUMF.-jT
r
C E X E C U T E S T E P 1 OF PPHCFOUBE 4 ( E Q U A T I O N ( 3 . 6 0 ) )
I F I E L 2 ) 10,10,20
1C C A T I C . = f S l - E L l ) / ( S 2 - E L 2 )
r-c T 5C=
7 0 I F ( E L l ) 30,30,^0
30 (• > T I C = ( S 1 - E L U * ( S 2 * E L 2 ) / G G
GO Tn 50
^ " ° A T I C = ( S 2 * E L ? ) / ( S I + E L 1 )
50 FK( I ) = A L C G ( P A T I Q )
115
I F U V K F X ) 60,55
55 Cl=
r ->=f,
c C A L C U L A T E AMD A C C U M U L A T E C O N T R I B U T I O N OF Q U A Q R I L A T F C A L
C SIDE TO A P C T A N G E \ ' T T F P M OF H( 1,1,1) AS O E F I M E O 3Y
C S T F P 1 ( E Q U A T I O N ( B . - V l ) ) OF PPQr.cOU?F I
HU1=H111>A*FK(1 ) - H M * A T A N 2 < A*(C1*EL;?-C?*ELI) , C i*C2 + AA*F i i*CL 2
60 I F ( M X F K . . L T . 3 ) GO TO 500
C ?.?4NCH TO PROCF.DUPE 5 OP 4 P FSPEC.T f V ELY
[ f : (GC . t .T .D5LFKS* ( FLM*ELM+GG) I «»00,200
200 C O N T T N U F
M X F K N = M X F K
C EXFCl . 'TE STEP 2 ( F Q U A T I O M (B.61M OF P R O C E D U R E 4
C A L L f C A L ( S U , S 2 I , E L I ,EL2 , F , MXFK-1 )
DO 250 K=1,MXFK,2
250 F* (K l = ( F L O A T ( K . - 3 ) * F K ( K - 2 ) + F ( K - l ) ) / ( FLO A T( K-2) *GG»
GO TC 500
400 CONTINUE
C C X E C U T E STEPS 1 AMD 2 (EQUATION' ( ^ . 6 8 ) AND (R.69M
r f)F PROCEDURE 5
C A L L F C A L ( S1I ,S2I ,EL 1 ,EL2 , E , MXFKN-l )
DO
K = M X F K N + 5 - K P
FK(K -2 ) = ( F L n A T ( K - 2 1 * G G * F K ( K ) - E ( K - l )
500 mvjTTiMUE
C - " -CCUyt iLATF C O N T R I B U T I O N CF QUAOP I LOT ER AL SIDE TO F
C I N T E G R A L S FOR USE IN STEP 1 ( E Q U A T I O N (Q.^m 4MD 2
C ( FQUATION IB. 4 2 ) ) OF PROCEDURE I AND ST^P 2
C ( C O U A T I O N ( 8 . 5 0 ) ) OF POQCEOURF. 2
DH 600 K= l , ^XFk ,2




NE G C P C A L t N f , f.'N, MM I , NNl , Z^, 7 A)
r ******f SUBROUTINE G C P C A L (Nf<,NN,NMl ,NN 1
 t ZM , 7 A)
r
r P I JPPCSE TO CONSTRUCT AN N-"+l BY NN+1 0^10 OF ^ O I N T S FPPM COP"J
C PC I NT D A T A
r
r TMDin C A L L I N G SF.QUFNCF
r MM - NIJMBEF OF COPNEP POINTS IN A ROW
r MN - NlJMBEf OF CQPNEP POINTS !N A COLUMN
C N'Ml - NUMBF.P OF G P T D POINTS IN A ROW (N^* ! )
r NNl - MUMBFF Cf GPID POINTS !M A CHL'JMN < NN+1 )
r ZM - CG'jpnir:ATES GF CQP.NF.P POINTS
r
c OUTPUT CALLING SFQUF.NCF-
C ZA - C n n R D I N * T E S HF G R I D P O I M T S
r
C C ALt FO NONE
r
<" DISCUSSION THE POUTINF COMPUTES 4N N-M<-1 BY NN + 1 GP in OF on
C PFPIVEO FCOM ' CCRMFR POINT DATA. THC POINTS IM TH=
r CONSIST r;F THF AVERAGE HF TACH SET OF F
r ropf jFR POINTS, THE A V E R A G E QF E^CH SET
r FHGE CPPK'FP POINTS AND THF FOUP E X T R E M E
C TMFSF °OINTS APE HBTAI f - lEO BY C CM PUT ING
f A V E R A G E S OF THF C 0&NFP . PHI NTS .
r ******
DIMENSION ZM(?,NM,NM ,Z A ( 1 , MV 1, NN 1)
DO 09 N=liNNl
N 1 = M / S X C ( N - 1 , 1 )
pp oa M= l,^ Ml






C SUP ".CUT INC GEOMC ( NT t NM, NN, NP A, ZM)
C
c PUFPCSF TO CALCULATE GEOMF TRIC DEFINING QUANTITIES FOR EACH PANEL
C !N A NET WOP K
c
C INPUT CALLING SEOUENCF
C NT - NETWCPK TYPE
C MM - NIJM3EP OF SPANWISE CUTS IN NETWORK
C NN - NUMQ Pp. OF TRANSVERSE CUTS IN NETWORK
r NPA - TOTAL NUMBER OF PANELS IN ALL PREVIOUS NETWGFKC.
r ZM - COORDINATES OF CORNER POINTS IN THE NFTWQ&K
C
C COMMON BLOCK
C /IPFINT/ - IPGFOM
C
C DUTOUT COMMON BLOCK
C /PANDQ/ - CP.PC, PC ,AP,ART,P, A, B,DHM,C
r
r SUP ecu TIMES
c T A L L E O S U R F I T . C C A L , IPT^NS
c
C D I S C U S S I O N THF POUT INF C A L C U L A T E S AMD S T C - F S G E O M E T R I C DEFINING
C Q U A N T I T I E S FOD E A C H PANEL Op A NFTWCHK. F I F S T THE PGUP
C GPID POINTS DEFINING THE PANFL. CONNER POINTS AP C FOUND.
C TOGETHF.P W I T H A D J A C E N T G" in POINTS THESE CCPNFF P O I N T S
C APE FEO INTO S U R F I T WHICH DEFINES THE A C T U A L PAN^L
C SURFACE AND THE LPCAL PANEL COORDINATE SYSTEM. TH<=N C C A L
C IS CALLED TO C A L C U L A T E PANEL MOMENTS. F INALLY, ALL THE
C PANEL DEFINING Q U A N T I T I E S APE STORED ON A FILE..
*C C M M C N / L S Q S F C / Z K ( 3 , 1 6 ) , WTK < 16 ), AK( 6
 t 1 6 ) tNO,NPK
C C ( 6 , 6 ) , AST (6, 16) , I IS (16) ,INS, ITS.NPDQ
COWCN /!PR INT/IPNPUT, IPGFCMt IPSING, IPCNTR, I POUT P
D I M F N S T C N ZM(3 ,NM,NN)
D A T A WT /1.E5/
IF( I PGFOM.NE.O) PR INT 1001
1001 F O R M A T t 1H1»
C C Y C L E THROUGH ALL PANELS IN THE NETWORK
DO 199 N = 2 , N N
DC 1<38 v
 = 2,NM
IP=M- l * (NM-U*(N-2) *Mt>A
C A S S E M B L E FOU" GF I D P O I N T S DEFINING THE P A N E L
DO 1 10 L= l t3
C P ( L , l l=ZM<L,M-i,N-l!
C P ( L , 2 ) = Z M ( L , M - L , N J
C°(l . ,3) = ZM(L .M, N)
C P ( L , 4 ) = Z M ( L » M , M - l )
110 CONTINUi!
C A S S E M B L E ADJACENT GRID POINTS AND R E S P E C T I V E
118
WFIGHTS FOR DEFINING CURVED PANEL SURFACE
N! P K = 0
pn 129 j = i,'t
n^ 1 2P !=!,<>
M I = ? • T N. C < M A X G ( M «• T - 3 , 1 ) , N M )
W T K ( NPK )=1.
IPf ( ( I.f0.2).nt.( T . C Q . 3 > ) .ANC.< ( J .EQ.2) .nc. ( J . E 0 . 3 ) ) ) V , T K (
on i?n i. = 1,1
Z K ( L , N P K ) = Z ( w ( L ' , M F ,NJ)
Ic( ( NN.^C.21 .A NO. ( ( J.fQ. l ) .OP. ( J . C Q. /+ ) ) >
IF( { N M . F Q . 2 l . A N O . ( ( I . FQ. 1 ) . OP . ( I . E 0 . 4) ) )
C 7 K < 1 ,NPK ) = .«;*< ZM{ Lt l .N.J) +?.[*< L ,2 ,NJ) )
120 CnNTIN.'UF
123 C O N T f v u E
129 CON'T INUF
TF( IPGETM.NP.v - / ) PP !M 2CC2 , IP
2 CO? FOF .< J !aT( / /* DAN PL*, 14}
r DEF INE PANEL S U P F A T F
C A L L SUPFIT
C A L L TC f iMS( 2Q , A 3 T , 7 , T )
f. C A L C U L A T E PANEL CHAP ACT EP I ST I C LENGTH
01 AM =
C C A L C U L A T E DA.MEL >JirM = \TS FOP l .ATFR USF IN
f INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT C A L C U L A T I O N S
C A L L c c . A L ( p , c )
C STORE PANEL DEFINING OUAMTITT?S -IN A FILE
CALL IPTPNS(ID)
ir< IPGEOM.NE.O) PRINT 1GC2, CP t ° C , » 0 , A R , P, A, fl , 0 1
1002 F Q C M A T ( 6 F 1 5 . 6 )
IQS C C N T I M U c
199 CQVMNMJE
P c T ij p M
119
S U B R O U T I N E G R O I N D ( N M , N N , Z f I » I S )
C SUBROUTINE GPOINO < NM ,NN , Z , ! , IS )
r
C PIJPPCSF TO ORDER NON-IDENTICAL POINTS OF AN NM BY NN GPID OF
C POINTS VIA AN INDEX A R 9 A Y
C
C TMPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
r NM - NUMRFP. OF GP 1 0 POINTS IN A ROW
C NN - NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN A COLUMN
C Z - COORDINATES OF GRID POINTS
r
C OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C I - IND6X A P R A Y CONTAINING SEQUENCE NUMBER OF FACH GRIP
C POINT
C IS - TOTAL NUMBFP OF NON- 1 DENT 1C AL POINTS IN A GPID
r
C SUBROUTINES
C CALLED PI DENT
C
C HISCUSSICH THE ROUT IMF SEQUENCES AN NM BY NN GPID OF POINTS.
r THE SEQUENCING P R O C E E D S IN THF OFDEP < ( M=I,NM» ,N=I, NN),
C WHERE ( M t N ) IS THE POINT IN POW M AND COLUMN N. ANY POINT
C IDENTICAL W I T H THE POINT IN THE S A M E ROW AND D R F V I O U S
C COLUMN OR W I T H THF POINT IN TMP S A M E COLUMN AND P R E V I O U S
C ROW IS A S S I G N E D THF S A M E C ,EQUENCC N1JM3ER AS THAT POINT.
f. THF SEQUENCE N U M B E R S OF THr G C I D P O I N T S AP c S T O R E D IN AN
C NM X NN INDEX A P ^ A Y AND R E T U R N E D 45 OUTPUT ALO^G W I T H THF
C TOTAL NUMBFP OF NON-IDFNT I F I ED POINTS.
C ******L O G I C A L IDENT
DIMENSION Z (3 ,NM,NN) » UNM.NN)
C I N I T I A L I Z E SEQUENCE NUMBER
IS = 0
c C Y C L E THROUGH GPID P O I N T S COLUMN-WISE
HO 0<5 N=1,NN
r C Y C L F THontJGH COLUMN P O W - W I S F
DO 9fl M=1,NM
IDENT=.FALSE.
C CHFCK IDENTITY WITH POINT IN SAME COLUMN AS PREVIOUS ROW
IF(M.GT.l) CALL ° IDENT ( 7 ( I , M, M , Z ( I , M-l ,N » , I DENT)
IF( [CENT ) KM, NI = I(M-l,NI
IF( ICENT ) GO TO 98
C CHFCK IDENTITY WITH POINT IN SAME ROW AMD PREVIOUS COLUMN
IF(N.GT.I) CALL P IOENT( 7. ( 1 , M, N)
 f Z ( 1 , M, N-l> , IDFNT )
IF(IDFNT) I <V,N) = HMtN-l)
IF( IDENT) GO TO 98
SEQUENCE NUMRFP IF PCINT IS NEW
K M
 t N » = I
QQ CONTINUE
99 CONTINUE
P F T I J P N
F N D
120
SUB"CD T I N E I N T C A L
r
C P iJPPCSE TO COMPUTE THE H I N T E G R A L S INVOLVED IN THE F O P ^ U L A S FO?
C THE S O U R C E Af iD DOURLET P A N E L INDUCED V E L O C I T Y INFLUEN C.r
C COEFFICIENTS. ( S E F SECTION B.3 QF APPENDIX 3 OF THF
C ENGINEERING DOCUMENT.)
r
C TNDIJT COMMON '3LOCK
C /I NT37 - M X O , M X K
C / D I V I N T / - x , o , A C , P C , P I A M
r
C CUT°UT COMMON 3LOCK
C /INTO/ - H,H?,IH
r
C S U 3 ? C U T I N E S
C C A L L E D S I D E C L , 7 *=P.P , T ? N S F = , F K C A L , F M N C A L , ^ N K C A L
C
C O I S C U S S T C N THE ROUTINE C A L C U L A T E S THE I N T E G R A L S
C H( M , M , K ) = I( S I G M A , K S E * * ( M- 1 ) *ET A**( N- I | /R HO**K , DK Sf! *DC T A )
C FOS M=1 ,MXO AMD N= I , MXQ-rV+1 4ND K = 1 , M X K » 2 .
C. A D E S C R I P T I O N OF THE CALCUL !\T I CMS PF'FCiPMED IS C O N T A I N E D
C IN S C C T I O N P. 3 OF APPENDIX P, f-F THE FNGINECR I,\iG
C OQCUMFNT. THE POUT INF CAN BE D I V I D E D INT0 TH=PF P A P T S .
C IN THE P I P S T P A P - T PFEL IM^ 'A ry Q U A N T I T I E S CONCfMNr, THE
C G E O M E T R I C P - F L A T IOMSH1P OF THF FIELD POINT TQ THF
C Q U A D R I L A T E R A L APF C A L C U L A T E D . IN THE SECOND " A C T THE
C F I N T E G R A L S AC ?. C A L C U L A T E D POP EACH S I D E OF THE
C OUA[?PIL A T E P AL AND A C C U M U L A T E D . IN THE T H I ^ D P A P T
C POOC5D i )»5 1,2 OP 3 IS E X E C U T C O .
C ******
L O G I C A L L M X C 2 , L V X 0 3 , L M X C ^ , L M X K 3 , L M X K 5 , L ^ K E X
CO^^CN/ INTO/H( 6, 6,71 , H?., IH, N'XC, MXK
COM VON/PI V I N T / X ( 3 > , P ( 2 , 4 ) , i C , B C , D T * M , C ( 6 , 6 1 , D V ( 3 , 6 ) , N T S T , N C F
C O V M r . N / S I D E Q / Q S I O E t 12,^)
C O M M C N / S K A I CL/L -1XQ2 , L M X C 3 , L MXC-* , L M X K 3, L «XK5, L M K ^ X
C Q N ' M C N / S K A I C 1 / A K S 1 , A E T I , A K S ? , A r T 2 , D ° M , c L l , E L 2 , r L M , A N K , ANf- , A , A / » ,
CC,n ,S l ,S2 ,S l I ,S .? ! ,HM,HH
CH' - 'MCN/SKAI C 2 / G A K ( 2 l ) ,GKNK ( 5, 5) ,GF.NK( 5, 5) ,GKMN.(6, 61 tGEMNl 6) ,
C G A V M ( 6 , f ) ) ,H l l i , c K(37) ,FNK ( 6 , 5 ), F MNJ( 6, 6 ) ,E (37)
C O V M C M / S K A I C ! / M X F K , M X F K N , M X F ^ K , " X K M 2 , M X K M A , M X Q M 1
0 I V P N ? I ON 0 ( 2 )
O A T A D r L T H / .Ol /
D A T A DELTH; / i .F-a/
Q A T ^ NHKEX /16/
C ^ C U A T I O N S AND P P O C F D U P F ^ PE~F.P ;NCEn IN T H I S SOUTINF APE
C C O N T A I N E D IN' A P P E N D I X P O*7 THE ENGINEFPING DOCUMENT
C
C C A L C U L A T E Q U A N T I T I E S A S S O C I A T E D W I T H G F O M E T f l C A L ° E I A T
C OF FIELD POINT TO O U A D P I L A T E C A L






C A L C U L A T E H OF EQUATION (8.14)
H Z = X ( 3 ) - A C * 0 ( l ) *Q( 1 ) - R C * Q ( 2 ) * C ( 2 )
I F ( A 6 S ( H Z ) . L T . 0 5 L T H Z * r ) I A M ) HZ=0.
H M = A B S ( H Z )
HH=H7*HZ
LMKFY-HM.LT. ( D6LTH*OSMI N )
TH = 0
IF( L V K E X . A N D . J O . E O . O . ) ) IH=l
S E T INDICES A N D L 3 G I C A L V A R I A B L E S FOP FUTURE B R A N C H E S
L M X Q 3 = M X C . L T . 3
MXF '<=MXK-2
C A L L Z E * 0 ( G A K , L 5 0 )
C A L C U L A T E ^ND A C C U M U L A T E F I N T E G R A L S OVER FOUR S I D E S
OF CUADPIL A T P P A L
00 500 IS=1,4
CALL T C N S F F ( O S I O E ( 1, IS) , A K S 1 , 12)
IGNORE SIDE IF LENGTH IS Z E R O
I F t D D M . E O . O . ) GO Tn 500
C A L C U L A T E FURTHFP Q U A N T I T I E S A S S O C I d T E D W I T H
" F L A T J O N S H I P OF FI Fl.D POINT TO Q U A D R I L A T E R A L
S2S=EL2*EL
S 1 = S C R T ( S I S )
S ? = S Q R T ( S 2 S )
f CALCULATE F(l,itK) INTEGRALS
CALL FKCAL
IF(LMXQ2) GC TQ 50C
C ' CALCULATE F(M,N,l) INTEGRALS
CALL FMNCAL
IP( L«XK3) GO TO 500
c CALCULATE F(I,N,KI IMTEGPALS
C A L L FNKCAL
500 CONTINUE
C B R A N C H TO P S Q C E D U P E I PC
I F ( L V K E X ) 6 7 5 f 6 2 5
C E X E C U T E STEP 1 OF PROCEDURE 1
6?5 mitl, l)=HLU
I F ( L M X K 3 ) GO TO 700
C EXECUTE STEP 2 ( E Q U A T I O N ( 8 . 4 2 ) 1 nF PROCEDURE 1
DO 650 K = 3 » M X K f ?
650 H( I, 1,K)=( F L O A T (K-4)*H(1, l , K - 2 ) + G A K ( K - 2 ) ) / ( F L 3 A T ( K - 2 ) * H H )
122
GO TO 70 C
C EXF.CUTF STE^ I ( F S U A T I O N ( 8 . 4 9 ) ) OF PPOCEDUSc 2
675 7.=r.
C E X E C U T E STEP 2 ( E Q U A T I O N ( B. 50 )) OF PROCEDURE 2
DO 580 K P = 2 , N H K E X , 2
680 7 = ( H N * F L C A T ( K - ? _ ) * Z - G A K ( K - 2 ) ) / F L O A T ( K - 4 )
H( 1, 1, V V K ) = Z
I M L P X K 3 ) GO TO 7QC
LH.I 690 K P = 3 , M X K , 2
K = y x K - K P + 3
fc90 H( 1 , l , K - 2 ) = ( H H * F L O A T ( K - 2 ) * H < I , 1 , K ) - ~ AK< K -2 ) ) /Fl 3A T ( K-4 )
700 I F f L V X G 2 ) HO TO 999
C ^ X E C U - T E S T F O S 3 4NO '-» ( F O U A T I O M ( 3 . 4 - 3 ) AND ( B . 4 4 ) )
C OF PcrCr .DUPE 1
M( 1 , 2, D = .5*(HH*GpMN( l ) * G A W N ( 1, 2) )
M v v = V X O - l
DC 760 N = l t M X N
760 H( 2,\, l) = (HH*GKf1N< l ,M l - i -GAMN( 2 ,M> > / F L O A T (-N+U
IF ( L V X 0 3 ) GO T'_l 800
DO 770 N=3 ,MXO
770 H( l,N, 1I = ( H H * ( - F L O A T ( N - ? ) * H ( l.M-2.1 ) +GE VIS!( M- 1 ) I*C,AMN( I, N) ) / .
C F L C A T ( N )
C E X E C U T E STE° 5 ( E Q U A T I O N ( ? . 4 5 ) ) OF P R O C E D U R E I
On 790 v = 3 , M X Q
PC 780 N = 1,
730 H (M,N, 1) = (HH*{ -F lDAT<M-2 ) *H(M-2,N, I t +GK.MN ( M-l t N) » * G A M N { y , f ; ) ) /
f F L 0 4 T ( ^
700 r n>4T TNM.j
C E X E C U T E S T 5 3 S 5 A"IO 6 ( FOUAT I n.'-!S ( ^ . 4 6 ) AND ( 3 . 4 7 ) )
C OF PPCCEOU 3? I
HP 390 K = 3 , M X K , ?
F1CTK= l . /FLHAT(K-2 )
OH 970 N=1,MYN
R70 H( 2 , M , K ) =-FAr.TK*r,KNK( M.K-2 )
H( 1, 2 ,K )= -F A C T K * G E N K ( l .K-2)
IF( L V X Q 3 ) GC T.D 390
DO 880 N=3 tMXO
830 H( 1, N , K ) = F A C T K * ( F L O A T (N-2) *H( I , N-2 . K-2 ) -GENKt N- I ,K-2 ) )
3SO CONT INUF. . . .
900 TF( L ^ X G 3 ) GO Tr"5 999
C F X F C U T F STF.P 8 ( T C U f i T I O M ( B . 4 8 ) OF PFOCEO'JPE 1
DC 990 K = 3 , V X K , 2
no 990 M. = 3
00 990 N = 1 , M X N
990 H( ^ , N'f K ) = - H ( M - 2 t N » - 2 , K ) -HH*H ( M-2 , N, K
999 R
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SU3RCUTINE K S O R T ( A , M , N , K E Y , W )
C****#*
C SUBROUTINE K S Q R T
r
C PUCoCSE TO Snp.T THE COLUMN OF A T W O - D I M E N S I O N A L A R R A Y USING THE
C GIVEN KFY INDEX A R C A Y
C
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
r A - A R R A Y OF WHICH THE COLUMN IS TO RF SORTED
c M - NUMBER OF ROWS OF A
C N - NUMBFR. .QF COLUMNS OF A
C KEY - A R R A Y CONSISTS OF GIVEN KEY INDICES
C W - WOP KING ARRAY OF SAME DIMENSION AS A
C
C OUT OUT CALLING SEQUENCE





c OFSCUSSION THE CONTENTS OF ARRAY A APE STORED IN A WORKING A C P A ^
C USING THF. INDICES GIVEN IN. KFY APR AY. • WOP K ING AR9AY IS
r THEN TPANSFFPED BACK TO A R R A Y A.




1C W ( J t K ) = A ( I , J »
no 20 J=I,N
nn 2C I = itM





C S U?. S C U T INE LSQSF
C
C PUC:DCSF TO F.IND THE G E N E R A L I Z E D INVF.PSE FFQM & L E A S T SCUFFS C!T
C
C IMPUT CG^ON BLOCK
C / l .SCSFC/ - 7 K , W T K , N O , N P K
C
C OUTPUT COf'MHM 3LCCK
C / L S O S F C / - AK
C
C SUBROUTINES
r C A L L E D TFAN.S,*""ULT,PDSFPS
c
c D I S C U S S I O N THF ROUTINE F I R S T F O R M S THE WEIGHTED N O R M A L EQUATIPIS.S,
C IT THFN C A L L S F C U T T N f USING CHQLFSK.Y SCHEME TO S n L V F TUP
C. , S Y S T E M OF rCUATIQNS ANO FINDS THF G E N E R A L I ?EH I N V E R S E . T<
C ' THE S Y S T E M CF E Q U A T I O N S IS NOT P O S I T I V E OF.F IN I T E» A\ F P P -
C OR M E S S A G E W I L L PF P R I N T E D AMD EXEC'JT ION OF THF CO'
C P F G G P A M W I L L BE
C C M , M C N / L S O S F C / Z K ( 3 , 1 6 J , W T K ( 16 I, AK ( 6 t 161 , NC.NPK
01^ENSI ON V ( 9 6 ) , C ( 9 6 » , B ( 3 6 )
IF(<NO.LT.2).nP. (NPK.LT.6) ) Nl = 3
IT( (MO.LT. D.OR. (NPK.LT.3) ) M= 1
FORMS A FFCTANGULAR SYSTEM OF cQUATfONS V
FROM LEAST SQUARES FIT
DO 250 K=l,NPK
V < 1. + 1) = I ..
IF(NI.LT.?| GO TT 2CO
V((+2)=ZK( 1,K)
V(L*3)=ZK(?,K)
IF1NI.LT.4) GO TO 2CC
= 7K( I, K)*7.K (2,K)
V (1*6 ) = . 5*7 K ( 2 t K I *ZK ( 2 , K )
200 CONTINUE
C MULTIPLIES V PY A DIAGONAL M A T R I X k'TK '






C FOPN'S THF WEIGHT FP NORMAL EQUATIONS
C A L L TP ANS( V.AK, NI ,K;PK)
C A L L *MULT( C,AK,P, NT ,'-:PK,M! )
C CALLS POUTINE USING CHQLESKY SCHEMF TO
C r,OLVF THF NORMAL EQUATIONS AND OBTAINS
125
C THE GENERALIZED INVERSE
C A L L P D S E Q S C B . N ! , N I , V , C , N P K , 0 1 )
IF(Ol .NE.O.O) GO TO 350
P O I N T 300
300 F O C ^ A T ( / / * NORMAL EQUATIONS A P P E A R S S I N G U L A R * )
PETUFN
350 CONTINUE
r S T O R E S THE G E N E R A L I Z E D INVERSE IN
DC 499 K=1,MPK
00 475 1=1,6
475 AK< I ,K) = D.
DO 450 1 = 1,NI
L = H-M*(K-l)






SU3RCUTINE PI D E N T ( P , 0 , IDE^T )
C ******c S U B R O U T I N E PIDENT < P , Q , I D F N T )
r
r PU ' °CSE TO P E T E R W I f ' E W H E T H f P THE P1 IN T S P ANO Q ARE TO h^
C CONSIDERED NUNTF I C ALLY IDENTICAL
C
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C P - COORDINATES OF FIPST POINT
C C - COORDINATES OF SECOND POINT
C
C OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
T IDENT - LOGICAL VAFIA8LE EQUAL TO TRU^ IF P 4NP Q A»F





C DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE DETERMINES WHETHER THE POINTS P .'-"in y AFE
C CONSIDERED NUMERICALLY IDENTICAL. THE C R I T E R I A Fnc
C IDENTITY IS THAT THE DISTANCE FROM P TQ 0 MUST RP
C THAN OP. F.CUAL TO l.E-12 TjMES THE SUM OF THE LtMGTHS
c ' P AND o.
L O G I C A L IDEMT
DIMCNsioN' P( 3) ,Q(3)
Hf tT j \ DELTA /l.E-12/














PUP.PfSE TO OBTAIN OOU8LFT PANEL INFLUENCE COFFFIC TENTS FOR A G I V-
EN C?MT»OL POINT
INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
Z - X,Y,7 COORDINATES PF A GIVEN CONTROL POINT
COMMON SLOCK
/PANDQ/ - RO,AP , A f - ' T , P , A ,B ,D IAM,C
/SYMM/ - NSYMM






IT THEN C A L L S ,THP
c, DISCUSSION THE POUTINE FIPST TRANSFERS SOME TF
C TO BE USED BY THE INTEGRATION ROUTINE.
C '' INTEGRATION FOUTINE TO PROVIDE IMFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOP
C A GIVEN CONTROL POINT INDUCED BY DOUBLET DISTRIBUTION OF
f, THE SPECIFIED PANFL AND ITS IMAGE (WHEN NSYMM IS SFT TO 1
C ». THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT? APE MODIFIED TO ACCOUNT FQF
C THE CASE WHEN THE GIVEN CONTROL POINT IS LOCATED ON THE
c INFLUENCING PANEL ITSELF (SEP ENGINEERING DOCUMENT - AFRT




COVMCM /PIV!NT/XX<3) ,PP( 8
C CMMON/ PIVM/ DVDS ( 3,6)
COMMCM/SYMM/NSYVM
rOMMCM /ZIP/IPZ, IP,ITZ,JCZ
DIMENSION Z(3) ,W[ 3> ,DVS( 3,f ),GDVDV( 3,6)
C SFTS NUMBFP OF TERMS OF LEAST
C FOR DOUBLET DISTRIBUTION
NTST = 6
C TRANSFERS SOME OF PANEL INFORMATION TO BF







ICO PP( I ) = P( I )
36) ,DVDV(3t6),(MTST,N!CF
SQUARES FIT
A R R A Y S D V S A N L DVDS T O Z E R O
CALL Z F . R C f D V S , 18)
T A I L ZEPTKDVDS, 18)
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C C R T I A N S INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOP A
C G I V E N CONTROL POINT INDUCED BY OPU4LET
C D I S T R I B U T I O N OF THE S P E C I F I E D °ANFL 4^0
r
 ITS IMAGE ( W H E N N S Y M M = L )
W( l ) = Z ( 1 )
W ( 3 ) = Z ( 3 )
00 ?CO ISYMM=l,2
SIGN=3-2*ISYMM
W ( ? ) = S I G N * 7 _ ( ? )
C A L L UNIPANl A P , B . O , W , X X |
IF( ITS. PC. 2) CM_L DPIV
CAI . L I»MULT( A P T , o v r > V f GOVDVt 3 , 3 f 6 )
IF( I SYMX.ME. UHR . IP.NE.IP7 ) GO TO 16":
f . TO ACCOUNT FG? THE C A S E WHEN TH? GIVE!1 '
f CONTROL POINT IS L O C A T E O ON THc f N F L U 5 \ - C -
C ING PANFL ITSEL p
H A L F = -0.5
HXT = H A L F * X X ( l )
HhTA = H A L P * X X ( 2 )
D V S ( 1,? > = HALF
D V S ( 1,4) = HXI
D V S ( ?,'!) = HALF
D V S < 2 , 3 » = HXI
o v ? ( 2 , 6 ) = HETA
C A L L WULT( A R T , oVSt DVDS t 3,1 ,6)
On 175 1 = 1 , 6
DvnSH, ! ) = D V D S ( l t l ) *• G D V I V C l , ! ) -
n v n S ( 2 , I » = O V O S ( 2 i . I ) * S IGM*GOVOV( 2 , I 1
O V O S ( 3 , I » = D V D S ( 1 , T ) * G r > V D V ( 3 , I )
175 CONTINUE
I F ( N S Y . V M . F Q . O ) GO TO 400
?00 COMTINUE




SUBROUTINE S !OECL( W, DSMI N, 0 )
C SUBROUTINE SIDECL <K,DSMIN,D)
C
r PURPCSE TO COMPUTE GEOMETRIC Q U A N T I T I E S A S S O C I A T E D W I T H THE
r R E L A T I O N S H I P OF THF FIELD POINT TO THE Q U A D P T L A T F C AL
C SIGMA PDF, USE IN COMPUTING THF H INTEGRALS. ( SEE FIGUPE 30
C AND SECTION F.3 OF APPENDIX B OF THE ENGINEERING
C DOCUMENT.)
r
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
C /PIVTNT/ - X,P
r
C OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C W - POINT ON Q U A D R I L A T E R A L CLOSEST TO PROJECTION OF FIELD
C POINT ONTO Q U A D R I L A T E R A L PLANE
C DSMIN - MINIMUM D I S T A N C E OF P R O J E C T I O N OF FIELD POINT
C ONTO OUAOP I L A T f P A L PLANE TO P E R I M E T E R CF
C OUAOP IL A T E P A L
r D - D I S T A N C E FFO^ W TO P R O J E C T I O N OF FIELD POINT 0*JTn
C O U ^ O S I L A T F O A L r>LANp
C
C COMMON BLOCK
C /.SI DEO/ - OSIDE
C /SKAFCl/ - AKS1 ,AFT1,AKS2, AET2,DP.MfELl, EL2.ELM, ANK,A,\Ef
C A, AA
C
C S U B R O U T I N E S
C CALLED TRNSFR
C
C DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE COMPUTES GEOMETRIC Q U A N T I T I E S A S S O C I A T E D
c W I T H THE R E L A T I O N S H I P OF THF Q U A D R I L A T E R A L SIGNA TO THF
C PROJECTION OF THE FIELD POINT ONTO THE QUADRILATERAL
C PLANE. IN PARTICULAR THE ROUTINE DETERMINES WHFTHER THE
C PROJECTION LIES INSIDE OR CHJTSIOE OF THE QUADRILATERAL
C AS WELL AS CALCULATES TH^ MINIMUM DISTANCE FROM THE
C PROJECTION TO THE PERIMETE" OF THE QUAOR IL ATflP 1 1 .
C OTHE° QUANTITIES COMPUTFD INCLUDE THOSE QUANTA fp$
C DISPLAYED IN FIGURE 31 AMD DISCUSSED IN SECTION
C 3.3 OF APPENDIX R OF THE ENGINEERING DOCUMENT. THE
C QUANTITIES ASSOC I A TED WITH THF QUADRILATERAL IN GENERAL
C ARE RETURNED VIA THE CALL LIST WHEREAS THE QUANTITIES
C ASSOCIATED WITH EACH SIDE OF THE QUADRILATERAL APE
C STORED
COMMCN/PIVINT/X1 3 I » P ( 2 ,4 ) , AC , SC , 01 A M,C ( 6,6 ) ,DV ( 3 » 6) , NTST, NC F
COMMON/SIDEQ/QSIDE< 12,<V)
C O M M O N / S K A I C l / A K S l t A E T l , A K S 2 t A E T 2 f DRM.FL l f E L ? , E L M t A N K , A N E f A , A A ,
C G G < S 1 , S 2 , S 1 I , S 2 I ,-HM tHH
DIMENSION W ( 2 )
c QUANTITIES AND PROCEDURES REFERENCED IN THIS ROUTINE A°E






C Y C L E THROUGH SIDES OF Q U A D R I L A T E R A L
DO 5CC IS=l,4
I S P 1 = M Q D < IS,4)+1
CALCULATE QUANTITIES DISPLAYED IN F I GUFF. 31
A K S ! = P ( I, IS )-X ( I)
A E T 1 = P ( 2 , I S ) - X < 2 )
A K $ 2 = ° < 1 , I S P 1 ) - X ( 1 »
AF.T2 = P < 2 t I S P 1 ) - X ( 2)
DK.S = A K S 2 - A K S 1
IGNOCE SIDF IF LENGTH IS ZESO
If (DRM.EQ.O.) GO Tn 5CC
ISA= ISA41
AA-A*A
EL.? = CC ' V I * ( A K S 2 * D K S 4 - A E T 2 * O E T )
C CCMPUTC INCPrMEMT f)F INTEGERS WHICH WILL E V E N T U A L L Y
C O F T 9 5 M I N E WH C THFR THE FIELD P O T M T P K Q J E C T I G N ONTH THP
C C U A O & H A T E C AL ^ > L A ^ f : L IES INSIDE Hf- GUTSIOE THF QlJAOP IL ATE
IF(A.GT.O.J
IT( ( A.GT.O. > .A.IM.1. (9.LT.C. ) )
C CALCULATE MI N I M U M DISTANCE FROM FIFLD POINT Tn QU Af)R I L ATEP Al
C SIDE
T F ( 5 L 1 * E L 2 ) 75,75,85
75 FLM=H.
GO TC ^n
FL M = SI ON (AM INK A B S ( F L l ) , A B S ( E L 2 ) ) ,EL l )
IF( ( TSA.GT.l).a.Mn.(niS.RT.DM GO T0 SCO
D-or s
!SS=IS
f STORE CALCULATED OUAN TITIFS FOP EACH SIDt
500 CALL TCN5FP ( AKS1 ,OSIOE( 1 ,IS ), 12)
C BPANCH TO 730 QF «CO DFP ENDING UPON WHETHER FIFLD POIM
C PPG.JECTICN LIES INSTDE P'P OUTSIDE C-U ADP T LAT FP. AL
ic( ( NP ST. E0.4). •!&..( JMPST.EO.Jl.AMD.tM^CT.GE.Z) ) ) 700,300
700 0=0.
W( 1 )=X(1 )
W(2)=X(2)
PETPIEVE CALCULATED QUANTITIES F']P SIDE CONTAINING PQP.'T
131
r CLOSEST TQ FIELD POINT PRCJECTTQN AND
C COORDINATES OP THAT POINT




SU3P CUT I NE S ING ( NT , NM ,NN
 f NS , NS A, NPA , Z V, }
C SUBTUTINE SING ( NT , N'Vt NN, NS , NS A.NP 4 , 7M )
C
C PU-PCS^ Tn CALCULATE THF SINGULARITY DISTRIBUTION DEFINING
C QUANTITIES PDF A GIVEN NC_TW>CK.
C
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C MT - NETWORK TYPE
c NM - NUMBER OF SPANK ISF. CUTS IN THE NETWORK
C NN - 'NUMBEP OF TPANSVF.PSE CUTS IN THE NETWORK
C MSA - TTTAl NUMBER If- SINGULARITY P4P4METF.CS IN ALL
C PREVIOUS NETWORKS
C NPA - TOTAL NUN3EP OF PANELS IN ALL PREVIOUS * CTWO=KS
C ZM - CCHRDINATFS OF COPNER POINTS IN THE \'ETWncK
r
C COMMON RLOCK
c /I°PINT/ - i PS ING
C /PANOQ/ - f-C ,?.P
c
c OUTPUT C A L L I N G SFOUTNCE
c .MS - MUMBEF OF S I N G U L A R I T Y P A R A M E T E R S IN THE NPT-^^K
c
C ' COMMON RLOCK.
C /PANDO/ - AST, I ISf INS, ITS
r
C SUBROUTINES
C C A L L E D GCPCALt GRDIMO, PTPNS ,UN I PAN, LSOSF , IPTPNS
C
C DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE CALCULATES THF DEPENDENCE GF EACH PANEL
r SINGULARITY STRENGTH DISTRIBUTION ON THE FFEE SINGULAPITY
c PARAMETERS OF THE NETWORK. SEPARATE COMPUTATIONS APE
C P E R F O R M E D FOF EACH NETWORK T Y P E . F I ^ S T THE L O C A T I O N S OF
C THE P°EF S I N G U L A R I T Y P A R A M E T E R S ON THE N E T W O R K APT
C COMPUTED AND INDEXED. FOR E A C H PANEL THE S INGULAPITY
C P A P A ^ E T E R S A F F E C T I N G THE D I S T R I B U T I O N OF S INGULARITY
r
. S T R E N G T H ON T H A T P A M E L ARF ISOLATED. EACH SUCH
C P A P A M E T E S TS A S S I G N E D A W E I G H T ( L A R G E I c THE P A F A M E T E "
C A C T U A L L Y L IES ON THE P A N E L ) . THE PANEL S I N G U L A R I T Y
r D I S T R I B U T I O N is THEN O B T A I N E D BY F I T T I N G A ' J U A D P A T I C
C FORM (IF THF SINGULARITY IS OP DOUBLET TYPE) TO THE '
r PAOAMETEF.S PY THF METHOD °F LEAST SQUARES. THE ^ATPIX
C WHICH r:-LATES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE DISTPIBIJTION TO
C THE SINGULAFITY P A R A M E T E R S IS THEN STORED ON A FILE ALONG
C. WITH INDICES !DENTIFYH.'G THF PARAMETERS.
C******
C O ^ ' M C N / L S Q S F C / Z K t 3 , 1 6 ) , W T K ( 16), A K ( 6 , 16) ,NO,NPK
C C M M O N / P A N D Q / C P ( 3 , ^ ) , P C ( 3 ) , c O ( 3 ) , A F ( 3 , ? ) , A K T ( 3 , 3 ) , P ( 2 , 4 ) , A , B , n i / 1 M ,
C C ( 6 ,6) , AST (6, 16) , I IS( 1"-) , INS, ITS,N°'DQ
COMMON / S K P C H 1 / 7 . A ( 3 , 1 7 5 ) , IA ( 175)
COMMON /IPP INT/ IPNPUT , I P GEO I" , I P S I NG , I PC NTR , I PR I VC , I POUT P
133
ZPKO)
D A T A WT /I.F5/
IF< I PSING.N c .O) Pt»INT 1001
1001 FOF.MAK1H1I
C C A L C U L A T E L O C A T I O N OF S INGULARITY P A R A M E T E R S
C A L L GC°CAL(NM,N>.|,NMl ,NN1,7M, Z A )
C OPDER MOM-IDENTICAL S I N G U L A R I T Y P A R A M E T E R S
C A I L GR 0 I NO < NM 1 , NN 1 , 7 A , T A , N I A )
r T P A N S F E P TO CODE FC* A P P R O P R I A T E NF.TWCPK T Y P E
GO TC ( ICO, 200, 300,400,500, 600,600) NT
100 CONTINUE
C. S C U R C F / A M A L Y S I S NFTWPPK C A L C U L A T T O M S
C ( M O T AN OPTION IN' P ^ E S E w T P R O G R A M I
CO 1<59 N = 2,NN
00 1<58 V = 2,N!*
IP = M- l -+(NM-l )* (N-2 l+NPA
C A L L P T R N S t I P )




IF( ( N J . L T . 2 ) . O R . (NJ.GT.MMl ) GC TO 129
DO 128 1=1,3
MI=M4 l -?
IF( ( MI .LT,2) .OR, (MI .GT.NMI I GO TO 128
I T S (
LMN=W I*-NM1*(NJ-1 I
nr i 25 L=I, 3
Z P K ( I ) = ? A ( L ,LMN)
125 CPNTINUF
C A L L u \ ( i P A M ( A R , S O , Z P K , Z P K I
ZK( I ,NPK ) = 7 PKl 1)
Z K ( 2 , N P K ) = Z P K ( 2 )
W T K ( MPK)= l .






AST( I,K)=AK ( T,K)
148 CONTJNUF
149 CONTINUF







C DOUBLET/ANALYSIS (WING) NETWORK CALCULATIONS
c C Y C L E THROUGH ALL PANELS IN THE N E T W O P K
nn 799 N=2,NN
HO 2S» fc=2,HM
I p^-i-H NJM-l KM N-2) +NPA
C S F . T 2 I F V E PANEL G E O M E T R Y OEFINING O U A . M T I T I E S
C A L L P T P N S I I P )
I T S = 2
C CALCULATE LOCATION? OF SINGULAPTTY pA
C AFFECTING PANFL SINGULARITY PI STR TBl.'T IPM
DO 22V J-l,^
MJ=N+J-2
DC 228 I = Lt3
^ i P K = ^ P K • ^ l
I is( \PK ) = I A ( L M N I ) + N S A
C A L L U N I PAN ( 49 , g o , Z A < 1 1 L MN ) t 7 P< I
ZK( I ,NPK J = Z P K ( I)
Z K ( 2 t N P K ) = ? P K ( 2 )
C W E I G H T C O N T R I B U T I O N OF S I N G U L A R I T Y ? A P A M F T F ° .
W T K ( \ P K ) = 1 .
IF( ( ( V I .EO. l ) .1p -<^T.FO.^! '« ! l ) .CS. ( I .EQ.2) > .AMD.





C L E A S T S C U A P E PAMEL S I N G U L A R I T Y
c TC S I N G U L A R I T Y
CALL LSOSF
CO ?49 K=1,NPK
DC 2^B 1 = 1,6
AST( I,K)=AK( I,K)
243 CC'-JTINUE
C S T O R E S I N G U L A R I T Y DEFINING Q U A N T I T I E S ON A FILE
C A L L I P T P N S I I P )
IH rPS ING.Nc .O)
$WC t T E J - S , 1000)' IP, INS, IIS, NO, A S T , ZK
298 C C M T INUE "
?99 C L - V
GO TO 3GC
C S C U ^ C E / O E S I G N N E T W C ^ K C A L C U L A T I O N S




C OCI.IBLET/DES IGN ( F R E E SHEET) NETWORK C A L C ' J L A T IONS
C O R Q E & NON-IDENTICAL S I N G U L A R I T Y P A R A M E T E R S
C A L L GPr> INO(NM,NNtZM, IA,NU )
r CYCLE THROUGH ALL PANELS IN THE NETWORK
nn 499 N = 2, fvN
DO 498 ,v = 2,NM
T P = M - l + ( N M - l ) * ( N - 2 ) + N P A
C R E T R I E V E PANFL GEOMETRY DEFINING Q U A N T I T I E S
C A L L P T P N S ( IP)
I T S = 2
H P K = c
c C A L C U L A T E L O C A T I O N S OF S I N G U L A R I T Y P A R A M E T E R S
C AFFECTING PANEL SINGULARITY DISTRIBUTION
00 429 J=l,4
NJ=N*J-3
IF( ( NJ.LT. 1 ) .OP. (NJ.GT.MN) ) GO TO 429
OH 428 1=1,4
MI=M+I-3
IR ( VI.LT.l ) .OR. (MI.GT.NM) ) GO TO 428
LMN = MI -»• NM*{ NJ-1 )
I IS( MPK»=IA(LMN»*NSA
CALL UNIPAN(Af7,cn,ZM( 1
 f M T , N J ) , Z PK )
ZK< 1 ,NPK)=ZPK( 1)
7^(2 ,NPK)=ZPK( 2)
C WEIGHT CONTRIBUTION OF SINGULARITY "AFAMETER
WTK( \'PK)=1.





C LEAST SQUARE PANFL SINGULARITY DISTRIBUTION




AST< I, K)=AK( I, K)
448 CONTINUE
449 CONTINUE
C S T O R E S I N G U L A R I T Y DEFINING O.UANTIT I5S CN A F ILE
C A L L I P T P N S ( I P )
IF{ IPSING.NE.O)
$Wf I T r ( 6 , 1CCC) IP , INS, T I S , N O , A S T , 7 K
498 CONTINUE
499 CONTINUE
^S=^ . 'T A
GO TC 8CC
C DOURLFT /DESIGN ( W A K F ) N E T W O R K C AL TIJL ATT I IMS




3 F T P I F V E PANEL GEOMFJ3Y DEFINING Q U A N T I T I E S
C A L L r > T P N S ( I p )
C C A L C U L A T E L O C A T I O N S OF S I N G U L A R I T Y
C A F F p C T r , N G PANEL S I N G U L A P T T Y DISTRIBUTION;
nr- 520 J=l ,3
NJ=N*J-?
00 528 1=1,3
M T = M-M-2
LMN=MI+NMl*(NJ- l )
NPK=NPK+l
1 IS( \ P K » = I A (MI J+NSA
TALL U N I P A N ( *.R. ,PO , Z A ( 1 ,LMN) ,/PK »
7.K( 1 ,NPK J=7 FK( I )
7 K ( 2 , \ ' P K ) = 7 ° K ( 2 >
C W E I G H T C O N T P I 3 U T I C N DF S I N G U L A R I T Y P A P A M E T F . P
W T K ( NPK)=1 .
!F( ( (MI .FO. l ) .OR.(Mr .EO.NMl ) .OR . ( I . =0.2 ) > . ANO.




C IFAST SCUAKF PANFL SINGULARITY D ISTP 1 3UT ION







c STHP? SINGULARITY DEFIMHJG OUANTITIFS ON A FILE
• CALL IPTFNS( 1°)
IF( IPSING.NE.O)
SwP IT6(6, 1000 I IP, INS, ITS, NH, AST, ZK
593 CGMTIMUF
599 CONTINUE
N S ^ I A ( N ' M l )
GO TT f iOO
6CO rOMTTN' lJF
C U C U B L E T / D E S I G N ( F E D S H E f c T ) N F T W P P K C A L C U L A T I O N S
C C Y C L E TH^n'JGH ALL P A N f L S IN THE
DP
00




C C A L C U L A T E L O C A T I O N S HF S INGULARITY P A R A M E T E R S
C A F F E C T I N G PANEL S I N G U L A F I T Y D I S T R I B U T I O N
DO 6?9 J = l, 3
NJ=N+J-2
HO 623 1=1, 3
MI=M-M-2
LMN=yi+NMl*(MJ-U
N P K = K P K + l
I I S( NPK)=NJ+NSA
TTMNT.FQ.7) I IS<NPK.» = 1 * NSA
C A L L UNI PAN ( A P , R O , Z A ( L tLMN) ,ZPK )
ZK( 1 , M P K ) = Z P K ( 1)
Z K ( 2 , N P K ) = Z P K ( ? . )
C WIGHT CONTRIBUTION GF SIN 'GULAPITY P A P A M E T P p
W T K { N P K ) = 1 .
IF( { (MI . FO. 1 ) .OR«(MI .FQ.NM1 ).C«.( I ,EQ.?) » .AND.




C L E A S T S C U A R F PANEL S I N G U L A R I T Y D I S T R I B U T I O N
C TP S I N G U L A R I T Y P A P A M p T f R S
C A L L LSQSF
OH 649 K = l,NPK
00 648 1=1,6
A S T ( [ , K ) = A K < I t K »
648 CONTINUE
649 CQNTTNLF
C ST«-"?F SINGULARITY OfFiMiNG QUANTITIES ON A FILE
CALL IPTRNS(IP)
IF{ IPSING.NF..O)
S v ^ P ! T F ( 6 , 1000) IP, IMS , IIS, NO, A S T , ZK




I F ( N T . E Q . 7 » NS























PUCPCSE TH DEFINE PANEL SURFACE AND LOCAL
INPUT COMMON BLOCK
/FLATP/ - NFLTP




- /PAA 'DO/ - PC, PC ,A £ ' , P , A ,b
COORDINATE SY$TEM
CM LED CROSS, UVF.CT , TRANS , UN JP AN, LSQSF ,'<M!JLT
DISCUSSION THr ROUTINE DcFlNFS A PV\'EL SUrFACE AND LOCAL
COORDINATE SYSTEV. AS A- FIRST APPROXIMATION TO TUP P A N E L
SU°FACE THE POUT INF TAKES THF cuAn= i L A T E R A L FCCVTH RV
P R C J E C T 1 N G THF f A ^ ! F L CQP.NEP P O I N T S ONTO THE P L A N E THROUGH
THF MIPPOINTS HF THE I. IMF S E G ^ E V T S JOIN'ING THFSF
PC I NTS. f l L O C A L C n O P n l N A T F S Y S T E M IS CONSTFUCTn
THE CIP IGIM AT THE iVE°Ar,E OF THE Q'JAD? IL A F T - 5 AL C
PHINTS AMD W I T H ONE A X I S N O R M A L TO THE CUAO- IL A TFC AL . TO
Q W T / U N A. SECG'NO O ^ O E P At>pp: jX I M A T IOM TO THF PANEL S U R F A C E
THE PHUTINt C A L C U L A T E S A P l R A R O L O l O P A S S I N G THROUGH THE
COPNEP J O I N T S W I T H C U ° V A T U P E O P T A T N F D Q Y L E A S T S Q U A R I N G
T H E P A » A R O L O T O T G A D J A C E N T COPNF.P P O I N T S . T H E L O C A L
Cnnpot\\Tp SYSTEM IS THEN STATED AND TPANSLATFD IN SUCH
A MAMMEP T H A T TMP p A P A g n L u i o CAN BE R E P Q P S E N T E D IN
C A N O N I C A L PQFM. AN I T E R A T I V E P P O C E S S is p-EOuiPEr TO
ELIMINATE L I N E A P Tppy.s WITHOUT T R A N S L A T I N G THE Q«?ir-IN.
C Q M M C N / F L A T P / N F L T P
KO, 16 ) ,WT K ( 1 6 ) , AK ( 6 , 16 ) , NO ,NPK
I^ ,^) i PC( 3> , P C ( 3 > f AR( 3, 3 > , « C T ( 3 t 1) , P ( 2 , ' t )
C C ( 6 , 6 ) , A S T ( 6 , 1 6 ) , I I S ( 1 6 ) , INS, ITS,N»DO
COMMCN / IPF IK'T/IPNPUT , r P G E O M , IPS I.\'G, I PC NTR , [ P F I VC , IPLJUTP
31 , W ( 3 ) , 7 . , C " > F ( 6 ID I M E N S I O N H(3 , 3) , H T ( 3 , 3 | ,U( 3 l .
D I^ENS fnN( WK( 3, I6J
c n i ! i v A L f - N C E (U( 1 ) ,HT ( 1) ) , ( V( I ) , HT( 4 ) ) , ( V. ( I ) , HT < 7 ) )
Q A T A N IT , D E L T A / lC t l .F -8 /
C A L C U L A T E B I S E C T I N G O I P c C T i n N S A N D C E M T E P P O I N T
00 5C 1=1,3
U ( I ) = C F ( I , 1 ) * C P ( T , 4 ) - C P ( I , ? ) - C P ( 1 , 3 )
V( I l = C P ( I , 1) *C D ( I , 2 ) - C P ( 1 ,3 ) - C P ( I , 4 >







CCNiSTRUCT ORTHOGONAL U , V , W C O O R D I N A T E S Y S T E M
W I T H W P E R P E N D I C U L A R TO P A N E L P L A M E
C A L L C P O S S ( U , V , W )




CALCULATE ORTHOGONAL M A T R I X WHICH TRANSFORMS
COORDINATES FPO* GLOBAL TC LOCAL
CALL T3ANS(HT, A" ,3,3)
ITERATE TO FIND PANFL CUSVAT'JRES
00 170 T T = 1 , N ' I T
DC1 ICO K = l , N P K
T P A N S F O P ^ A D J A C E N T C O P N E P POINTS T O LOCAL C O O R D I N A T E S
C A L L UN I PAN ( AP ," C ,K 'K ( l,K » , Z K ( 1,K M
P.EQ.n Z E T A ( K I = C .
100 CONTINUE
*'.C=2
C C C N S T P U C T L E A S T S O U A C f S P A P A B O L O I D THPf'UGH C O R N E R P O I N T S
C A L L LSQSF
C A L L M^uLT( AK, Z F T A , C P F , 6 ,N°K, I I
T F ( IPGECM.NF.O)
$WP f T F ( 6 , 1CCO) CDF
1000 F O F < « A T ( / 4X5HCOF » ( 6 F 2 C . 1 ? ) I
c C I - T A T E cnoRo iNATp S Y S T E M ABOUT N O R M A L TO PANEL
r T C G C T CID OF O U A O P A T I C C P C S S T F R M
O P = S C P T ( COF( t>
I F ( P P . E Q . ( 0 . ) ) S^>S I=C.
IF(DP.NF.(0.» S P S ! = S O ^ T ( . 3 *ABS ( 1 . -C OF46/PP I)
IF( ( C O F ( 5) * ( C O F ( 4 ) - C C F ( 6 ) )) .LT. (0.) ) SPSI=-SPSI
C « > S ! = S O P T < A B S t l . - S P S I * * 2 ) )
A P T < 1 , 1 ) = C P S I
A C T ( 2 , 1 )=-SPSI
A P T ( 3 , 1 ) = C .
A S T ( 1 , 2 ) = S P S I
A P T ( 2 , 2 » = C P S I
A P T 1 3 , 2 )=C.
A R T ( l .3)=0.
A S T ( 2 , 3 ) = 0 .
A P T ( 3 , 3)=i .
C A L C U L A T E P R I N C I P A L C U R V A T U R E S
A = . 5 * ( C O F ( ^ ) * C P S I * * 2 + C O F ( 6 ) * S P S I * * 2 ) * C O F ( 5 > * S P S I * C P S I
E = . 5 * ( C O F ( 4 ) *SPSI* *2 - i -COF(6>*CPS I * *2 ) -C3F<5»*SPSI *CPSI
0=COF( 2 ) * C ? S I * C O F ( 3 ) * S P S I
IF ( A P S f D J . L T . D E L T A ) 0=0.
F = -c CF( 2 ) *SPSI < - C O F ( 3 ) * C P S I
I F ( A B S ( E ) .LT. D E L T A ) F=0.
C A L C U L A T E 0 C I G T N C F N E W L O C A L C O O R D I N A T E S Y S T E M
140
• I F ( A . E Q . f O . I ) R O P ( l » = 0 .
I F < A . N E . < 0 . ) ) R O P U ) = - . 5 * D / A
I F ( B . E O . ( O . M R O P ( 2 ) = C .
I F O . N E . J O . ) ) R O P ( 2 ) = - . 5 * E / B
P C P ( 3 » = C C F ( 1)-A*ROP( U**2-B*ROP( 2>**2
I F ( T P G F O M . N E . O )
$ W R I T E ( 6 , 2 C O r ! ) A , B , 0 , E , F , P O P
2000 F O P M A T < (8E15.6) )
c P C ^ A T E CPOPDINATE SYSTEM ABOUT A X E S IN PANEL PLANE
C TO TRY TO ELIMINATE LINEAR TERMS
CA = 1./SORT(
CB = 1 , / S C P T ( 1
S B = F * C B
H T ( 1 , 1 ) = C A
H T ( 1 ,2 )=0 .
H T ( 1 , 3 ) = S A
W T ( 2 ,1 )=-SB*S4
H T ( ? , 2 ) = C 8
H T ( 2 , 3 ) = S B * C A
HT(3 , l )= -CB*SA
H T ( 3 , 2 ) = - S B
M T ( 3 , 3 ) = C B * C A
C C A L C U L A T E ORTHOGONAL T R A N S F O R M A T I O N
C FGP NEW LOCAL CCOPDINATE SYSTEM
CALL MMULT( A R T , 4 R f H » 3 t 3 t 3 )
C A L L MVULT(HT,H, A R , 3 , 3 , 3 »
IF( ( D.EO.O. > .AND. (E .EO.O. ) ) G O T O 175
170 CONTINUE
175 CONTINUE
C A L L MVULT( POP, AR ,W, l ,3f 3)
C C A L C U L A T E ORIGIN OF L O C A L PANEL COORDINATE S Y S T E M
00 200 1=1,3
200 "o< i ) = p c m + w < i i
C C A L C U L A T E LOCAL C O O R D I N A T E S OF PROJECTIONS OF
c CGPNER POINTS ONTO PANEL PLANE
on 3CO 1=1,4
C A L L U N I P A M ( A R , R . O , C P ( 1, I 1 , W >
P < 1 , I ) = W ( 1 )
P ( 2 , I ) = W ( 2 1
300 C O N T I N U E
R E T U R N
END
141
SUBROUTINE S U S P R O ( Z , 2 P , U N I
C SUBROUTINE SUQPRO (Z,ZP,UN)
C
c puppet TO FIND THF LOCATION OF THE PROJECTION OF A POINT ONTO
c A PANEL SURFACE AS WELL AS THE SURFACE NORMAL AT THIS
c LOCATION.
c
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C Z - GLOBAL COORDINATES OF POINT TO BE PROJECTED
C
C COMMON BLOCK
C /PANOQ/ - PO,AP , A R T
C
C OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C ZP - GLOBAL COORDINATES OF LOCATION OF PROJECTION
C UN - GLOBAL COORDINATES OF UNIT NORMAL TO PANEL SURFACE
C AT THIS LOCATION
C
<~ SUBROUTINES
C CALLFO UNIPAN,UVECT,PANUNI ,MMULT
r
C DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE CALCULATES THE PROJECTION OF A POINT ONTO
C A PANEL SUPFACE AS WELL AS THE SURFACE NORMAL VECTOR AT
r THE PROJECTED POINT. ALL INPUT AND OUTPUT VECTORS ARE
C ASSUMED TO BE GIVEN IN GLOBAL COORDINATES. THE ROUTINE
r CONVFPTS TO LOCAL COORDINATES, PROJECTS AND CONVERTS
C BACK TO GLOBAL COORDINATES. IN THE EVENT THAT THE GIVEN
C POINT DOES NOT LIE ABOVE OR BELOW THE PANEL THE
C PROJECTION IS MADE ONTO THE PARABOLOID OF WHICH THE
r PANEL IS A P A R T . '
COMMON / P A N D Q / C P J 3 , 4 ) , P C ( 3 » , P O m , A R < 3 , 3 > , A R T ( 3 , 3 ) , P < 2 , 4 » , A , B , D I A M ,
CC ( 6 , 6 ) , AST (6,16) , I IS< 16) , I NS , IT S,NPDQ
D I M E N S I O N Z ( 3 » , Z.POI , U N ( 3 » , Z N < 3 1
C T R A N S F O R M R E P R E S E N T A T I O N OF POINT FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL
C PANEL COORDINATE S Y S T E M
C A L L U N T P A N < A R , R O , 7 , Z P >
C C A L C U L A T E V E P T I C A L COORDINATE OF POINT ON PANEL HAVING SAME
C H C P I Z O N N T A L L O C A T I O N
Z P ( 3 ) = A * Z P < 1 ) *ZP( 1 ) + B * Z P ( 2 ) * Z P ( 2 )
f. C A L C U L A T E SURFACE NORMAL VECTOR AT THIS POINT
ZNC-1 ) = -2.*A*ZP( !»
7 N ( 2 ) - - 2 . * P * Z P ( 2 )
7 N ( 3 ) = 1 .
C C C N V f P T NORMAL VFCTOR TO UNIT NORMAL VECT3R
C A L L I J V P C T t Z N )
C CCNiVERT PROJECTION TO GLOBAL COORDINATES
C A L L PANUNK A R T , R O , Z P , Z P )
C CdWERT NOPMAL VFCTO" TO GLOBAL COORDINATES
CALL MMULT( ART, ZN,UN,3,3, 1 I
END
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SUBROUTINE T C N T ? L
r
 S ' M & C U T f N E TCNT'L
C
C PUC PC.Se TC D E S l G N A T f c THE LOCATION OF criN^Cl POINTS FO? ALL NET-
C W O R K PANELS AND TO COMPUTE THE UN' IT N O R M A L VECT5 ANTJ ^H
T M O A M A L COMPONENT OF F& E E S T R E A M V E L O C I T Y V EC TOP 4T FVFP. y
C CONTPOL POINT
r
C I M P'J T C f ) M "0 N 3 L PC K
C /HJOtX/ - NT
 f N.W,MM,NP.A, N 7 A , NMETT
T / M S P M T S / - 7M
r
f OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
f /BDYCS/ - ZC ,ZC.C.,ZCP,ZnC, IPC»!TC
C / T N O E X / - N C A , N C T P T
C
C 5UP.PCUTINES
C C1LLFO C C N T P L
C
C O I S C U S S T P N THE P. OUT I ME C A L L S CON T FL TC C A L C U L A T E THE L P C A T i Q M PF
T CUNT»UL °0!MTS FO^ ALL P A N E L S AND TQ COMPUTE THF. UMT NO?
C -MAL V E C T O P ANO THF NORMAL COMPONENT OF E R E E S T P r 4 » / VELL'
C r . T T Y V E C T O P AT E V = C Y C p f J TPnL ^PIMT QN ALL P A M ^ L S F^p FAC
c NF T wr iPK. IT A L S O FINDS THE C U M U L A T I V E NUMHE° nr C O N T R O L
C POINTS AND THE T O T A L NUVBF" PF CONTROL POINTS.
*C r ^ M C N / ° n Y C S / Z C ( 3 ,125) , 7 C C ( 3, 12 5) , 7 C ? ( 125) , Z D C ( 1251 , 1 Dr ( '.2-3 ) ,
1 I T C ( 1 2 5 )
C H M M C N / I N O E X / N T l 9) , N M ( 9 ) , NN( Q ) , - N D ( 9 ) , NS ( 9 |
 t ,NC ( 9 > , NZ ( ^  I ,
C N t > A ( 1C-) , N S A ( 10 ) , M C A ( 1C) , M7 A ( 1C) , NN'FTT , NP i.NT , \J S N Q T , NCT R T
 f N Z'"P T
COM.MCNj / M S P M T S / Z M ( 3 , 175) , Z L ( 7 5 )
N C A ( i )=r-
00 20C K=l, NMETT
M C T R A 1 = N : C A ( K. )*1
T A L L C . n M T P L ( N T ( K I ,NM( K) ,NN( K) ,NC ( K) ,NP4( K ) , ZM( I
 f N Z M P A L ) ,
17C( l . N C T R A l ) , Z C C ( l ,NCTP AD , 7 C C ( N C T r , AH , 7 i > C , ( M C T R A l ) , I P C ( M C T P M ) ,
? I T C ( N C T P A l ) )
N C A ( K 4 . 1 ) = N C / ' - ( K ) « - N C ( K |
P P T ^ I N S THE T O T A L NIHRES OF CONTROL P O I N T S





r P 'JPPCSF TH G E N E R A T E E S S E N T I A L G E O M E T R Y INFORMATION FOR F.ACH P A N E L
C OF ALL THF. N E T W O R K S
C
C INPUT COMMON BLOCK
C / INDEX/ - NT ,NM,NN,NPA, N Z A . N N E T T
C / V S P N T S / - ZM
r
c OUTPUT see OUTPUT OF SUBROUTINE GEOMC
c
C S UP F: CUT I NF.S
C CAI. LFP GEPMC
r
r n i scuss iCN THS ROUTINE C A L L S GEOMC TO C A L C U L A T E F S S E ^ T I A L G F O M E -
C T«Y FOR ALL P A N E L S CF C A C H M ? T W O P K .
r ******C c MM TN / INDEX /NT ( 9 ) , NM ( 0) , NN ( S )t NP( 9 ) , NS ( 9) ,NC ( 91 , HI ( 9) ,
C N ' P A ( 1C ) ,NSM 131 ,NCM 10) f NZA ( 1C) t NNFTT, M PANT , \SNGT, NCTP T, N
COM^TM / M S P N T S / / M ( 3 » 1 7 5 ) » 7 L ( 7 5 )
00 2CC K= l ,NNPTT
MPAN A1
CALL GrnvC( NT( K) ,NM{ K) ,MM( K ) ,NPA( K) , 7M( 1,N7.MPA1) )
200 C.OMINUF




C SUBRrU TINE TS ING
C
C P l l fPCSF TO D E S I G N A T E THF L O C A T I O N OF DOUBLETS ON ALL NE
r PANELS AND TO COMPUTE TH~ M A T C I X FH« COEFFICIENTS OF
C - C A T 1C DOUBLETS D I STP I 3UT I ON FOR E A C H PANEL
r
r
 INPUT COM VPN ^LOC K
C / INDEX/ - NT
 t N M t N M , N P A , r ! Z A 1 . " J N t T T
r. /MSPNTS/ - Z.M
r
r
, PUT PUT COMMON BLOCK
C / INDEX/ - N S , N S A | N S N G T
r
c S I J P P C U T I N E S
r C A L L E D SING
c
C n i F C U S S I C N THE POUT INF C A L L S S T MO TO C A L C U L A T E THE L X f t T I ^ N OF
!" DOUBLETS ON P A N E L S AND TO COMPUTE THE M A T R I X FOR CCEFF
f CIENTS OF Q U A D R A T I C OOURLFT D I S T c j a U T I O N FOP C V F C V p A \ j
C PF E A C H N E T W O R K . IT A L S O FINDS C U M U L A T I V E NU'^BFc OF
f DOUBLETS. F I N A L L Y THF T P T A L NUMBED OF DOUBLETS [S OB-
C T A T N c D .
C^) ,NM(Q | , M * < g ) , N P < 9 ) , N S ( 9 )
 f f J C ( 0 > , N Z ( 9 ) ,
C N ! P A ( 10) ,NSM 10) ,NCi( 1C) ,.NZA ( 1 C ) , NNE TT , N PANT , v jSNGT , NCTR T , f,:.7MPT
COMMfN / M S P N T S / Z M ( 3 , 1 7 5 ) , Z L ( 7 5 )
^ i S A ( 1)=0
DC? 2CC K = 1,NNETT
M Z M P A 1 = \ Z A ( K ) f l
C a L L S I N G ( N T { K ) ,NM( K) ,NN(K) , NS( K I , NS A ( K ) , MP A« ) , Z M( 1 , K Z > / r > A 1 ) )
M«IA( K+ 1 ) = N S A ( K ) « - N S ( K )
CONTINUE
O B T A I N S THF T O T A L NUMBEP OF DOUBLETS
f " S r ; O T = N S A ( M N E T T « - l )
PPTIJFN
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C PUPPCSF. TO G E M F R A T E THE THPEE COMPONENTS OF 4E= OOYl><A.'M C INFLUENCE
f C O E F F I C I E N T S FO- A G I V T N C O N T R O L POINT INOUCCD BY ALL PAV
C -Fl.S DOUBLFT P T S T P ItJUT ION
r
C INPUT C A L L I N G SFCUEMCF
C Z - X , Y , 7 C O O P H I N A T E S HF A GIVEN C O N T R O L P O I N T
C ZN - MO^MAL VFC T OF AT THE Cr^Tfinj. D O J M T QM PAN^L SUP T ACE
C ZD - PEPTUP B A T I O N D I S T A N C E FOP C Q N T P O L POINT AT EDGES
C JPC - INDEX OF PANEL OF W H I C H COMPONENTS OF i 1C APF TQ RP
T T C A N S F C P M E R TO ITS L O C A L C O O R D I N A T E S
r COMMON SLOCK
C / C V C 3 / - NPIF
C / I N D E X / - NPANT, NSNGT
C
C OUTPUT COf^yaM BLOCK
r /PINC/ - O V O F S
r
C S UP F CM T INES
r C A L L E D PT RNS, = I VC , P IVC ,F'>MJLT
r
C D I S C U S S i r - M FHP t V F F Y P f t M E L , T HE PODTINE C A L L S P T R N S TO T R A N S F E R
c " PAN^L INFOPMATON. CEPENDING ON THE G I V E N CONF.OL P O I N T is
C AT EDGr Oc I N T E R I O F TF THE P A M E ! » IT C A L L S E I VC 0^ P I VC
C TO E V A L U A T E THF I N T E G R A L S . THF L A T T F P IS THF'J «.'ULT I PL I ^ D
C BY THE G E N E R A L I Z E D INVFPSt. F^UM L E A S T S Q U A P F S FIT OP QUAD
C -DP AT 1C OCUBl ET D ISTRIBUTION O B T A I N E D IN SUSPHUT !NF SING
c TO FOPM THF TH^EF COMPONENTS °F AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE
r COEFFICIENTS. IT j PC IS SPECIFIED, THE COMPONENTS OF AIC
C WILL 3E TRA"!SFn»MFD TO LOCAL COORDINATES OF THAT
C CULAP °ANEL.
COMMCN / C M C 3 / N T S I N , N T S O U T , N T G D » N P l F , M A l C 3 f N A I C , N J A C , N S C R
r n V M C N / I M O E X / N T ( 9 l , N V ( 9 » , f.'N ( 9 » , NP( 9 ) , NS { 9 I , NC ( 9 I , NZ ( 9 I ,
C f c !Pi ( Ln ) , N S A ( 101 , NCA ( 10) , N Z A ( 1C) , NNETT , NPANT ,MSNGT, NCT« T , N7MPT
C O M M C N / P A N n Q / C P ( 3 , 4 ) , PC ( 3 ) , FO ( 3 ) , AC ( 3f 3 ) , ART ( 3 , 3) , P ( 2 , 4 ) , A , B ,D I AM,
C C ( 6 , 6 ) , A S T ( 6 , 16) , I IS( 16) , INS, ITS.NPOO
C O M M C N / P I N C / D V D F S < 3 , 125)
/P INDX/K .D ,KOf N P W P f NPPD
v y / D V O S ( 3 ,6)
COMMCN / Z I P / IP 7, IP, ITZ, JCZ
D I M E N S I O N VF( 3 ) , V S < 3 t l 6 ) , 7 ( 3 ) , Z N ( 3 )
C S E T S A R P . A Y D V O F S TO Z E R O
C A L L Z E P C ( D V O F S , 3 * t : S N G T )
C OBTAINS THE 3 COMPONENTS OF AEPOHYNAMTC
C INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR A GIVEN CONTROL
C POINT rNOUCEO BY ALL DOUBLET PANELS OF HALF
r THF CONFIGURATION AND THFIP IMAGES
KO = 0
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" F W I N O N P F F $ N P F D = N P I F
HO 7CQ IP=1,NPANT
C f t L l P T P N S ( I P )
I F ( Z C . F G . O ) GO T0 SCO
C A L L E t V C ( 7 , , Z N , Z D » I P I N F )
T F ( I P I N F ) 625,700,625
6 0 0 C A L L P I V C ( Z »
625 C A L L V .MULT(OVn$, A S T , V S , 3 , 6 , INS)
DO 6bC IC=1,INS
i s= i r s ( TO
O V D F S t 1 , I S ) = D V D F S ( l , I S ) + V S ( 1 , 1 C )
n v O F S ( 2 f I S ) = O V D F S < 2 , I S ) + V S ( 2 , 1 C )
D V P P S ( 3 . ! S ) = n v O F S ( . 3 , I S ) < - V S ( 3 , I C J
650 r . O M T I N U E .
7 C O C O N T I N U E
IF( JPC. . P C . G I GH TO 900
: TFANSFOBI^S AIC TO LOCAL PANEL < J P C > CDOPH.
CALL PT=NS(JPC)
nn 85C IS=lfNSNGT
CUL KKL'LTf A R . D V D F S d , I S ) , V C ,3,3, U
01 SCO 1 = 1 , 3
300 r » V O F S ( I , I S ) = V R ( I )
850 C O ^ T I N U F
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O V F P I A Y (
AM SOLVER
C PPnr ,GAM SGLVEP
r
C P tJPPCSF TO SOLVE A L l N E A P S Y S T E M OF EQUATIONS A * X = B
r
C INPUT COf-MON BLOCK
f /NFOS/ - NJE,NF , N M A T , N = > H S
C
r.
r. QUTPUT COTTON BLOCK
c /NF.OS/ - NP.HS
r
C SUBP-LTINES
c C A L L E D L INFOS
c
C D I S C U S S r O M SEE P P O G P A ^ OCCUMEMT 1.3 D E S C R I P T I O N AND FLOW C H A ^ T
c H V F P L A Y P R P G P A M S .
C THF PROC-PAN 1 HAS BEEN SET UP W I T H THE CONS ITE? AT I ON'
r T H A T AN GI..IT-CF-CC5 E EQUATION S C L V F R CAN BE P R P L A T P THE
C SFNT r -^ -CTRF ONE W T T H O U T CHANGING THE O A T A
C S I G N I F I C A N T L Y .
/ N F Q S / M E f NP ,N :MAT t NPnS
HI MANSION 1 A( 13C, 130) ,R( 13C) , IPP ( 130)
MM = 130
C f ^ F A D S CUT COEFFICIENT M A T R [x /U!0 "IGHT-
C. HAND SIDE AND STORES THEM IN A R P A Y S A $ B
PEW! MO
I=l,NF
) ( A( I , J) , J=l, NE)
1C P E A n ( V P H . S ) B( I )
C A L L LlNFOS.U.,NM,NF,IPPf B,MP,DU
IF(01.NE.C. ) GO TO 20
R P f N T 1«5
L « 5 F O F M / i T ( / / / * T H F M A T R I X A P P E A R S S I N G U L A R * )
S T O P
W P I T f S SOLUTION VECTOR HNJ THE F H.









TO CALCULATE AND PRINT THE
PANEL INDICES OF THE WING, FPFE
X,Y,Z COORDINATES, PANEL NUMBER
ALONG THE TERMINATED ^OGE OF
X.Y.Z COORDINATES, PANEL NUMBER
ALONG THE WING TRAILING EDGF
PANEL NUMBEPt X,Y,7 COORDINATES OF
FOLLOWING RESULTS
AND FED SHEET 5 AMD WAX?
AND CIPCULATIPN AT POINTS
FEO SHEET
C I R C U L A T I O N A T POIN T S
THE
AND
AMD LOWE? VELOCITY, DELTA






PANEL C E N T E R Pl.lINT,
CP, UP°ER A.NjO L P W F P
W I N G
X f Y , Z C n O F D I N A T F S
SHEET
X , Y , Z
SHEET NFTWOPK
OF PANEL CONNER POINTS IN THE FPEE
OF PANFL COFNF.R POINTS IN THE FED
BLOCK
/BDYCS/ - Zf










I T C H
,f.
SURPCUTINES
TALL ED MMULT,PTPNS» SNGCM , UVECT, VIP
DISCUSSION SFF DOCUMENT 1.3 DESCRIPTION AND FLOW CHA?T
COMMCN / C M C 3 / N T S IN.NTSOUT , NTGD t NP I F ,NA IC3 ,N AI C, N J A C t NSC ^  .
C O M M O N / 8 0 Y C S / Z C ( 3 , 1 2 5 ) , ZTC ( 3 , 12 5 ) , ZC R( 1 25 ) ,ZDC ( 1 25 ) , I PC ( 125 ) ,
1 ITCU25)
CQMMCN/ INDEX /NT ( _ < > ) , NM ( q ) , NN ( 9 ) , NP( 9 ) , NS ( <} ) ,NC ( 9 ) , NZ ( 9 ) ,
C M P A ( 10 ) ,NSA( 1 0 ) , N C A ( 1CI , N Z A < K) , NMETT , N PANT , \SNGT, NCTP.T, N:Z«PT
M(3,175) ,7L( 75)
CC ( 6 , 6 ) , AST (6,1 6), I IS( 16) , INS, ITS tNPOQ
COf- 'MCN / P I N C / D V D F S ( 3 , 125)
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r OMVCN /P INDX/KP , KQ.NPWF , NPPO
C O M M C N / F S V E L / F S V ( 3 ) , F S V M , A L P H A , X P I TCH, P. CHOP 0
rO'-'MCN / N F A J / N E O , N F , N G •
C C MM CN /MT T F/NCUN, JT , ITMX , K I T , I TPF I M
COXMCN / S O L N / S l 1 2 5 ) , Z M 7 5 )
f O-MCN /IPR I N T / I P M P I J T , I P G E O M » IPSINO, I PC NT P, I PE IVC , 1 PQUTP
C I V E N S I C N V E L ( 3 ) ,VEl F $ < 3 ) , 7 (3 I f T S C ( 6 ) , VU( 3) , V L < 3 »
IF( I PGUTP.EQ.O.nFx.NFUN.NE. 1^0) GO TO 50
PFINT 2010, NNF.TT , M P A N ! T , N S N G T , N C T R T , N Z M F T
2010 Fnc.MAT( *1FPO''( O IJTPUT* /5 I5 )
" P I N T 2020, (S( I ) , 1 = 1 ,NSNGTI
2020 P O P . V A T ( / / * SOLUTION S * / ( 5 F 1 4 . 6 ) »
5 C C O N T I N U E
C
C P P I N i T S PANEL MO. FOR D I F F E R E N T NFTv.T^ KS
!1 = 1 t I? = M P A ( 2 )
T3 = N P A ( ?)•*- ! $ K = M P A ( 3)
15 = N C A ( 3 I + 1 5 16 = N D A ( 4 )
17 = N P A ( 4 ) 4 - 1 $ IB = N P / » ( 6 )
••<P. I T E f M T S n i J T , 5010) I 1, I 2 , I 3 , 14 , I b , I ft , I 7, I ?.
5r '10 FOM',AT< / / / 4 8 X f*W ING P A N E L NUMBE P* , 3X , I 4 , * T .Q* , I4 /
1 4 8 ^ , * F t F F ' SHFFT P A N P L N U M R F R * t 2 X , I 4 t * T O * , I 4 /
2 4 3 X , * P F O SHEET P A N E L N'.'V0, PC * , 3X , 14, * T°'*:,I4/
3 4 0 X , * W A K E c i-\EL NUMBEP *, 3X , T 4 , * TO* , 14)
r
r P O I N T S C I R C U L A T I O N ' A L T N G T c p . M l N A T E D FOGE
0 PF FED SHEET
5070 F ^ F N ' A T ( / / / 4 3 X , * C I P C U L A T I ON : ALONG TF 9M! W AT ED EDGE OF FED SHEE T * / /
14?X , *X* ,10X » * Y * t l O X , * 7 * « I C X , * P A N E L * , 6 X , * C I P C U L A T I O N * / )
KG = 0
Rr>-INP NFIF S NPfiD = MPIF
M3 = N"(3)
I. 1 = N7A( 3) + M3
DO ?CC IP=I5,16
L 2 = L 1 + M 3
CALL PTFNS(IP)
DO ICC L=l,3
Z(L) - 0.f5*(ZM(Lt LI) + 7M(L,L2))
IOC COMTINU?
CALL SKGCAL(7,TSCI
W P I T E ( \ i T S O U T , - > 0 3 0 ) ( Z ( L ) f L - i t 3 ) t I P i T S C ( l )
5030 FOF M A T ( 3 4 X , 3 F l l . 4 , R V , 1 4 , ' t X f Fl l .^f)
L 1 = L 2
?00 C^NT INUF
0
r P C I M T S C I P C U L A T I O M A L O N G W I N G T R A I L I N G EDGE
KP\ TC(NTSnuT,5040)
504-0 F O F : y , A T { / M 8 X , * C I 3 C U L A T T O N 4L.CNG W I N G T R A I L I N G FOGE*/ /
142X , * X * f ICX, *Y*, 1 0 X . * Z * t 10X , *PANEl . * ,6X t *C IFCULAT IGN* / )
TNP = N P A 1 5 ) - (N»M2) - ! )
LI = NI A (4) +• 1
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DU 4CO IP=I7,INP
12 = LI + 1
CALL PTPNS(IP)
00 3CO 1=1,3
Z(L> -- 0.5*(7.M(L,ll> + Zf'(L,L2))
3 C O CONTINUE
C A L L S M G C A L C Z . T S C >
W°ITP(NTSGUT,5C30) < 7(L >,L = l,3 ),IP,TSC( 1|
LI = L2
40 G CONTINUE
. P R I N T S V ( U P P F P ) , V I L H W F F ) , C P ( t J P P E i ) ,
C P ( L O W E R ) , D E L T A C P , ETC. F V A U J A T F n A T T H E
C O N T P O L P G I M T S C O R R E S P O N D I N G T O C E N T R A L
L n C A T T G N GF Of iNiTLS
W C T T F ( N T S O U T , 5 0 5 0 )
5050 P n P M A T ( / / / ^ X , * " A . N 4 E L * , 5 X , * Z C X * , 6 X , *ZCY«, 6X , *?CZ * » 6X, *VUX* , 5X , *VUY*,
l 6 K , * V U / : * , 6 X , * V L X * , 6 X f * V L Y * , 6 X , * V L 7 * , 6 X , *DCP* ,5< f *CP U* , 6X , *fPL * r 6X,
2* A= 5 A * / )
R f - W T K O N ( A ! C 3
KO ~ 0
= NF - NG
nn 5 co r= i ,wro






P F A O ( N A I C 3 I DVOFS
IP = IJ S JC = NEO * !J
C A L L P T R N S ( I P )
C A L C U L A T E S V ( T Q T A L ) A N D G R A D ( M U )
C & L L y v U L T < O V O P S , S , V F L , 3 , M S N G T , I )
OH 6CC 1=1,?
600 V 5 L C I) = VEL (I) «• F S V ( I )
C « L L SNGCAL ( 7 C ( l ,JC) ,T$C )
? ( 1 ) = T S C ( 2 ) $ 7 ( 2 ) = T S C ( 3 > • $ 7 ( 3 ) = 0 .
C A L L MNULTl APT , 7. , VF.LFS,3 , 3, 1)
CM.CUI.ATFS V f U P P T P I AfJO V ( L O W E P )
DP 7 CC 1 = 1,3
V L K I ) = V E L ( I ) + ? . 5 * V E L F S ( I )
VL( I ) = V!=L< I ) - 0.5*VEL | rS( I)
70 C CHMTTMUF
C A L C U L A T E S D E L T A C P
C A L L V I P ( V E L » l f V E L F S » l f 3 , H D C P )
ncc = ?.*HDCP
IF( I J .GT.NFW) GO TO SCO
CALCULATES CP(UPPER) AND CP(LOWEP) FOP WING
C A L l VIP(VEL,1 ,VFL,l,3,V«;C)
C A L L VIPCVELF5, l,VELFS,l,3,GMUSO)
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CPU = i. - (VSO + HDCP + C.25*GMUSO)
CPL = 1. - (VSO - HDCP * 0.25*GMUSO)
C CALCULATES WING APFA, NORMAL FORCT COEFF.,
C PJTf.HlNG MOMENT CQEFF.
SP = C( 1,1)
SW = SW + SP
CNF = AC (3, 3)*DCP*SP
CM = CM + CNF
OM = CM + CNF*( ZC(1, JC) - XPTTCH)
W= I T c ( ^ T S n i J T , 5 0 6 0 ) IP,( ZC( I, JC ) , != ! , • *» , VU, VL , OCP ,C PU, C.PL . SP
5C60 F D F W A
GO T
3CC W R I T F ( N T S O U T t 5 0 7 0 ) I P, ( ZC ( I , JC ) , 1= 1, 3 ) , VU, VL t DCP
5070 F Q F - M A T l 3X, I .4 ,2y ilGFP.M
900 CHNTTNUF
C C A L C U L A T E S NOP^AL FORCE CPEFF.,
c P ITCHING MOMENT CPFFF.
SW = 2 . * S W
C.N = ? . * C N / S W
C.V = ? . * C M / { S C H 1 P O * S W )
WRJ T c f N T S n U T . ' i C S O ) CN, CM, X P ITC H , F CHOPP) , SW
5C9C F O C M A T ( / / / 4 7 X , * N O R M A L F C S C F C fEFF ICK^T =*, 3X , Fg. A-/
1 4 7 X , * P I T C M I N G Mnwp.NiT CPFPF
2 4 7 X , * P I T C H A X I S =*, 17X ,F<?.
P C I M T S CCPNEF PUINTS OF F R E E SHFCT
. AMP FFD SHEET NF T WOFK
k P I T F ( N T S O U T t 5 0 9 0 )
5C9C F n P M A T ( / / / ^ 9 X , * X Y Z C O O R D I N A T E S UF COPNEP P O I N T S * )
Jl = N Z A ( ? | *•! $ J2 = N Z A ( 3)
W f i I T F < N T S O U T , 51001 ( 7*( 1 , J > , ZM( 2 , J ) , ZV ( 3 , J ) , J= J 1 , J 2)
5100 F O P M A T < / 57X , *FP .E£ SHFF.T NFT W O P K * / / ( 1 5F« .3 ) )
Jl = N ' Z A ( 3 ) + 1 $ J2 = N Z A ( 4 )
WPITc(NTSGUT,511C) (ZM(1,JJ,ZM(2',J),7M(3,JJ,J = J1,J2I
511C FOPMfiT( /57X,*FEO SHEFT NETWORK*// ( I 'JTS. 3) )
PETJPN.
END
N E T W O R K
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SU8P.CUTINE S I M F C C ( Z )
c SUBPCIJTINF S I N P C C (Z )
r
C PUPPCSF O IVFN THF X , Y , Z C O O R D I N A T E S OF A POINT SINFCC DEFINES A
C M A T F I X ( Q S O F S ) , W H I C H WHEN M U L T I P L I E D BY A VECTuP CON-
C S IST ING OP V A L U E S - OF A l . L DOUBLET P A R A M E T E R S , G I V E S THE
C VALUE AND 1ST ,2NC D E R I V A T I V E S O c DOUBLET STRENGTH AT THE
C GIVEN POINT
r
C INPUT CALLING SEQUFMCF
C Z - X,Y,Z CO^POTNATES "F THE GIVEN POINT
C COMMON BLOCK
C /INDEX/ -.NSNGT
r /PANHQ/ - KO,AF- ,-AST, IIS, !NS
C
C f'UTPLT COMMON BLOCK
C /SNGC/ - CSDFS
C
C SUDPCUTTNFS
C C ft! LED UN I PAN
C
r DISCLSSION SUB°OUTIME UNIPAN CONVERTS THF INPUT POINT FP nw. THE
C UNIV CKSAL TQ L3CAL PANEL COO cniNATE SYSTEM.
C A SIX Fy SIX MAT R I X IS POPPED ^ THE GENERAl ECUATIRM
c S F P P F S E N T I N G THE DOUBLET S T R E N G T H D I S T R iBijTinr; AT THE GIV
C -EN POINT ON -"- PANEL AND ITS DERIVATIVES.
C A SIX RY SIXTEEN MATFIX (AST) FOR COEFFICIENTS OF CUAO
C -f-ATIC DQUBLET OlSTPIBUTynN ON THE PANEL ALSO EXISTS. THE
C M A T R I X IS COMPUTED IN SUBROUTINE SING.
C THF M A T R I X OSDFS IS FORMED BY MUl.TI PL Y ING THESF TWO
C MATRICES.
COMMON/I N O E X / N T { 9) t NM < 9) , NNi ( 9 ), NP( 9 } , NS { 9 ) , NC ( 9 ) , NZ ( 9 ) ,
C N P A ( lOlt NSM 10), N C A < 1C) , M ? A < 101 » NNETT t MP/»IMT , SSNGT, NCT9 T, N
C r - M M C M / P A N O O / C P ( 3 t 4 ) i P C ( 3 ) t R O ( 3 ) f A a ( 3 , 3 ) f A R T ( 3 f 3 ) t P ( 2 f 4
C C ( 6 , 6 ) , A S T ( 6 , 1 6 ) , I IS( 16 ) , I K S t I T S . N P D Q
Cn^MfNj /SNGC/ O S Q F S ( 6 , 1 2 5 )
n iMc N s iON Z ( 3 ) , A ( 3 )
F O U I V A L E N C E ( x ,wm) , ( Y , w ( 2 i )
r T P A N S F O R M S THE INPUT POINT FRHM G L O B A L - T0
C L O C A L PANEL C O O R D I N A T E S Y S T E M
C A L L UMPANf A P , R O f Z , W )
C S E T S A P R A Y DSOFS TO Z E R O
CALL ZEFOCPSOFSt6*NSNGT)
C MULTIPLIES T^/Q MATPICES TO FORM THE M A T F l x
C DSOFS
no ?co i c = i t i N S
T S = I I S ( 1 C )
D X = ' A S T ( 4 , I C ) * X * A S T ( 5 t I C ) * Y
DY = A S T ( 5 f I C ) * X * A S T ( 6 , IC> *Y
I l t ISI = D S O F S ( l , I S I + A S T ( l t I C I * ( A S T ( 2 t I C ) * - . 5 * D X ) * X
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O ( A S T ( 3 , I C ) + . 5 * Q Y ) * Y
r ) S O P S ( ? , I S ) = D S D F S ( 2 t ! S ) * - A S T ( 2 , I C J + P X
O S O F S O , I S ) = D S O ^ S ( ? . , I S ) * A S T ( 3 . I C )
O S O F ? < ^ , I S ) = O S O F S ( 4 , I S J + 4 S T ( A , I C )
HSOP 5 ( 5 , I S ) = D S D F S ( 5 , I S ) * A S T ( 5 , 1 C )
n S O F S ( 6 , I S ) = O S O ' r S ( 6 , I S > * A S T ( 6 , I C )
200 COfMTI f JUE
P tllJRM
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UTINE S N G C A L 1 7 . . T S C »
c su^ CUT INF S N G C A L ( Z , T S O
c
c PU^PCSF in C A L C U L A T E THE VALUF AND IST.ZND DEK r v A T i v t . s OF OOLJB-
C LET STRENGTH AT THE SPECIFIED PHJMT
t*
u
C IMPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C 7 - X,Y,Z COC-POIN&TES OF TH? GIVEN POINT
C COMMON SLOCK
C /SCLN/ - S
r
C OUTPUT C A L L I N G SFOUFNCF
C TSC - A 3 P A Y C O N S I S T S OF THF VftLUF. AND lST,2Nm D
C OF DOUBLE-T S T R E N G T H
C
C S U F P C U T I N F S
r C A I . L F O SINFCC.MMIJLT
C
C O i ^ C U S S l O N S N G C A L C iLLS SUePCUTINE S I N F C C TO PP-COUCE THF v i A T = l x
C HSOPS. MMUI.T M U L T I P L I E S THIS M A T C J X 3Y THE V E C T O R C O N S I S T
C -INT OF V A L U E S OF ALL OOUBL C T P A P A V E T E P S P P E V I P P S L Y 08-
C T A I N E O TO PRODUCT THE V A L U C AMD 1ST,2ND DfP-I VAT I V E S OF
C DOUBLET STRENGTH AT THE GIVEN POINT
r **««*<:
C H M M G N / I N D E X / N T ( 9 ) , N M ( 9 > t N N ( 9 » , N P ( 9 ) , N S ( 9 ) , N C ( q ) , M f ( q ) ,
C N P A ( 10) t N S A ( Ul ,NCA( 10) , N Z A ( 10) , MNETT , N PANT , NSNGT , NCT« T , V
CO- W W CN / S N G C / O S O F S ( A t 125)
C C V V C N / S H L N / S ( 1 2 5 ) , Z A ( 7 5 )
D I M E N S I O N 1 ( 3 ) , T S C ( 6 )
C A L L S I N F C C ( Z )




S UP P CD TINE BSUBSMU ,NP,N, IPR fB , . " )










































D ISC US S
I
I
TO PERF3RM RACK SUBSTITUTIONS USING THE FACTOR I? ATI ON DE-
TAINED FROM A DECOMPOSITION ROUTINE AND FIND THE SOLUTION
POR A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
CALLING SEQUENCE
A - THE LOWER T R I A N G L E OF THF ARCAY CONSISTS OF A L3WE^
T3 i ANGULAR M A T R I X L AND THF UPPF'. TR i ANGLE CONSISTS
OF AV UPPEF TFIAKGULAC .MATCIX U. THE* AP^ OBTAINED
EDQ^ A DECOMPOSITION ROUTINE SUCH AS TOECOM
NR - M A X I M U M ROW DIMENSION OF A R R A Y S A AND B
N - ORDER OF THF. COEFFICIENT MATRIX
IPR - AP5AY CONSISTS OF NUMBERS OF PIVOTAL ROW, AS DERIV-
ED FROM THF SUBROUTINE TDFCOM
B - A F P A Y CONSISTS OF M FIGHT-HAND SIDES OF THE L I N E A R
SYSTEM
M - NUMBER OF RIGHT-HAND SID'S
CALLING SEQUENCE










THE PniJTINE FI"ST USES DIVOTAL INFORMATION G!
E A R R A Y IPR TO EXCHANGE ELEMENTS DF RIGHT-HAND







TRIANGULAR SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS LY=B AND BAC K W A R D SUB-
ITUTIQN BY SOLVING THF UPPEP TRIANGULAR SYSTF." Op E
ONS UX=Y. X IS THE OESI&FO SOLUTION OF THE GIVEN SY
EQUATIONS.
THE ROUTINE is A MODIFIED VERSION OF A ROUTINE IN









= 1 1 N
(NR, 1 » , I PR (1) ,3( NR,1 )
USES PIVOTAL INFORMATION TO EXCHAN













































P E R F O R M S F O R W A R D S U B S T I T U T I O N
NM1 = N - 1
DO 50 K=1,M
B( If K) = B( U K ) / 4 { 1,1)
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IF tN .EO.1) GO Tl 30
DO ?Q I = ? , N
X = 6 ( 11 K )
f M. L V I P S< M 1, 1 > , NF , 3 < 1, K », 1, I- 1, X I
2 0 F ( I , K ) = X / A ( 1 , 1 )
P E R F O R M S B A C K W A P C S U B S T I T U T I O N
10 fi(N,K) = 8 ( N , K >
TF( K UEO. I) GO TO
 5c
pn 4C IN=ltNMl
I = N - I N
X = P ( I , K)
II = '+!
C A L L V I P S ( A ( I , T l ) , N » , B ( I l » K ) , I , I N . X I
D




IDENT CMA8 ( A , R , R , N P A , N C A , N C R )
* SURFCUTINE C V A R ( A , B , F , N S A , N C A , N C B )
*
* P U F P C S E TO MULTIPLY TWO M A T R I C E S WHOSE El CMFN|TS A? E
* C O M P A C T L Y BY R O W S ( C O M P A S S )
* INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
* A - L O C A T I O N OF F IF 'ST M A T R I X
* P. - L O C A T I O N OF SECOND M . 4 T P I X
* P - L O C A T I O N nr R E S U L T A N T M A T C j x
* MFA - NUMRFC OF C O W S IN F I P $ T M A T R I X
* NC A - NU^BEF OF COLUMNS IN F ! C S T MA™ IX
* MC.B - NUMBEP nF CPLU*NS P; SECON-P M A T ? IX
*
* OUTPUT C A L L I N G SEQUENCE
* p _ R E S U L T A N T M f i T c i x
*
* S U 8 F C U T I N F S
* C AIL E D NONE
*
* OI.SCUSSION PE CFORMS THr M A T R I X OPERATION (P.) = (B) (A)
*
* UARN T N G -
* TH IS POIJTINE USES PUN C O N V E N T I O N C A L L I N G S E Q U E N C E
* DC NOT C A L L FFHM F T f i C O M P I L E D P & Q G P A M S
*******
C M A B « S S Z 1
*
* INITIALIZATION POPTI ON
*
SA4 B4 LOAP NUMBEP OF ROWS A 'A
SA5 B5 LOAT NUMBEC OF onWS B «
0X7 X4*X5 GET MUMRE= ELEMENTS IN M A T R I X
$34 PH-X5 LAST AOO^ESS PLUS ONE FIRST ROW A
SAC Bl SAVE ADDRESS OF A IN AO
SB5 X5 N'UMBET COLUMNS A
SA3 R6 NUMBEP COLUMNS 8
SXO 1 ONE TO x:
SB7 PI+X7 LKA4-QNF OF A M A T R I X TO 57
$86 *3 NUM'EFC COLUMNS B M A T R I X
RXl xr*X3 EVFN/ODD F L A G FOR NCB TO XI
SA4 P?*X3 S T O R E FWA S E C O N D SOW OF B IN A^
?P X l . C L O O P IF B HAS AN EVEN NUMBEP OF COLUMNS'
* NEED NOT HO THE ODD LOOP
*
* P P O C F S S F I R S T COLUMN OF P IF NCB IS ODD
* SXO 63 SAVE A D D P E S S OF P IN XO
*






























OF ?. OW OF A
OP COLUMN Of-
T C X I
«. TO XI



















B I * I
A2*B6
P;l






















T E S T






PLY ELEMENT A * E
iDOPESS IN A UP -*S LOO" COUNTER
NEXT ELEMENT COLUMN OF n
NEXT ELEMiENT ROW OF i
ON CURRENT CQNT. TQ INMF!
IF «H IS POINTS TO MFXT
: ELEMENT IN THE R MA.TPJY
INNEP LOOP DONE COUNTER fW NCA
P STnt-E BY NCB
FOP ALL ROWS FIRST COL HF R DONE
SS UP A
E R £CD. TO SECOND ELEMENT
PE ^ ADD. TO SECHND ELEMENT
sf R<V TO L W 4 * l F I R S T Pf iW
FOR DONE AT TH IS POINT





F P I M A P Y - POST ION OF COD' TC PROCESS MULTIPLY





LOAD FI"ST ELEMENT OF A FOP INNER
SAVE ADDRESS OF q M A T R I X COL IN XO











ELEMENT ODD COLUMN OF P
ELEMENT EVEN COLUMN OF B
AS EVEN ACCUMULATrp

















START ODD MULTIPLY GOING
BUMP 81 AS LOOP COUNTER
STAPT EVEN MULTIPLY GOING
LOAD MEXT ELEMENT ODD COLUMN OF B
LOAD NFXT ELEMENT PDW OF A
AOO ON INNFP PPQO. ODD COL
LOAD "1EXT CLEMENT EVEN COLUMN OF 6
ADO ON I INNER PROD. EVEN COL
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1T 5 l , 3 4 , I L O O P OONF IP Bl POINTS TO N E X T P(1W OF A
NX6 X6
S-a4 B4«-i35 • ADVANCE B4 TO NEXT ROW OF A
SA6 93 STO&E FLFKFMT R i ».j QOO CUL
NX 7 X7
fa3 B3 + R6 BUMP THE F STHPF *3Y NC3
St7 A6+1 STORF ELEMENT P IN EVEN COL
l.T P 1 , 3 7 , R L O O P PONE IF 31 IS ^ 4 5 ^ THE A M A T R I X
? f > 3 XC-4-? A D V A N C E INITIAL VALUE OF R3 BY TWO
SBI AH P E S T O P E BI TO F I R S T ELEMENT DP A
A D V A N C E COL P POINTER <3Y TWO
R E S T O C F B^ TO SECOND SOW OF A
?X2 A4-B3 L W A + 1 OF f - NF.XT COL OF c A D O C E S S
N7 X 2 » C L O O P DCNF IF N E X T COL OF R IS SECOf-in PHW
FO CMA3 GET Oir
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SUP3CUTINE C P n S S ( A , B , C )
C SUSP CUT INF C.RDSS (A,B,C)
r
C PURPCSE TO CALCULATE THF CROSS PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS
C
C INPUT CALLING SFOUENCF
C A - FIRST VECTQF
i" P - SECOND VFCTOf-
r
C OUTPL'T C A L L I N G SF.PUF.NCF
C C - P 'FSULTANT V E C T Q F
C
C S lJPPCUTlNES
C C A L L E D NOME
C
c n i ^cuss ic r j C R O S S P E P F G s v s THF F O L L O W I N G C A L C U L A T nws-
C C ( l ) = ( A ( ? ) * B ( 3 » ) - ( A ( 3
C C ( 2 ) = ( A ( 3 ) * B ( 1 M - ( A ( 1
C C ( 3 ) = ( A ( l ) * B ( 2 ) ) - ( A ( 2 ) * B ( D )
CN A( 3)
 tR< 3),C(3I
C( l)=A( 2)*P( 3)-A( 3)*B(2)
C(2 )=A(3)*B( 1J-A( 1)*RC3)
C( ? )=A( 1 )*fl(2)-A{ 2)*B( 1 )
FNO
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S U B P C U T I N E IPTPNS ( IP )
C SUBROUTINE IPJPNS ( IP )
C
c P U R P O S E TO W P I T E PANEL INFORMATION ON DISK
c
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C IP - PANEL NUMBER OF INFORMATION TO BE WRITTEN
C COMMON BLOCK
C /PANJOQ/ - CP,PC,PO, AP, ART, p, A,R,DIAM,CtAST, US, IMS, ITS
C /PINDX/ - KP,N!PWP
C
C. OUTPUT COMMON BLOCK
c. /PINDX/ - KP
r
C S U B R O U T I N E S
C C A L L E D NONE
f
C O I S C U S S I C N W R I T E S 197 W O « H S OF PANFL I N F O R M A T I O N FROM
r BLCCK PANDO ONTO DISK FILE SPECIF IED BY NPWR
COMMCN / P A N C O / P O Q ( 1 < 9 7 ) , NPDO
/P INDX/ KPfK.nUNt NPAN,NDUh
ID = IP - KP
TF ( ID) 20C,300 f ICO
100 I B P A N C H = ID
GO TC 250
200 I B P A N C H = IP
P T W I N D NPAM
250 IF ( IBPANCH .FO.. II GC TO ?<9C
MAX - T BRANCH - I
DO 275 1=1, VAX
275 WBTTP(NPAM) PDQ(l)
2«)0 WPITC(NPAN) POO




SUBROUTINE LINFQSU, NF,N, IPR,BiM f 01)
C SUBROUTINE L INEQS ( A , NF , N, I PR ,8 , M, 01 )
C
C PUF0CSE T0 SOLVE A S Y S T E M OF L I N E A R FOLIATIONS A*X = B
C
C INPUT CALL ING SEQUENCE
C A - ARC AY C O N S I S T S OF FLEMFNTS OF THE COEFFICIENT M A T ? I <
C NP - M A X I M U M FOW DIMENSION Of 4 P P A Y S A AND R
i" N - CPDF.F CF THF C O E F F I C I E N T M A T & I X
r B - A R R A Y C O N S I S T S OF M RIGHT-HAND S IDES OF THF L I N F A &
C S Y S T E M
C M - NUMBER CF C 'GHT-HAND SIDES
r
C OUTPUT C A L L I N G SEOUFNCE
C A - THE L O W E R TFUNGLE OF THE / . P ^ A Y C O N S I S T S OF A LOiEP
C TOIANG'JLA? M.A T PIX L AND THF UPPE* T R I A N G L E C O N S I S T S
C OF AN UPPEB T P I A N G U L A P M A T R I X U (S INCE U IS UNIT UP-
c PEP T P I A N G U L A C , ITS D I A ^ O ^ A L ELEMENTS ARE IVOT stn^Fn)
C IPP - A D P A Y G I V E S NUMBEP-S OF P I V O T A L ° OW (A O E C O P O QP I N-
C T ^ O C H A M G E S )
C B - SOLUTION VFCTnRS
C 01 - = +1 OR -I ACCOFDING AS THF NyM?5P OF INTFP^HANnFS
r is EVEN OR ono. IT ALSO INDICATES SUCCESSFUL PETUPN
c =o INDICATES THAT THE COEFFICIENT M A T P I X APPEALS
c SINGULAP
r
C S U P R C U T I N E S
C C A L L E D TDEC r JM,3SuPS(^
c
C OISCUSSIGN "ROUTINE TDECOM IS FIFST CALLED 3Y LINF.QS TO PEPFOPM
C THE DECOMPOSITION OF THE COEFFICIENT M A T R I X A INTO A LOW-
C EC TPIANGULAP M f t T F l X L ANr> AM UPPER TRIANGULAP ^ATPIX U.
C THE 5ESULT IS THEN USED IN BSUBSM FOR CARRYING. OIJT RACK
C SUBSTITUTIONS A NP OBTAINING THE SOLUTION TO THE SYSTEM OF
.C EQUATIONS.
C THIS ROUTINE IS A MODIFIED VFPSION OF A ROUTINE IN THE
C SUBROUTINE LIBRARY OF THF BOEIN'G COMPUTER . SE1* VI C ES CO.
DIMENSION A(NR, 1) ,IPR( 1) ,B( NP , 1 )
c CALLS ROUTINE TO DECOMPOSE THE GIVFM
C COEFFICIENT MATP IX
CALL TDECOM(A,NP,N,IPPt IP", 01)
IFini.EQ.C. » GO TQ 1C
C CALLS ROUTINE Tr, PERFORM, BACK SUBSTITUTIONS
c AND OBTAIN THE SOLUTION FOR THE ?YSTFM OF
C EQUATIONS




SUP? CUT INF MV,ULT( A , n , C f L t M , N )
C ******C S U P ^ C U T I N E MMULT ( A , B ,C t L , M , N )
r
C P U P P C S F TQ MULTIPLY TWO M A T R I C E S
r
r INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C A - A R R A Y CONTAINING ELEMENTS OF M A T R I X A
C 3 - A R O A Y CONTAINING ELEMENTS QF M A T R I X 3
r. L - NUM3EF OF POW«i IN A AND C
C « - NU-MOEC OF COLUMNS ir-; A AND ROWS IN R
C \' - NUMBEP CF COLUMNS IN B AMD C
r
C ^UTTUT C A L L I N G SFQUFNCE
C C - f .ESULT&MT MAT? IX
C
C S U B P C U T I N F S
c C A L L E D C M A B
r
r . D ISC US SIGN MX'JLT C A L L S CMi B TO C A L C U L A T E (C> = (A) (B)
0 I ME N S I HN A ( L t M I , 8 ( M , N ) t C ( L , N )
C A L L C M A P ( R , A , C , N f M , L )
P F T U P M
FNPi
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SUBROUTINE PANIJNI ( A R T ,R,0, Y,X )
C S U R P - C U T I N E PA-MUNI ( AR T ,P 0 , Y , X )
r
r p i j oo rSF TO T R A N S F O R M POINT C O O R D I N A T E S F^Q-M THF L O C A L PANFL
C S Y S T E M TO THF UNIVE°S4L S Y S T E M
C
C INPUT C A L L I N G S E Q U E N C E
C ART - L O C A L TO G L O Q A L PANEL S Y S T E M TP A N S F O R M A T ] p-N M,
T RO - X , Y , Z C O O C D I N A T F S OF P A " E L C E N T E R < U-M VFF S 4L I
C Y - X , Y , Z COr^QI \ A T E S 0^ POINT TO BE T» ANSFOPf - ' .ED f LHC A|
r
C nuT^LT CALLING SEQUENCE
C X X , Y , Z C O O ^ n i N A T E S OF T R A N S F O R M E D POINT ( U N I V E R S A L
C
C S U B R C U T I NFS
c CALLED MMULT
c
C OI5-CU?SICN T4F L O C A L - P A N F L COOPDINATES APE MULTIPLIED BY THE
r M A T R I X A^T IN SUSPOUTIME MMULT TO PSDOUCE THE GLOBAL
c OANFL COORDINATES WHICH, WHEN ADDED TO THE UNIVERSAL
c QA.NEL CENTER, PRODUCE THE U N I V E R S A L COORDINATES.
DIMFNSICN A PT(3» 3 » , P 0(3),X( 3 ),Y( 3),W(3)
C A L L MVULT{ART tY,W,3,3,1)
DT 1C 1=1,3
10 X( I ) =W< I ) 4-00 (I )
PFTUPN
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SUBROUTINE POSE OS ( A , NP..N , ON , R ,M , 01)
C S U R P f U T I N E Pf)ScQS ( A , NR , N ,i)Nf B, M , Dl )
r
r °UPPCSE TO SOLVE A S Y S T E M OF E Q U A T I O N S A*X = B, W H F R - ft I S A POSI
C -T IVF DEFINITE S Y M M E T R I C M A T P f x , USING CHOLESKY DECO'IPOSI
C -TIOM
r
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C A - APR AY OF WHICH THE UPPER TPIANGLE IS TH1 UPPFF TCjAM-
C GLE Of A GIVEN POSITIVE DEFINITE SYMMETRIC V A T R I X
C NF - MAVI'MUM ROW DIMENSION OF AF.R 4YS A ANT 3
C N - ORDER rf TH^ POSITIVE DEFINITE COEFFICIENT M A T R I X
C B - A "FAY CONSISTS OF M PI GUT-HAND SIDES OF THE I. !I>.!RAP
C SYSTEM
C I"1 - MlJM3KP OF P IGHT-HAND S I P E S
C
C OUTPUT CALLING St.OUENCE
C R - SOLUTION VECTf'FS
r A - A R R A Y OF WHICH THE UPPFP TPTANGLE IS SAVE AS INPUT,
c THE LOWEP T P i A N G L E CONTAINS THE LDWER TRIANGULAR MAT-
C P < I X L FROM C H O L E S K Y DECO M POS IT ION W I T H D I A C O ^ A I ELF-
C MENTS EXCLUDEP
C' ON - THE R E C I P R O C A L S OF D I A G O N A L E L E M E N T S OF L
C 01 - = 1 COP S U C C E S S F U L R E T U R N
C = 0 I N D I C A T E S THAT THE GIVEN COEFF IC IENT " A T F i x AP-
C P E A R S NOT P O S I T I V E DEFINITE
C
C S U B R O U T I N E S
C C A L L E D NOJE
C
c DISCUSSION THE ROUTINE F I R S T PFPFOPMS THE CHOLESKY DECOHPOSITICN
C OF THE GIVEN M A T P I X A INTO A LOW^1-' TRIANGULAR V A T P I X L
C AND ITS TRANSPOSE. IT THFN SOLVES THE GIVEN SYSTEM OF EOU
C -ATIONS 3Y BACK SUBSTITUTIONS.
A ( M R , 1> ,ON( 1 ) , * < N P , 1)




X = A { I t J )
I F ( K I . G T . G ) C A L L VI P S ( A ( 1, 1), NC , A ( J , I ) , NF
 t KI , X )
. IF(J.NF.I) GO TO 1C
I P J X . L E . ^ . ) GO TO 8C
ONM I ) = l . / S Q R T ( X)
00 TC 20
1C A { J t I ) = X * O N ( I )
20 CONTINUE
01 = 1.
B A C K SUBSTITUT IONS
NM1 = N - 1
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DO fiC J-l.M
P { 1 , J ) = B< 1 , J ) *OM(1 )
IF( iM.FQ. l ) GO TO 4C
00 ^c I=2,N
Y = B( I,Jl
C A L L V I P S ( A ( I, I) , NP , B < I, J ) , I , I- 1 , Y )
P ( ! , J ) = Y * O N ( I )
IF(N.EO.l) C,n Tn 6r
30 CONTINUE
'tC R { \ , J ) = B ( N , J ) * D N ( N )
r--0 5C IN=l fNMl-
1 = N - IN
Y = B( I, J)
II = 1*1
C A L L V I P S l A U l » I > » l t B ( II , J) t 1, IN ,Y )









C SUBPfUTINE PTRNS (TP)
C
C PUPPCSE TO PF.AO PANEL INFCPMATTCN FPO^ DISK
r
C INPUT CAL I ING SEQUENCE
c IP - PANEL MUVSEP np I N F O R M A T I O N TO BE P.EAD
r COMMON BLOCK
c /CMNOX/ - K O . N P R D
r.
r OUT OUT COMMON BLOCK
r /PANOQ/ - C P , P C , P C ,AP, A F T , P , d , 6 , D I A M , C , A S T , IIS, I fVS, ITS
C / P I M O X / - K.Q
C
C SUBPCUTINFS
C C A L L E D f-;ONE
C
C PISCUSSIHM PEAUS 197 WOCOS HF PANEL INFORMATION Fi? DM DISK FILE
C SPFCIFIEn PY NPPP INTO CPMMO*' BLCCK °ANDO.
r ******
C
C PEACS PANEL INFQPMATlHN FPOM PISK
C
CPMMCN / P A M C Q / PnO(lQ7l , M^OQ
C.OMMTM / P I N C X / KOUM, KP, NDIJM , NPAN
r
ID = IP - KP
IF ( I D ) 200,300, ITO
100 I B R A N C H = ID
GO Tf 250
200 T P C A N ' C H = IP
P F W I N D NPAN
250 IF ( IPRANCH .FO. 1) GO TO 2<50
MAX = IRRANCH - 1
PH 275 I = 1,MAX
275 PF.AP(NPAN) PHQ(l)
290 PBAO(NPAN) PDO




SUP-P.CUTTNE T D E C O M ( A T N P , N , V , IPP,D1)
C******c SUF.CCUTINE TDECOM ( A , M C - , N , V , IPR,DI>
r
C P U ? P C S F TO DECOMPOSE A S Q U A R E M A T P T y INTO L O W F F AND UPPEP T F I A N -
C GULAR MfcTMCF.S W I T H P A R T I A L PIVOTING AMD SOW FOUIL IBRA-
C T f C=N
C
C INPUT CALLING SEOUFNCF
C /> - A P R A Y CONSISTS OF ELEMENTS OF A GIVEN « A T F I X
C NP - MA X I M U M POW DIMENSION OF ARC AY A
C N - ORDER OF THE GIVEN V A T F I X
C V - SCCATCH A R R A Y , MAY BE SAME APR AY AS IPR TP SAV STOP
C -AGF
C
C GUTPL T C A L L I N G SEQUENCE
C A - THF LCV.-FR T R I A N G L E OF THF A f ' F A Y C O N S I S T S OF A L D W F F
C T = I £ N G U L A P M A T R I X L AMD THE IJPP£3 TP T A N G L E CnN jS IS T S
f OF AN UPPER T R I A N G U L A R M . A T P i X IJ ( S I N C E U IS UN T T UP-
r PPF T R I A N G U L A R , ITS DIAGONAL E L E M E N T S ARE NOT S T H P F D )
C Tpp _ A R P A Y G I V P S NUMBERS OF P I V O T A L POW (A R E C O R D OF IM-
C T F P C H A N G F S )
C 01 - = *l 'JP -1 A C C O R D I N G AS THE NUMBE0 OF I N T F F C H A M G E S
C IS EVEN OP ODD. IT A L S O I N D I C A T E S S U C C E S S F U L DFCOM-
C P O S I T I O N
c = o T N D I C A T E S THAT THE G I V F N M A T R I X A P P - A R S S I N G U L A R
r
C S U B ^ C U T I N E S
C C A L L F D V ! P , V I P S
C
c o r scu j s iCN THE ROUTINE P E R F O R M S THE CPOUT F A C T O R I Z A T I O N OF A GIV-
C EN M A T R I X W I T H P A R T U L P I V O T I N G AND ».OW FOUIL IBP AT I ON.
C THF UPPER AMD L O W E R T P I A N G U L A P M A T R I C E S R E S t J L T F D FPOM THF
C DECOMPOSITION APF STOFEO IN THE ftPRAY A WHICH O R I G I N A L L Y
C CONSISTS ELEMENTS OF THE GIVEN M A T R I X . IF ONE OF THF PI-
C V O T S A P P E A R S TO Bt TOO S M A L L , 01 IS SET TO Z E R O AND AN
C E R R O R E X I T I S T A K F N .
C THIS ROUTINE IS A MODIF IED V E R S I O N OF A R.OUTIMF IN THE
C SUBROUTINE L I B R A R Y OF THE BOEING COMPUTER S F ? V I C = S CO.
C******
DIMENSION A(MR,1) ,V(1),IPP( II
DATA EPS/164077777777777777768/
Efl=8.*EPS
C CALCULATES LENGTH OF «OW VECTQFS
00 1C 1=1,N
CALL VIP(A( I,1),NR,A( I,1),NR,N,Y)
IFfY.LE.O.) GO TH 70
1C V(I)=l./SQRT(Y)






Y = A( I ,K)
I F ( K l . G T . O ) C A L L V I P S < M 1 , 1 ),NF , A { 1 ,K) , I ,K 1,Y )
A { I , K.) = Y
V = A 8 $ ( Y * V ( t ) J




I F ( L . e C . K ) GO Tn 35
Dl=-Cl
DO 1C J=lfM
Y = A( Kf J )
« < / , J l = A ( L , J )
3 C A ( ( , J ) = Y
V I L ) = V ( K )
3 5 T P P ( K ) = L
CHECKS IF THE PIVOT is inn SMALL
IF(X.LT.FB) GO TO 70
X = l./A(K,K)
J=K*l
40 IF(J.GT.N) GO Tn 50
Y = i(K,J)













P U R P O S E TQ FHRM THE TF. t .NSDOSE OF A M A T R I X A ANO
THE PESULT IN A M A T R I X R
CALLING SEQUENCE
t - A & P A Y CCNTMMING M A T R I X ELEMENTS TC RE T F A M S P O
M - NUM3EP OF R O W S IN A AND COLU^MS IN R
N - NUMflSP 0F COLUMNS IN A AND C G W S IN B
CALL ING SEOUENCF
AT - A F R A Y C O N T A I N I N G FLEMFNTS IF THE T R A N S P O S E r=F
THE G I V E N
CUTPL'T
SUBROUTINES
C A L L E D NONE
DISCUSSION AT(J,I) IS SFT TO A(I,J) AS I V A R I E S FF CM 1 Tf! M











NE TFNSFP ( X, Y,N)
C SUP <•' CUT IMF TCNSFP <X,Y,N)
C
f . P I J C P C S E TD MOVE A NUM8F& CF E L E M E N T S FROM ONE A R C A Y TQ A
C
C INPUT CALLING SFOUENCF
C X - LOCATfON CF THF FIPST A R P A Y FLEMENT ID GF MOVED
C N - NIJMBEP r'F FLE^FNTS TO BE vnVEO
r
C HUTPL'T C A I L I N G SECUEMCE
C Y - 4PFAY OF ELEMENTS IDENTICAL TO THE FIRST K ELEMENTS





C D I S C U S S I O N Yd) IS SE^ T{J XU) AS T V A R I E S FROM I TO N.
00 lr.C I=l,N
100 Y( I) = X( I)
P C T |J C M
END
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S U B R O U T I N E U N I P A N ( A R , P C » X t Y )
C SUBROUTINE UNIPAN ( Afc . P C , X , Y )
r
C PU-PCSE TO TRANSFORM PQINT COORDINATES FPHM THE UNIVERSAL
C S Y S T E M TO THE L O C A L PANEL S Y S T E M
r
C INPUT . CALLING SEQUENCE
C AP- GLOBAL TO L O C A L PANEL S Y S T E " TP A N S F C P « A T I C f i f ' f i T P T X
C PO- X , Y , Z C O O R D I N A T E S OF PANEL C E N T E R ( U N I V E R S A L »
C X - * , Y , Z cnnoQINATES OF POINT TO BE TRANSFO^En
C ( U M I V E P S A H
C
C OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C Y - X,Y fZ COORDINATES OF T". ANS FOPMtO POINT (LOCAL)
C
C S U B R O U T I N E S
c C A L L E D KMULT
c
C HISCUSSION THE CPOFOINATES OF THE PAMFL TENTHS APe SUBTRACTED
C ECP^ THE COORDINATES OF THC POINT TD BE TRANSFORMED. THIS
C GLOBAL APCAY IS THEN MULTIPLIED SY THE M A T F I X AC us'lMG
c SUP.PODTINE MMULT TO PRODUCE THE LOCAL P A N E L c n o w o i N A T p s .
r******
DIMENSION A C ( 3 , 3 ) , R O ( 3 ) , X ( 3 ) , Y ( 3 J , W ( 3 )
nr 1C 1=1,3
1 ^ W ( I ) = X ( I ) - P O ( I )




SUPPCUTINE U V E C T ( A )
r******
C SUBROUTINE UVFCT (A)
f.
C P t lPPCSE TO C A L C U L A T E THf O T P E C T I D N C O S I N E S OF A V E C T O R
C
C INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
C A - DIRECTION NUMBFPS OF A VECTOP
C
C PUTPLT C A L L I N G SEQUENCE
C A - D I R E C T I O N C O S I N E S OF A VFCTflP
C
C S U B R C U T I N F S
C C A L L E D NONE
C
C DISCUSSION UVECT PEPFn°wS THE FOLLOWING CALCULAT IPNS-
C A(I) / SOFT( A( l)*Al l)«-A(2)*A(2)+A( 3)*A{ 3) ) tWHFPE
C I V A R I E S FROM 1 Tf: 3.
3)** 2)
DO 10 1=1,3
10 A( ! ) = f t ( I I/?
E N D
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SURCCUTINE VIP ( A , I N C A , B , TNC3, N,C)
V I P A ( A , I N C A , B , I N C 9 , N , C )
V I^S ( A, ir.'CA,",, TNCB, N,C)
PUPPCSF TO PERF09M V E C T O R INNE9 PPHHUCT C A L C U L A T I O N ( V I P ) f lNH TCI
ADD ( V I P A ) TO OP SUPT.3 ACT ( V I P S I FP-JM AN INCOTN'O V A L U E
( C O M P A S S )
INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
A - VECTOP A
INCA - INCREMENT BFTWEFN SUCCESSIVE ELEMENTS <?F A
B - VECTOR B
INCB - INCREMENT BETWFFN SUCCESSIVE ELEMENTS CF 5
N - NUMBEP OF ELEMENTS TO BE MUI TIPLIED
C - AN INCOMING VALUE TO Bc ADDED TO (VIPA) HP TO FE SUB-
TRACTED FPOM (VIPS)
OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
c - R E S U L T c = A.? ( V I P ) , c = c «• A.B ( V I P A ) , AND
C = C - A . B ( V I P S I
SUP.= CUT INES
C A L L E D NONE
DISCUSSION THE INNER PPODUCT OF TWO VFCTOFS A AND B is
AND STORED IN C (VIP). THE RESULT IS ADDED TO
SUBTRACTED FPf'M (VIPS) Af; INCOMING VALUE C - A « j D
THE DIFFERENCE IS STORED BACK IN C.
THIS KOUTINE 15 A MODIFIED VEPSIUN OF A CO'-M
C A L C U L A T E D( V I P A ) nc
THE SUM OP
' A S S POUT-
IMF If) THE
V I C E S CO.
SU Q C nUTINE THE BOEING COMPUTED SF C -
V I P A





















V T P , V I P A , V I P S














X Q - X O
T R A N S F E R
FETCH
FFTCH
F E T C H
FFTCH
FETCH T P A M S F E F
FETCH ppr-n°
FFTCH POST-OP
PUT T R A N S F F P IN X7
C L E A P DPOUUCT RF-r, ISTEP
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EVEN
S T A P T
OONF
THPU
































O U T V S
C Y 5
\ X 6





























C L E A R SUVMING F E S I S T E P
S T O R E T P A N S F f F
INC A IN X?
INCB IN Xi
GET N IN X5
I N C A IN £32
I M C B IV R^
PUT N IN B5
C L E A R FOP F I F S T ADD OF Xfa + vy
GET 2 FOP OFCP M.
MASK TO OETFFMINE ODD/EVFM
MASK LOWFP BIT
IF EVEN, BY PASS HOD ELEM SfTUP
ODD, P° FIPST ELEMENT
DCCP N
IF N=l,D(jNE
ADD F I P S T T t P M IN ODD C ^ S F
GET NEXT ELEM QF PRE-OP
GET NEXT FLEM nr POST-np
NO R M A L I Z E FIFST ADD
01
B 3
B O , S T A R T


















X \ * X 2







B O , V I P A
B6
, L O A P PFE-OP
SUM F I ^ S T M U L T I P L Y
, L O A D POST-OP
L O A D ?ND PRE-HP
N O R M A L I Z E F I F S T A D O
L O A D 2ND PCST-OP
CFCRF.MENT N
SUM 2ND '^PY (DUMMY FIRST
FIPST M U L T I P L Y
SFCONP MULTIPLY
N O R M A L I Z p SECOND ADD
DONE WHFN N=C
FINAL ADO - FIRST MPY
NO " M
FIMAL ADD - 2ND M P Y ( I F N;
NO c M
STUFFFP W I T H A T R A N S F E F
FETCH C
ADD C
S T O F F
X7 =
176
PX7 X I -X6 SUR INNTF PPODUCT
NX6 X7
^A6 86
Z R B O f V I P S
FMDVi 7P B O t O U T V A





IDENT ZERO ( A , N )
* SU&PCLITINE ZERO ( A , N )
*
* PUFPCSE TO SET THE ELEMENTS OF 'AN A P ^ A Y TO Z E R O ( C O M P A S S )
*
* INPUT CALLING SEQUENCE
* A - LOCATION OF FIPST ELEMENT Tn RE SET TO ZFPQ
* N - NUMBER OF ELEMENTS TO RE SET TO 7ERO
*
* OUTPUT CALLING SEQUENCE









F N T P Y











3 6 / O H Z E R O , 2 * / 6









83, 8*, C Y C L E
ZERO



















Parameter of Smith's conical solution
Aerodynamic influence coefficient





Jump in pressure coefficient
























doublet distribution on a panel, defined
by eq. (23) of Engineering Document
Matrix, defined by eq. (19) of DVDV PIVC
Engineering Document
Matrix, defined by eq. (40) of DVDS PIVC
Engineering Document
Function, see eq. (46) of Engineering EMUE, FGCAL
Document EMU
Vector, defined by eq. (52) of Engineering RX ITFLOW
Document
Function, see eq. (46) of Engineering FVZ FGCAL
Document


















Matrix, defined by eq. (37) of
Engineering Document
Chord length of panel segment in
transverse geometry cut
Number of panels on one-half of
configuration
Number of doublet parameters in
neighborhood of panel
Number of doublet parameters on
one-half of configuration
Number of free sheet panels on one-half
of the configuration
One-half of the number of wing panels
Panel corner point
Panel center


























































Constant in quasi-Newton method
Vorticity
Strength of line vortex along terminated
edge
Scaling parameter
Panel inclination in transverse cut
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